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Abs tract
The behaviour of rockfill has been investigated by a series
of long-term oedometer tests, a study of the movements observed
in dams and an experimental_investigation of the crushing
occurring at the points of contact of rock particles due to
interparticle forces. Particular attention has been paid. to
the effect of saturation, inundation with water and the
magnitude and variation of the load applied.
Using the results of the contact studies, a simple computer
based numerical model has been developed to link local crushing
with the bulk behaviour of an assembly of angular rock particles.
This was successful for small overall displacements and. has
provided an interesting indication of the magnitude and &is-
tribution of contact forces and the extent of crushing occurring
throughout the mass. Methods of improving the accuracy of the
results at larger overall displacements have been suggested.
An extensive literature review has provided information
about the movements of major rockfill dams. This has allowed
the factors influencing the displacements to be pinpointed. The
analysis of these results has shown existing methods of predicting
post-construction movements to be inadequate and an alternative
approach has been proposed.
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1.].	 Rockf ii]. Dams
The first rockfill dams are considered to have been built
in the middle of the 19th century by Californian gold-miners.
In the absence of the normal materials used to construct
embankments, i.e. earthfill, the miners used the broken rock and
timber which were readily available. These dikes consisted
of a mound of dumped rockfill, with a timber upstream face
which acted as an impervious membrane. After this the popu-
larity of the rockfill darn grew but many of the early attempts
to build darns with rolled earth cores suffered major piping
failures, because of the lack of adequate filters. The com-
plete failure, in 1928, of the 19 m high Schofield Dam in Utah
(Sherard et al., 1963) discouraged the design of similar dams
until the construction of the 76 m high Nantaha.la Dam in North
Carolina in 1942. Extensive laboratory research into the
design of filters was carried out before the construction of
thia dam and its successful performance encouraged the building
of several dams to similar designs.
Pig. 1.1 is a histogram of all the darns with heights of
over ln built in Britain from about 1796 to 1980 and. the
number of earthfill, rockfill, concrete and combinations of
these types constructed in each period are also given. earth
embsrnkinents have always been popular and the majority of British
dams are of this type. Concrete dams were introduced in 1859
arid have gained in popularity since then, becoming more popular
than earthfill dams between 1950 and 1970. In the seventies
there appears to have been a significant change in the attitude
of dam designers with few concrete dams being constructed and
earthfill dams regaining prominence. The exact definition of
a rockfill dam has not always been clear and some of the dams
listed as earthfiil in the source of this data (World Register
of Dams, 1964; 1973; 1976; 1979) would be considered to be rock-
fill. A widely accepted definition of a rockfill dam is 'an
embsiLi*ment in which rockfill is the major fill material'. The
histogram figures show that although rockfill dams have been quite
-25-
scarce in Britain several,were constructed between 1970 and 1979.
Fig. 1.2 shows a histogram of the dam construction rates over
the periods used. in fig. 1.1. Between 1850 and 1950 the rate was
fairly steady but there was a significant increase in the fifties.
This was probably due to an increase in demand for water for new
industry and the provision of better sanitation and water supply
schemes. There would also have been construction of schemes
delayed by the war during this period. Since then there has been
a fall in the construction rate a.nd. the figures indicate a return
to 3-4 dams/year, which is a similar rate to that in the 1850-1950
period.
Although increased economic pressures have led to the
introduction of zoned dams, most rockfill dams can be placed in
three general categories:-
(a) Central core section - fig. 1.3a
This consists of a centrally placed core of earth or
impermeable wall, e.g. bituminous concrete supported. by an
upstream and downstream shoulder of rockfill. Llyn Brianne Dam
(90 m high) constructed in Central Wales is an example of this
type and. is at present the highest rockfill dam in Britain.•
(b) Sloping core section - fig. l.3b
This section is also known as the 'Alcoa' or more commonly,
the 'Growden' section (named. after the consulting engineer,
J.P. Growden, who was involved. in the original design) and. the
core is placed on the upstream face of a mound of rockfill.
Protection against wave action is given to the core by a layer
of rockiill on its upstream face. Scanmionden Dam (70 in high),
completed in 1969 near Huddersfield, is a4 example of this
type of section.
(o) Membrane - faced section - fig. l.3c
This is similar to the dams constructed by the Calif ornian
gold-miners but more modern materials are used for the membraner
now. The recently constructed. 53 in high rockfill dam at Winscar,
Yorkshire, is of this type and has a membrane of asphaltic concrete.
1.2	 Deformation of Rockfill Dams
It has been recognised for many years that ear lbh and rockfill
-26-
dams deform and settle both. during and after construction.
These movements may disturb a dam in such a way that failure
or partial failure of the dam becomes possible. In assessing
the relative importance of various areas of research needed
for better design of dams, the ASCE Committee on Earth and. Rock-
fill Dams (ASCE, 1967) lists 'Strength and Volume Change
Characteristics of Crave]. and Rockfill Materials under Righ
Confining Pressures' as its highest priority. Extensive labor-
atory work on the overall behaviour of rockfill has been carried
out in Mexico (Marsal, 1977) and California, U.S.A. (Becker et
al., 1972) using large triaxial, oed.ometer and plane strain
rigs. In his conclusion Marsal notes that the phenomena under-
lying the bulk behaviour was more complex than anticipated and
suggests research to inve8tigate the local behaviour.
Differential settlement can cause external cracking of the
embankment which may lead. to erosion of the core material or
cracking of the membrane. The most dangerous cracks are those
which open up seepage paths across the core. These are usually
formed by differential settlements in the foundation material,
e.g. a river bed. foundation of alluvials and. hard. rock abutments,
but such. settlements may occur within the embankment, e.g. in a
steep-sided valley where arching of the upper portion of the dam
occurs, with equally devastating results.
Apart from dam-abutment interaction, recent research and.
discussion about differential settlement has concentrated. on the
interaction between the core and. rockfill shells (Wilson and.
Marsal, 1979). If the core of a dam settles more than the shell
(or the filter) material, then there is a transfer of load from
the core to the shells and. the core hangs on the shell by what
is in effect an arching mechanism. This may lead. to fracture
i.e. horizontal cracking of the core and subsequent seepage
through the core may cause failure. Sherard (1973) gives
details of seven dams which are thought to have suffered differ-
ential settlement causing either external transverse cracking or
internal cracking and subsequent hydraulic fracture.
There are a large number of factors which effect the amount
and mode of the deformations but these can be grouped. under a few
general headings, as follows:-
(a) Site topography and geo10-




(e) External loading e.g. reservoir level changes and seismic
activity
Most of these factors are influenced by the economic and
regional situations and restrict the engineer's freedom to design
and construct the dam how and where he wishes. One of his major
considerations in design must be the amount of deformatiom likely
to occur and how this will effect the stability of the dam.
Several construction practices, such as sluicing and. compaction
of the rockfill, have been introduced and these help to limit the
deformation. It is generally agreed that these are useful but
there is still debate over the best way to apply them. Embank-
ment instrumentation has become increasingly important d.ñring the
last ten to fifteen years and information from this should help to
resolve some of these problems.
1.3	 Deformation Mechanisms
Although there are several factors which affect the deform-
ation of rockfill, there are relatively few mechanisms which take
place within the rockfill mass and contribute to the overall mass
deformation. These mech.anisms will either occur within each
particle or at the points of contact between the particles.
1.3.1 Interparticle Displacements
(a) Contact Crushing
- Each piece of rock in a granular mass is subjected to forces
at its contacts with other pieces. These forces create high stress
regions at the contacts and crushing or apalling occurs to
accommodate these stresses. The local displacements of particles
contribute to the overall deformation of the mass.
(b) Rotation and. Sliding of Particles
Contact crushing causes particles to move towards each other
and can be considered to be a norma]. displacement on the contact
plane. Tangential displacemElts may also take place and. these are
-28-
seen as rotations or sliding of particles relative to eachi other.
These processes will be opposed by friction between the particle
surfaces but as the dynamic coefficient of friction is usually
smaller than the static value, then once movement has started it
will continue until the resulting redistribution of forces produces
lower, 8table values. These movements may also be accompanied
by local breakage.
1 .3. 11 Intra-particle Deformations
(a) Bulk Deformation
When subjected to load rock undergoes an immediate deformation
and if the load is maintained time-dependent deformations will be
observed. Similarly each particle within the granular mass will
respond to the variations in the forces applied to it and the
strains produced will effect the overall deformation of the mass.
(b) particle Breakage
If the forces applied to a particle produce stresses within
the bulk of the particle which are greater than its strength along
a particular plane, then the particle may break into two or more
pieces. This will cause a redistribution of forces and change the
structure of the mass. If the mass has a high porosity tthen large
local movements may occur producing a significant change in the
overall deformation.
l.3.iii The Concept of Inter and Intra-particle Deformations
The four mechanisms listed in l.3.i and 1.3.ii help to
explain the distinction between interparticle and intra-particle
deformations. Broadly speaking interparti cle di sp1acem. ts occur
at the particle contacts whereas intra-particle deformations occur
within the bulk of the particles. Interparticle displacements
are 'surface phenomena' and the intra-particle deformations are
'volume changes'. These definitions are not very distinct since
it must be assumed that there is a clear distinction between what
constitutes the bulk of the particle and the contact zone. sim-
ilarly there are grey areas in distinguishing between the four
mechanisms. This dile=a has not been resolved within this
research. No attempt has been made to determine the exact limits
of the bulk and contact zones and the broad definitions have been
accepted as sufficient.
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l.3.iv The Role of the Four Mechanisms in Rockfill Deformation
In measuring the deformations of a granular mass it is
impossible to determine the exact contribution of each of the
four mechanisms. It seems likely that the loads applied, the
rock properties and. particle shapes will all effect the re-
lative importance of each mechanism in a particular situation.
It is also po8sible that the main mechanism may change with
time e.g. as a sample is compacted rolling and. sliding may
be restricted. At present, our knowiedge of the possible
role of each mechanism is limited and. to understand. and pre-
diet the deformations of granular masses and in particular
rockfill dams, it ia necessary to investigate each of the
mechanisms involved.
1.4 Review of Research
Marsal (1977), in his work on granular materials, has
laid. great emphasis on the breakage of particles in oedometer
and triaxia]. tests. This has led to the conclusion that break-
age is the significant factor in the settlement of large dams
during construction (Wilson and Marsal, 1979)., In the develop-
ment of his work little attention has been given to the role of
contact crushing and rotation or sliding of particles. Other
researchers (e.g. Charles, 1973; Kjaernsli and. Sande, 1963),
using similar equipment, have been more interested. in the over-
all behaviour and deformation results rather than the processes
involved.
Little attention has been given to the role of contact
crushing, although some work has been carried out by researchers
in tribolo (e.g. Bowden and. Tabor, 1949, 1964). Sowers et
al. (1965) performed, a series of tests on cylinders of greywacke.
These were shaped to form a wedge or pyramid at one end. and
forced either against steel plates or flat, ground. surfaces of
the same material. Fig. 1.4 shows the results of these tests.
Each sample showed. an immediate displacement with a continuing
settlement with time. Saturated. contacts exhibited larger
immediate displacements than dry contacts and wetting of the dry
samples after about five days produced additional displacements.
The use of an agent to reduce surface tension in the water
increased. the crushing and reduced the time lag between the
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addition of water and the additional crushing. It was also
noted that rock on rock tests produced sudden sporadic in-
creased settlements but that the magnitude of these reduced
with time. Rzadkowski and Zurek (1970) measured the total
compression of sandstone particles when subjected to load
between two metal platens. The particles were then inundated.
with water and the additional compression noted. Fig. 1.5
shows the graph of results they produced from these tests.
Peyimn (1971) has shown that these results approximate to the
relationship: -
d - C
d. - total displacement
P - load
c- constant
which is in agreement with the form of the theoretical rela-
tionship proposed by Hertz (1896). It should be noted. that
these tests were rock on platen tests and this conclusion is
based on only a few graph points.
A large amount of theoretical work has been carried out
into the behaviour of elastic contacts (e.g. Hertz, 1896:
Mindin et a]., 1951: Lubkin, 1951) and. viscoelastic contacts
(e.g. Lee and Radok, 1960: Yang 1966). Plastic contacts
have been considered by Bowden and Tabor, 1949. Solutions for
different load systems have been produced. and usually expressions
for the particle approach and dimensions of the contact area have
been determined. In most of these Alialysea one of the main
assumptions is that the contact shapes are ellipsoidal.
1.5 Outline of Research
The main emphasis of this research is an investigation into
the phenomenon of contact crushing, the factors which influence
its magnitude and its importance iii the overall deformation of
granular masses. The role of particle breakage and bulk deform-
ations have also been considered, although not in as much detail.
As a background to this work a study of the bulk behaviour of
rockflll, as observed in dams, and a series of laboratory tests,
has also been made.
The field data collected from a literature review of a large
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number of rockfill dams has been presented in Chapter 2. This
data has been used to test the accuracy of existing methods of
predicting poet-construction crest movements and an alternative
approach to the problem has been proposed. The observed move-
ments of dame and the major influences effecting these have also
been discussed.
The material used in the laboratory tests was obtained from
Scammonden Dam, near Huddersfield., Yorkshire and. Chapter 3 con-
tains a brief description of the darn and the results of class-
ification and. property tests carried out on this sandstone.
The experimental work on the behaviour of rock contacts is
presented in Chapters 4 - 6 and is concentrated on three areas:-
(a) the load-displacement relationship
(b) the area of contact developed under load
(c) the time-dependent behaviour of the contact under constant
load
A major influence on rock behaviour is saturation and. rarticular
attention has been paid to the effect of this throughout the
research. The differences in behaviour of wet and dry contacts
have been investigated as well as the effect of inundation. In
analysing the results the influence of the material properties
and the angularity of the particles have also been considered..
In Chapter 7 the results of a series of axial compressions
tests on three gradings of the sandstone in a large oedometer
creep rig have been discussed. These tests were carried out to
investigate the magnitude of both immediate and time-dependent
settlements when the samples were subject to different load. levels,
inundation and. re-saturation. A a tudy of the rebound on un-
loading and the subsequent tine-dependent creep-recovery dis-
placements has also been included..
A discussion of the importance of interparticle displace-
ments (Chap'ter 8) suggests that a numerical computer model, based
on the interparticle behaviour, can be developed to study the
local behaviour of rockfill. Some success was obtained. with a
fairly simple model and. the results of this investigation are given
in Chapter 9.
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The main results and conclusions of the research are
presented in Chapter 10 (section 10.2) and summaries of the
findings in the experimental contact tests are given in sections
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The Observed Post-construction Movements of
Rockfill Dams. - their significance and. prediction.
oamet
is concerned with the movements of the
foundations and. the section of the dam completed due to the
addition of filL.inaterial. These include both large immediate
displacements and smaller time-dependent movements. Post-
construction movements are those of the completed structure and
are mainly small time-dependent displacements, although external
load changes may bring about larger movements.
While both sets of displacements are of importance, construction
displacements may be compensated for by the addition of extra fill
material. The post-construction movements are indicative of
the structure's ability to perform the task it was designed for.
Large movements may indicate problems within the dam which require
attention and which would otherwise go unnoticed until the problem
becomes more critical. Post-construction movements must also be
considered at the design stage so that the designer can provide
sufficient but not costly, excessive camber and freeboard. Lawton
and Lester (1964) note a case where concern over large predicted
settlements caused a dam to be changed from a sloping core to a
central core type at the design stage.
2.1	 The Prediction of Post-construction Movements.
2.l.i Methods of Prediction. 	 -
Although a wealth of material exists for predicting both
construction and post-construction movements using the material
properties, very little work has been carried out based on
observations of dams already constructed. The finite element
method has provided a useful tool in displacement prediction and
may be adapted to most situations. However, its use should not
go unquestioned and the present trend towards increased, sophist-
ication does not necessarily lead to greater accuracy. Materials
such as rock and earthfill do not by their nature lend themselves
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to precise numerical aflaly5lB techniques. It is inter-
esting to note that a finite element analysis of Llyn Brianrxe
Dam by Cathie and Dungar (1978), using both two and three
dimensional meshes and. elastic, non-linear elastic and elastic-
plastic constitutive relationships, failed to improve on the
elastic equivalent compressibility method used by Penman and
Charles (1972) . Cathie and Dungar conclude that thir simple
elastic 2-D analysis gave the best agreement with the observed
movements. The use of inappropriate material behaviour models
can produce meahinglesa results and it is felt that a greater
understanding of material behaviour is needed to match the
sophistication of analysis if the usefulness of the finite
element method is to be increased.
Post-construction movement prediction based on observed
displacements of existing dams has been approached in two ways.
(i) in terms of a displacement-time analysis and
(ii) in terms of a displacement-height relationship.
In considering dam movements there are a large number of
factors to be taken into account viz, local topography, dam design,
construction method, material properties and external loading.
While it is difficult to assess he relative importance of each of
these, studies of observed behaviour can provide valuable inform-
ation for the dam designer. Time and height are readily avail-
able parameters and therefore provide a good basis for a pre-
diction calculation.
(a) Displacement - time analysis
The first approach was used by Sowera et al. (1965). They
collected vertical settlement data from fourteen dams noting the
heights, design (sloping core, etc.), rock type and construction
method. The settlement values were plotted as a percentage of the
fill height against log time, fig. 2.1. Due to the fact that time-
dependent displacements occur during construction and no 'creep
threshold' can be defined 	 Sowers et a].. assumed the mid-point
of construction to be their zero time and plotted the values
accordingly. Charles (1973), in considering Scammonden Dam, has
used a point at three quarters of the construction time. From
their study Sowers et al. concluded that the settlement per unit
height was independent of the dam height, the design cross-section
or the rock used and that the most important factor was the con-
struction method. They also noted the narrow range of settlement
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per unit height values (approximately 0.25 to 1.0$ over 10 years)
for the variety of dams considered. To aid prediction and as a
comparison with oedometer test results presented in the paper,
they suggested that a linear equation (2.1) could be applied, to
the curve of each darn.
E - . (1og10t2 - log 10t1 )	 (2.1)
Where E is the percentage settlement per unit height occuring
between timea t1and t2. The value of - ranges from about 0.2
(Wolf Creek, East Fork, Chilhowee, Lower Bear River No. 1) to
1.05 (Dix River).
Parkin (1977) has reviewed the work of Sowers et a].., and argues
that analyses based on total settlements are subject to uncertainty
and alternative interpretations. He proposes a creep rate analysis
(Parkin 1971) which reduces the uncertainty, as it eliminates time-
independent factors, and amplifies imperfections in the data which
may be related to 'events'. He demonstrates his approach On the
observed settlements of Cedar Cliff Dam and reproduces Sowers et
al's equation. The application of this method is, however, not
as useful as was envisaged. In thia research the method was
applied to data from several dams. It became apparent that the
large number of 'events' which occur while a darn is in service
make it difficult to distinguish the basic creep pattern frcn the
imperfections.
(b) Displacement - height analysis
The second approach was used. by Lawton and Lester (1964)
who collected data from twenty-five darns of varying types. Of
these, eleven were found to have attained creep rates of less than
0.02% of their heights per year. This arbitrary figure was selected
as an indication that the darn had undergone its 'total effective
settlement'. In using this approach no consideration was made of
the length of time the darn had been in service. The values of
'total effective settlement' were plotted against the height of
fill at the measuring point on a log-log graph, fig. 2.2. From
this the following settlement (s) - height (h) relationship was
obtained.
s • 0.001 Ii/2	 (2.2)
There is no discussion of the significance of the units of the
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coefficient. A comparison of the 'rule of thumb' prediction,
a 0.01 Ii, is made showing how this could lead to overestimation
for small dams and serious underestimation for dams higher than
100 m.
A similar but more thorough study has been carried out by
Soyd.emir and Kjaernsli (1975, 1979) . They obtained information
on forty-eight dams and. distinguised. between the various type,g Ø)
making a special distinction between dumped and compacted
dams. Unlike Lawton and Lester they have taken time into consider-
ation and have also made use of data of horizontal deflections and
displacements normal to the upstream face of membrane dams. Their
analysis has produced a set of curves for each type of dam which
allow the displacements in the three directions (vertical and
horizontal crest movements, maximum displacements normal to the
membrane) to be calculated from the height of fill. For some
types of dams these curves have been produced for periods up to
thirty years. Table 2.1.1 gives their values for the coefficient,cL.,
and index,P,of the curves representing initial reservoir filling
(0.5 - 3 years) and 10 years for equations of the foyn p oi. H.
The ten year equation for the settlement of dumped,(mee and
sloping core dams is the same as that produced by Lawton and
Lester. There is a similarity between the form of the normal
displacement equations quoted here and that suggested by Steele
and Cooke (1960) viz. a
Dam Type	 Dumped Membrane/sloping	 Compacted Membrane
______________ _____________ 	 core	 ____________ _______________
Time	 mit. Res.	 10 years	 mit. Res.	 10 years
_____________ Filling	 _______ ______ Filling	 _______ _____
Displacement ø.	 p	 oi.	 p _____ p _______ p
-	 -s	
-*
Vertical	 5x10	 1.5 lxlO	 1.5 lilO 1.5
	
3x10 1.5
Horizontal 3.5x1O*	 1.5 6xlo ' 1.5 5x10 1.5 1.5x].6 1.5
Normal	 lilO	 2	 -	 -	 2x10	 2	 -	 -
Table 2.1.1 Soydemir & Kjaernsli
Prediction Formulae
A comparison of the results of the two approaches reveals a
discrepancy. Sowers et al. claim that settlement is proportional
to height whereas a settlement-height approach indicates a variation
5I.
with H • Sowers et al. also conclude that dam type is not
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significant although no apparent attempt is made to separate
the dams into their various types. The work of Soydexair and
Kjaernsli indicates that the dam type may be of importana q)$
especially the distinction between dumped and compacted
2.1.11 Discussion of the Methods of Prediction
In view of the discrepancy between the two approaches it
was decided to re-examine both approaches, reviewing the validity
of the analyses, the conclusions and the error that may be expected.
in using the formulae produced.. In order to do this an independ-
ent survey of the literature was carried out, gathering information
on the construction methods, external loading, i.e. reservoir
filling, rock and foundation materials as well as the observed
vertical and. horizontal displacements. Many of the dams con-
sidered have been used by Soydemir and Kjaernsli but a number
of other dams have also been included. Tables 1 - 4 (Appendix I)
give details of the sixty-eight dams studied and the references
from which the information was obtained. The dams were class-
ified. according to thi	 sign and a distinction made between
compacted and dumped/ ebrane dams. A survey of this sort
highlights how difficult it is to obtain good, concise information
from the literature and several discrepancies were found even
within papers by the same authors.
The displacements, expressed as a percentage of the height
of fill, were plotted against a log 	 fig. 2.3-2.9. The
'creep threshold' used was different e' that suggested by Sowers
et al. or Charles. Sowers' threshold is an arbitrary figure, where-
as Charles bases his calculation on the method of load application
for his large oedometer tests. In practice, however, the dis-
placements were measured with respect to initial measurements at
some poi&I-in time after the construction period. It seems more
reasonable to consider the time of the initial measurements as the
zero time rather than some convenient point in the construction
period. Prom the dam designer's point of view, he may not know
how long the construction period will be and calculations from a
point within this period will not greatly help his determina ion
of suitable freeboard for post-construction o1uiw.,M5..
The use of a log (time) axis has disadvantages since log
(zero time) has no real value. In order to overcome this and
have a zero time-zero displacement origin a log 10 (t + i) (t in
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months) axis has been used. It should be noted that as t
increases then log (t + 1) 4 log t.
A study of the settlement graphs reveals that the assumption
of straight lines as suggested by Sowers et al. is not very good
and that their coefficient,c., may be expected to increase with
time. This can be seen at large time values, as well as being
accentuated by the introduction of an origin. A comparison of
the graphs for the different types of dam does show differences
contrary to the conclusion of Sowers et al. but this will be
discussed later in the chapter. The formula suggested by Sowers
et a].. also presents a problem to the designer in that he has a
wide range of oc values to choose from and there is no indication
as to which factors influence its value.
The method of approach suggested by Lawton and Lester is more
difficult to assess as no consideration is given to the length of
service time of the dams. The choice of 0.02%/year as an
indication of when the 'total. effective settlement' is complete
is an arbitrary figure and its significance depends on the height
of the dam being considered. For a dam 30 m high this is a
displacement of only 6 mm per year but for a 300 m high dam it
amounts to 60 mm per year and this may represent a significant
percentage of the freeboard.. The number of dams considered in
the analysis is small and no distinction is made between types
of dam. Although twenty-six individual points are plotted, the
majority of these are data from two dams, Kenny aid Lower Bear
River no. 1 (a sloping core and a dumped membrane dam). A log-log
plot analysis is subject to individual interpretation of the results
and a computer analysis of the points is useful. A best fit corn-
^.
puter analysis gives the relationship a - 0.001 H if the settle-
ments are assumed to be correct and the heights subject to error.
However, if the heights are assumed to be correct and the settle-
ments subject to error then a relationship a - 0.0015
	
is
obtained. The differences in settlements predicted from these
two equations can become significant for higher dams and the choice
of one rather than the other is a matter of opinion. Lawton and
Lester have also plottedvelopes to show the margin of error of
their functions, fig. 2.2. This gives values of approximately
3C of the settlement calculated by equation (2.2) for a given
height. In real terms this is a range of 0.6 m for a 100 m high
dam and greater than 3 m for a 300 rn high dam. Clearly, this
leaves the dam designer with a difficulty in designing an effective
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freeboard and camber.
The method of analysis used by Soydemir & Kjaernsli
requires examination and is essentially a contour curve fitting
exercise Graphs of displacement against height have been plotted
and each point designated its reported time value. By choosing
suitable time values, e.g. 10, 20, 30 years it is possible to
interpolate between the points plotted and obtain a series of
points representing the selected time value. By joining these
points together, like contours picking up points of equal
magnitude, curves may be drawn for a number of discrete time
values. These curves may then be used by the designer as
estimates of the displacements for given heights and times.
Soydemir and Kjaernsli have taken this type of analysis one step
further and. reproduced their contour curves together with known
functions. Due to the similarity of their contour curves with
these known functions, they have then used. the known functions
as the models of behaviour from which predictions can be made.
The values of the coefficients and indices of some of these
curves have already been given in Table 2.1.1.
This procedure smoothes out the data collected into a more
'manageable form'. Scatter of the data is to be expected and
this 'mRnPgeable form' will necessarily contain a margin of
error. However, if this smoothing out process is carried out on
data with a large scatter then the margin of error will be signifi-
cant and the predictions of the 'mi-riageable form' of little value.
It will be demonstrated that in analysing their data Soydemir
and Kjaernsli have carried this process to unreasonable lengths
and that the models they present are too simple with large margins
of error.
Fig. 2.10 shows the data and curves plotted by Soydemir and
Xjaernsli for vertical settlement of the crests of dumped mem-
brane danis. The curves are not the actual discrete time contours
but are the results of the smoothing out process. Fig. 2.11 shows
the time contours for the same data using interpolation between
the given points (extrapolation has not been used to extend the
data). The contours show increasing settlement with time and
height as expected. However, the choice of suitable curves to
fit the contours is a matte%r of individual jud.gement and a linear
relationship would be a reasonable fit for some of the contours e.g.
0.5, 5, 10 years. A comparison of the time contours and the
curves of Soydemir and Kjaernsli (fig. 2.12) shows that they have
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initially OVere8tiWated the settlements for higher dams. Only
the two year curve shows good agreement with the time contour for
all heights. Figs. 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 show a similar compari-
son for the horizontal displacements of the dumped membrane dams.
The time contours show large irregularities in the data and it
is considered that there is insufficient data available after
ten years to predict a reasonable settlement-height relationship.
Fig. 2.15 illustrates clearly that the data available will in
no way justify the smoothing out process used by Soydemir and.
Icjaernsli. Similar comparisons can be made from their data for
norma]. displacements and other types of dams. It should be
noted that these prediction curves have been further modified,
as described above, by Soydeinir and Kjaernsli to fit standard
functions.
The above comparison is based on individual judgement and
a more rigorous approach is needed. To do this a best fit
computer analysis was carried out on the settlement data obtained
from the independent survey. Since this data has been plotted
on a displacement - time graph, displacements can be found at
discrete time values by linear interpolation of the known values
for each dam. rime values of one and ten years were chosen since
these coincide with Soydemir and. Kjaernsli's quoted function
times. Table 2.1.2 gives the results of this analysis for a
function of the form a - o	 assuming the heights to be correct
values. A comparison of the index values, P, with the 1.5 value
of Soydemir and. Kjaernsli indicates a value closer to 1.0 would
be reasonable. There is little correlation of the coefficient
values with those proposed by Soydemir and Kjaernsli. Of most
importance are the correlation coefficients calculated, which
range from 0.274 to 0.897 (l.o indicating a perfect fit. i.e.
a unique solution) implying that a unique solution cannot be
reasonably used.
______________	 mit. Beg . Filling	 10 years




Dumped membrane l.8x10 1.2 0.633 	 9x10 0.9 0.683




	 71ld 1.3 0.897
	
insufficient data
Central	 2x10' 2.0 0.550	 insufficient data
Table 2.1.2 Results of Best Fit
Computer Analysis
a -	 - vertical settlements.
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ks a final comparison the predicted and observed settlements
for the individual darts were considered. The settlements pre-
dicted. by Scydemir and Kjaernsli's equations were compared with
the values found from the graphs at one and ten years. Table 2.1.3
shows the sean, maximum and. minimum values of the function
a • The mean values show an overestimation of settlements
obs
and in some cases this represents a significant error which could
result in needless expenditure. Plots of 
ca1Jobs against
the heights of the dams did not reveal any variation of error with
height.
________________	
mit. Res. Filling ______ 10 years
Dam type	 Mean	 Max	 Mm	 Mean	 Max	 Mm
Dumped Membrane	 1.22	 3.32	 0.29 0.96 	 1.47 0.31
Compacted "	 3.21	 7.50	 1.56 3.79	 6.47	 0.99
Sloping Core	 2.68	 7.59	 0.89 1.71	 2.52 0.90
Table 2.1.3
	
S ic/sb - Predicted
and Observed Settlements
These three analyses show clearly that the formulae and.
curves presented as prediction models by Soydemir and Kjaernsli
are inadequate and produced by erroneous methods. The results
of The computer analysis also throw doubt on the validity of
using the prediction formulae of Sowers et al. and. Lawton and
Lester. It seems that the large number of factors which
influence the displacements produce significant scatter and. make
the use of discrete prediction models inappropriate. While dam
designers may desire such models, they must be made aware of the
margins of error involved. An alternative approach to the problem
is discussed in the following section.
2.1.iii Comparative Prediction Approach
This approach recognises that a large number of factors
influence the dam behaviour and that a simple prediction model
is not available. It is based on the observed. field performance
of existing dams and takes into account the scatter of the data.
It relies upon the experience and judgement of the designer and
guidelines have been set out to aid his calculations.
Figs. 2.16 and. 2.17 show the envelopes of the vertical and
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horizontal displacements of the dais curves given in figs. 2.3 - 2.9.
These envelopes contain the majority of the points plotted although
a few of the more irregular points have been excluded. The
envelopes provide the designer with quick method of ascertaining
the range of displacements which a certain type of data stay be
expected to undergo after a period of time. If, in the cir-
cumstances, these are unacceptable then a different design may
be chosen.
The range of values given by the envelopes will not permit
specific displacement values to be calculated. The selection
of a mean, mrimum or minimum value of the range is not a good
approach to the problem. At this stage of design the location,
local geology, proposed construction method and design will
probably be known or the alternatives be under discussion. By
consulting Tables 1-4 (Appendix I) dams with similar character-
istics may be selected and their displacement time behaviour
analysed from fIgs. 2.3 - 2.9. From this information and possibly
extrapolation of the curves, a number of displacement values may
be obtained. The designer may then decide how appropriate the
various characteristics are to his own problem and calculate a
reasonable displacement value. It is recommended that the
references quoted are read in full as these will provide more
background Information and highlight problems encountered.
Alternatively, the observed results from similar dams near the
proposed site stay be used.
2.2	 Observed Displacements
This section contains guidelines for the designer in using
figs. 2.3 - 2.9 to predict dam displacements and the behaviour of
specific dams has been discussed. (The references for these dame
are quoted in Tables 1-4 (Appendix I)). Other displacements not
considered. In the survey, viz, normal and lateral movements have
been reviewed from the literature. Finally the factors which
may influence the displacements e.g. construction methods are
discussed.
2.2.1 Vertical Settlement
The envelopes of settlements (fig. 2.16) show the differences
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to be expected for the various types of dams. While the upper
bounderies follow a sequence (increasing displacement for a given
time) of compacted membrane (c.m.), sloping core (s.c.), central
core (c.c.) and durnped membrane (d.m.) dams, this is not established
for the lower boundaries until after nine years service. The
most noticeable feature of these envelopes is the significant
reduction in settlements of membrane dams when compacted. Al-
though s.c. and c.c. dams of both compacted azd dumped fills have
been plotted there is not such a significant change in behaviour.
A study of fig. 2.5 shows that the s.c. dams 9 and 11 which have
compacted fill, lie along the lower boundary- of the curves but
Trangslet Darn (no. 10), which also has a compacted fill, lies in
the middle of the envelope.
Three of the d.rn. darns in fig. 2.3 show irregular behaviour
viz. Swift, Shirokovsk and Wishon (nos. 3, 13, 14). Swift and
Shirokovsk show small initial displacements followed by high
settlements whereas Wishon has the opposite behaviour. Both
Swift and Shirokovak are built on alluvial deposits which may
have caused the large settlements. Strawberry Darn (no. 4) is
very similar.to these but has a better construction method
probably resulting in a better curve. It is probable that Swift
and Shirokovek were constructed from dry rockfill and the sharp
increase in settlements may be a result of reservoir filling.
The initial settlement of Wishon Darn i related to the first
filling of the reservoir which took place in just thirteen days.
After this the reservoir level was kept constant for six and a
half months and then d.rawndown over the next nine months • This
has resulted in the levelling off of the settlement curve. It is
interesting to note that Dix River Darn (no. 5), which was singled
out by Sowers et al. (1965) as having high settlements, shows sim-
ilar hehaviour to many other dams of its type.
Venemo (no. 4) and Niasastzóm (no. 2) Dams (fig. 2.4) exhibit
a rising effect initially before settlixg	 .wpuild. Little
information on Nissastrom is available but several factors may
have influenced the behaviour of Venemo. This darn is situated
in a relatively narrow valley which may have induced an arching
action and together with freezing of the wet fill caused uplift.
The upward movement is only noted prior to first filling when
rapid settlement occured. The large settlements associated with
the reservoir impounding are probably due to the construction
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methods employed. The fill was initially dumped until field
compaction tests were completed aid then compacted fill used.
While good. sluicing was carried out during summer construction
freezing conditions prevented this during winter and. con-
sequently winter fill was only sluiced the following spring.
The settlement-time graphs of s.c. dams (fig. 2.5) shows
three dams which all exhibit the same behaviour. Two of these,
Bersimis no. 1 and Deroches (nos. 5 and 6), are of similar
construction and built next to each other for the same reservoir.
Hoijes (no. 2), however, is not particularly similar to the other
two and there does not appear to be any reason for the small
settlements recorded (as compared with the other dams) in all
three cases.
In naiysing the data from c.c. dams it must be remembered.
that the core plays a significant role in the behaviour. Cores
may be relatively thin or very wide when compared with the dam
cross-section. All the dams considered have earth cores,
usually of clay, except Dhuinn Valley Dam (no. 5) which has a
vertical bituminous concrete core. The central position means
that any crest settlements measured are those of the core rather
than the rocktill shoulders. It is interesting to note that
these earth core settlements are similar to those of rockfill
for other types of dams. Central core dams suffer from core -
filter - rockfill interactions due to the differences in stiff-
ness of the zones and this complicates. the behaviour as arching
may occur. The reservoir filling introduces a further compli-
cation in that otily one shoulder is saturated usually inducing
additional settlements on that side. Despite these difficulties
the settlement-time curves (fig. 2.6) show good correlation with
each other and there are no particular irregularities of
behaviour.
2.2.ii Horizontal Deflections
The graph of the envelopes of the various types of dams
(fig. 2.17) shows again that compacted membrane dams have the
smallest movements and dumped membrane dams the greatest. It
is difficult to draw an envelope for c.c. dams aid this is
discussed more fully below. A comparison of the settlement and
deflection envelopes shows that in general the horizontal move-
ments are less than the vertical ones. The ratio of these two
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values is different for different dams and times and a general
relationship cannot be established.
The deflection - time curves of both compacted and dumped.
membrane dams have been plotted on one graph (fig. 2.7) due to
the small amount of data available. All the displacements are
in a downstream direction as would be expected because of the
weight of the water on the upstream face. Both Wishon and Swift
Dams show similar behaviour to their settlement-time curves.
Malpaso Darn (no. 7) has horizontal displacements twice its
settlements.
In fig. 2.8 the deflections of s.c. dams are plotted and,
as expected, these are in a downstream direction. As before
Hoijes, Bersimis no. 1 and Deroches have the smallest movements.
No conclusions can be drawn on the influence of compaction on
the deflections of s.c. dams since data on only one dam, Furnas,
was available. Both Kenny and Miboro Dams (nos. 1 and 4) have
undergone quite large upstream movements after a period of time.
The movement at M.iboro can be related to the reservoir being
lowered but this is not the case for Kenny. At Kenny the res-
ervoir was impounded over a period of four years and has re-
mained. full since then. The increasing water level appears to
have reduced the rate of downstream deflection but the full
reservoir has induced a large downstream movement followed. by
an upstream and then downstream deflection. The reason for
this is not clear but may be due to rotation of the foundation
under the water load.. The settlement curve does not show any
particular irregular behaviour over the same period.
The c.c. dam deflections shown in fig. 2.9 are both up-
stream and downstream directions. As has already been discussed
o.c. dams have a complicated behaviour and it is difficult to
predict their movements. As the shoulders usually move in opposite
directions placing of the measuring instrument or monument is
very important. Cherry Valley Darn (no. 22) showed downstream
movements on filling and upstream movements on drawdown. El
Infiernillo (no. 12) showed upstream movements on impounding and.
then downstream deflection under a constant reservoir level condi-
tion. Although the movements at Tresna Dam (no. 24) are quite
small, the downstream/upstream deflections are thought to be due
to a culvert running under the centre of the dam. Other points
along the crest at some distance from the maximum section show
only downstream movements. Displacements at points upstream and
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downstream on the crests were monitored at Gepatach Darn in
Austria (no. 2) and. these are shown separately on the diagram.
The initial upstream movement of both. points was during draw-
down of the half full reservoir. On refilling, the upstream
shoulder moved upstream and the downstream shoulder in the
opposite direction, which caused longitudinal cracking along
the crest. Subeeguent drawdowna and refillings have produced
upstream and downstream deflections respectively with a
continuing increase of the distance between the two crest
movements.
2.2.iii Normal displacements to the upstream face
These displacements are of particular importance in the
performance of membrane dams since differential displacements
may cause cracking of the membrane and leakage. The local
movements of the face are approximately norma]. to the face al-
though in most cases the vertical settlement component is
slightly greater than the horizontal component. During first
filling the displacements are relatively large and usually have
a maximum value at the maximum section and at a point 4 of
the height from the base. This is due to the weight of water
on the face and. the darn effectively having a pin or rigid joint
at the abutments. The dumped fill dams Salt Springs (fig. 2.18)
Lower Bear River no. 1, Ishibuchi and Nozori and the compacted
fill Venemo Dam all have maximum movements at approximately 4(
of the height. Wishon and Paradela Dams have their maximum
values at 56% and 85% of the height respectively. At Wishon no
points below this were monitored, while at Paradela filling the
reservoir during construction created difficulties in interpre-
tation of the results. The lower regions of rockfill had a].-
ready been loaded before measurement started and, therefore the
measurements in these regions could be expected to be small.
Once impounding has been completed refilling and natural
ageing movements appear to be a maximum at the crest e.g. Salt
Springs (fig. 2.18) and Nozori Dams. This is to be expected
since repeated loadings i.e. water weight produce only small dis-
placements anti if these are less than those of the natural move-
ments of the darn mass under its own weight then the net effect
will be maximum movements at the crest. Cethana Darn (fig. 2.19)
is an exception to this as its maximum displacement point moves
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from 55% to 4 of its height after first filling. There is
a pronounced kink in the deflection curve and. although Fitzpatrick
et al. (1973) can find no reason for this, this may be the cause
of downward movement of the point of maximum displacement.
2.2.iv Cross-valley Movements
Observations of the cross-valley or lateral movements have
been made only at a few dams. Movements are, as expected, away
from the abutments and towards the centre but in some dams the
bulk of the dam tends to move towards one abutment. At Salt
Springs (fig. 2.20), Lower Bear River no. 1 and Kenny Dams this
has been attributed, to the dumping from one abutment only in the
direction of the movement. A similar conclusion may be reached
at Paradela Dam but the shape of the abutments and the weathered
rock at the abutment being approached. may have contributed to the
movement.
These cross-valley movements are usually small and remedial
action is not required. However, since the abutment zones of
the dam are in tension, transverse cracking may occur resulting
in leakage if adequate freeboard is not provided. Pipes, etc.
running along the crest may also suffer damage (fig. 2.21) if
precautions are not taken.
2.3 Factors Influencing the Displacements
2 .3.i Local. Topography and Geology
The topography of a site may effect the displacement if the
valley is narrow with steep abutments. This can produce an arching
effect in the dam which reduces the settlements, particularly a
valley with abutments of different slopes may cause cross-valley
movements towards the flatter abutment.
The foundation movements are not always monitored separately
and therefore influence the observed dam displacements. If alluv-
ials and weathered rock are removed before construction then it
may be assumed that post-construction displacements of the found-
ation are minimal. If these are not removed then zones of the
dam above these may undergo larger settlements and therefore
calculations must be made to determine the value of these.
Strength values for foundation rock and rockfills are rarely
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quoted in the literature making it difficult oasses_ie
influence of this parameter. While it 1(2iea that ound
rockfill is less compressible than weathered rockfill this does
not necessarily- effect the post-construction movement directly.
The strength of the rockfill sill determine its displacement during
construction (either by dumping or compaction) due to crushing at
the contacts or breakage. This then will effect the relative
density of the fill and it is this parameter which will influence
the post-construction displacements. The relative density is
also determined by the amount of energy input and, therefore, a
comparison between displacements of dams due to the influence of
their rockfill strengths cannot reasonably be made unless the
construction methods are similar.
2.3. ii Construction Methods
(a) Dumping or compaction?
As has already been noted compaction has a significant effect
in reducing displacement of membrane dams but not as great (if at
all) for sloping core dams. It is, therefore, better to compact
the fill in membrane dams unless circumstances dictate otherwise.
On the basis of the survey of dams carried out in this research
there appears to be room for discussion as to whether sloping core
dams should be compacted or not.
If dumping is to be used then the direction of dumping and
the heights of the lifts can effect the movements. By dumping
from both abutments and producing a more uniform fill, it is
likely that cross-valley movements can be reduced. Dumping from
the abutment with the flatter slope may also counteract cross-
valley movements due to the topography of the site.
A study of the settlement-time curves for the dumped fill
dams in the survey does not produce a general conclusion as to
whether high (,lCn) or low lifts (lOm) are better. For membrane
dams the high lifts tend. to produce lower settlements whereas
central core dams show lower settlements with low lifts. For
sloping core dams there is no pattern and. both types of cons truc-
tion produce high and low settlements. It is interesting to note
that in the survey the majority of membrane dams had high lift
construction, approximately equal numbers of the sloping core dams
had. high and low lifts and most of the central core dams had low
lifts.
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Terzaghi (1960) argues that single-stage construction i.e.
one lift produces a gradually, changing fill due to segregatioh,
with coarse material at the base and. fine at the crest. In a
multi-stage construction coarse particles will rest on finer ones
and larger displacements can occur. Nottely, Watauga and South
Holaton are three dams built in the U.S.A. in one, two and three
sessions respectively using dumping. Fig. 2.6 shows that, under
similar reservoir level conditions, Nottely has the
ip]cements ai South Koiston the largest in-oowith
Reinua (1964) observed from field tests
that dumping on top of the existing fill and then pushing with
a bulldozer produced lower porosities than dumping directly onto
a slope. Pills of 2 - 4 m lifts produced lower porosities than
1 m lifts with or without sluicing.
If a fill is to be compacted then test fills may be used.
to determine the best method with the plant available.
(b) Sluicing
Past experiences with dams have shown how useful sluicing
can be in construction. At Cogswell Dam In California (Baumann,
1960) the fill was dumped without sluicing due to the scarcity of
water. A storm yielding fifteen inches of rain at the site when
the dam was 60$ complete, produced settlements of about 4% of the
height causing severe damage to the upstream placed rock face.
Subsequent sluicing increased the settlement to 6% within a few
months. Sluicing reduces the compressive strength of the rock
particles and allows greater crushing which decreases the porosity
and compressibility (Terzaghi, 1960).
The volume of water required is a matter of debate and ratios
from 0.15:1 (water to rock) to 4:1 were used on the dams in the
survey. Terzaghi, (1960) recoimnends a ratio of 0.2:1 on the basis
of calculations from Cogswell Dana. Kawase, (1960) comments that
a ratio of 2:1 was not sufficient in the construction of Ishibuchi
Dam. Some construction procedures have relied upon heavy rainfall
at the site.
Comparison of the curves of the individual dams does not
produce any conclusions as to which ratio is best. If the best
ratio is substantially less than the 1:1 - 1:4 ratios normally
used then it will not be possible to distinguish any noticeable
effect between these values. Cethana Dam with the lowest ratio
of 0.15:1 has higher settlements and deflections than most dams of
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a similar type but the compaction method. used may influence this
behaviour as well.
This difference of opinion is not very important where
abund-nt water supplies are available but in more arid areas
sluicing may be costly and for any particular dam, field tests
are needed to resolve this matter.
Restrictions on sluicing during winter placing can be
detrimental to dam performance and. liberal sluicing during
the spring should be carried out. Settlements of up to 20%
of the height of placed fill can occur during this sluicing
(Soydemir and Kjaernsli, 1975).
2.3.iii External Loading
(a) Reservoir Impounding
As has already been noted the reservoir level can effect
the performance of the dam and the initial filling is the most
critical. Large movements are produced on first filling in a
downstream direction for membrane and sloping core dams but in
either direction for central core dams. Subsequent fillings
are not as important and movements are much smaller. Membrane
and sloping core dams appear to deform under their own weight
rather than due to the reservoir load after first filling.
Central core dams exhibit a more elastic behaviour and respond.
to the fluctuations in the reservoir level, e.g. Gepatsch Dam.
Flooding at El Infiernillo dam which raised the reservoir level
by 5 m three years after it had been impounded, produced large
additional movements in both vertical and horizontal directions.
(b) Earthquakes
This subject is very prominent in discussions at the moment
and method of analysis and defensive measures are being put
forward to avoid. failure or damage to dams under earthquake
conditions. Little observed. behaviour data has been collected
or published and it is difficult to approach the problem in this
way. It should. be noted that on the whole dams do resist






The study of existing dams and their behaviour can provide
a source of useful information for the darn designer. Problems
encountered during construction are usually discussed in the
literature and may be avoided or dealt with. A study of this
sort should be used. in conjunction with field and laboratory
tests since some of the problems cannot be solved from the in-
formation available and may be peculiar to the dam being de-
signed. The influence of various factors on behaviour can be
evaluated and used to ensure better perfornance. Of these
factors, sluicing, compaction of the fill and the initial reser-
voir filling are the most important. The dam cross-section
appears to have a small effect on the magnitude of the displace-
ments and certain topographical and geological conditions are
also important. Using these and other observations, the dam
designer can predict vertical and horizontal displacements by
considering existing dams with similar characteristics to that
he is concerned with.
As this study of observed displacements shows, the behaviour
of rockfill can be complex and existing prediction methods, based
on this information, are too simple. A better understanding of
the basic mechanisms occurring within the rockfill is needed, in
order to understand why rockfill behaves in the manner observed
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The material used for the tests carried out over the period of
research was obtained from the site of Scamrnonden Darn near Hudders-
field, Yorkshire (figs. 3]. and 3.2). As has already been mentioned
this is a rockfill dam with a sloping core of three on6s of clay.
The majority of the rockfill is a carboniferous sandstone with small
zones of inudatone and shale (fig. 3.3). The darn, which is 70 m high,
serves a dual role and has the M62 Pennine Motorway rmning along
its crest as well as being used for water storage. During construction
the dam was well instrumented with piezometers, pressure cells, strain
gauges and deformation instruments to monitor the behaviour of the
core and rockfill shoulders, both during and after construction.
More detailed reports of the dam and its construction have been given
by Penman and Mitchell (1970) and Charles (1973). Charles has also
published results of the early post-construction behaviour.
The material was obtained from an open rock face close to the
crest on the upstream left abutment (figs. 3.4 and. 3.5). The lumps
varied in colouring from dark brown to a sandy-white and although
most of the pieces were the typical plates of laminated material, a
significant percentage were lumps without laminations. Two of the
larger sandy-coloured blocks, which did not appear to be 1amited,
were used to obtain cores for the classification tests ard also for
the point contact tests.
A number of classification tests were carried out on the rock
after it had been broken down into fractions using a large hAmmer.
These provide basic information on the properties of the rock as well
as giving a description of the material. A similar set of tests
(although other tests have been included in this research) were
carried out by Charles (1973) on material obtained during the construc-
tion of the darn from the blasting quarries. A comparison of the
results shows general agreement in the values obtained and similar
behaviour of the material.
3.1	 Grain Shape
Sedimentary particles have two properties - shape and roundness
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- which are distinct and should not be confused. The shape of a
particle depends on its surface area and volume whereas the roundness
is a measure of the roughness of the surface. Due to difficulty in
calculating the surface area of a particle the shape is usually
defined in terms of the ratio of the volume of the particle and
the circumscribing sphere. The cube root of this ratio,?, is
called the sphericity. ICrumbein (1941) has developed a method of
determining three mutually perpendicular dimensions of a particle










and ICrumbein has used this to produce a chart from which '1' can be
calculated if b/a and. c/b are known. Since the expression is a
simple one, it is much easier to use this and avoid interpolating
values which lie between the curves determined by Krumbein.
Krumbein's method may be used for large particles but it i
difficult to measure the dimensions of smaller grains. To deal
with this problem, Rittenhouse (1943) has produced a series of
charts showing the outlines of particles with known aphericity
values. A visual comparison of the shape of smaller grains,
magnified in some mriner, may be made giving a rapid determination
of the associated sphericity. These charts are, however, based
on a different definition of sphericlty, where the volume of the
particle is expressed in terms of a sphere of the same volume.
Zingg (Zeller and Wulliniarin, 1957) classified particles into
four basic shapes, determined, by the ratios b/a and c/b, as given
in Table 3.1.1. Marsal (1963) has also defined two shape para-
meters based on the ratios of measured surface area and volume
to those of a nominal sphere. The methods of measurement involved
are tedious and time-consuming and this means that use of these








b/a 2/3 ; c/b 2/3
b/a' 2/3 ; c/b 2/3
b/a 2/3 ; c/b 2/3
b/a . 2/5 ; c/b 2/3
Table 3.1.1 Zingg's classifi-
cation
Krumbein (1941) has also produced a rapid method of deter-
mining the roundness of a particle. The particle is compared
with outlines of particles of known roundness values ranging from
0.1 to 0.9. The lower value being associated with very angular
surfaces and the higher with smooth, rounded particles. An
average roundness value for a set of particles is determined by
summing the products of the roundness values with the number of
particles of each value and then dividing by the total number of
particles observed. Another classification test which may be
used has been produced by von Moos (Zefler and Wullimann 1957).
Ee .éfined sIx classes of surface roughness which may be deter-
mined by observation. Table 3.1.2 gives the definitions of
classes I, II, and. III. Classes IV to VI, associated with very













	 projections and recesses slightly rounded,
small radii curvature
Table 3.1.2 von Moos classification
Recently Bros and Orzeszyna (1979) have performed a number
of tests on nine different sands to investigate the effect of
angularity and surface roughneas on the properties of these sands.
They conclude that the limiting void ratios of a sample and
crushing of particles decrease with increasing smoothness and




of the angular and rough grains contribute to higher angles
of internal friction.
The sphericities of nine fractions of the sandstone were
determined. Krumbein's equation (3.1) was used for the five largest
fractions with a random selection of 25 particles from each
fraction but measureuient of grains below 2 mm was found to be
impossible. The percentages of particles falling into the four
classes of shape defined by Zingg were also calculated for these
fractions. For the smaller fractions the grains were photo-
graphed (in some cases under a microscope) and. the prints enlarged




















	 44	 48	 8
-37. 5+19	 44	 32	 12	 12
-19+9.5	 36	 32	 20	 12
-9.5+4.75	 28	 36	 12	 24




The mean ephericity values, given above, show that using
Irumbein's definition the spliericity generally decreases with
particle size. The increase noted for the 
-4.75+2.36 mm fraction
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may indicate a boundary where the shape is determined by the sand
grains rather than the manner in which the rock was originally laid
down, i.e. in layers. Rittenhouae's definition produces the opposite
behaviour and. the results show a slight increase in sphericity with
decreasing size. However, since the methods are based on different
definitions the relative values obtained by the two tests cannot be
compared. Zingg's classification df the larger fractions shows the
predominance of spherical and disc-shaped pieces in all five fractions.
Both Kruinbein's and von Moos' methods of determining the
roundness of the particles were used for each of the nine fractions.
The results are based on obsrvat1on of 50 particles (except in two
case8) which were selected at random from each fraction. The
photographs used to calculate the sphericities of the smaller fractions
were again used in these tests.































	 33	 50	 17
* 30 particles
Table 3.1.5 Roundness results
Irumbein's and von Moos
methods
Krumbein's method shows a definite decrease in roundness with
decreasing particles size from 0.29 to 0.17. This trend is confirmed
by the percentages of the three von Moos classes obtained for each
fraction. These show the predominance of class III type particles
in the coarse and medium gravels with a more even distribution of all
three classes in the fine gravel size. In the remaining fractions
there is a low percentage of rounded grains and a large number of
class II type particles.
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3.2	 Specific Gravity
Table 3.2.1 shows the results of specific gravity tests
carried out on ten fractions of the rockfill. The fractions
-2.36+1.18 to -0.15 mm were tested using density bottles according
to the procedure set out in B.S. 1377 (1975) . The remaining sizes
were tested using a pycnometer, to B.S. 1377 (19b1) although this
recotninend.s a maximum pa±ticle size of l' (38mm) for reasonable
accuracy of results.
The results show an increase in the e.G. value with decreasing
particles size down to the -1.18+0.6 fraction. This is because air
is trapped in pieces of the rock and the amount of air increases as
the surface area from which it can escape decreases i.e. as the
fraction sizes increase. The pycnometer cannot be relied upon to
give accurate results unless it can be ensured that all the rock
pieces are 10C saturated, otherwise a lower S.G. than the true
value will be attained. The values obtained for the four smallest
fractions are the same and this value, 2.67, has been used in all
subsequent calculations.
Fraction	 S.G.	 Fraction	 S.G.
-76+37.5	 2.45	 -2.36+1.18	 2.65








Table 3.2.1	 S.G. Values
3.3	 Porosity and Void Ratio
The porosity, n, of a material is defined as the ratio of the
volume of voids to the total volume. A mean porosity value for
individual lumps of the sandstone was obtained from nine cylinders
of the rock. These were prepared from 1" (25 am) diameter cores,
their dimensions measured using a pair of vernier calipers and. then
they were weighed after being oven-dried for 24 hours. The mean
porosity was calculated to be 15.6% with a standard deviation in the
results of 1.3%
The void ratio, e, is defined as the ratio of the volume of Uroids
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Hence, for n - 15.6%,
	
e - 0.185
3.4	 Relative Density and Porosity
The influence of grain shape on the porosity of a grarn4ar
medium means that a given value of porosity is not enough to deter-
mine whether the medium is in a loose or dense state. If this
value is compared with values for the loosest and densest conditions
then the degree of compaction may be determined. In soil mechanics




and emax,	 and e represent the void ratios of the loosest,
the densest and the actual. state of the soil. An alternative
parameter, called the relative porosity, has been used. by researchers
into the behaviour of rockfill (Pigeon, 1969) and this is defined
as
n	 U
H.P. - max -
- min
This may also be expressed in terms of the dry density i.e.
H.P. -d - d1
dd -d.1
whered, 'dl, d.d are the dry densities of the rockfill in its
actual, loosest and densest states.
In order to calculate the relative porosity of a particular
sample of rockuill, then the maximum and minimum dry densities must
be known. The dry density of the loosest state may be found quite
easily and. the results are fairly consistent for different methods
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of determination. The value for the densest state is difficult
to obtain and different methods may produce very different results.
The 1TrITIImUm dry density for a rockfill with a grading curve
similar to that used at Scammonden (maximum particle size 76 mm)
was obtained by carefully placing a 30 kg sample into the oedometer
cylinder using a scoop. The test was repeated four times and a
mean value of 1665 kg/rn3 obtained, which is equivalent to a mfmum
porosity of 37.6%. An alternative method has been suggested by
Kolbuszewski (1948 ) which involves allowing the sample to be deposited
through water.
The maximum dry density was not calculated since there was no
guarantee that any of the methods available would produce the maximum
value. The iitmurn value obtained during the oedometer tests was-
2000 kg/rn3 i.e. a minimum porosity of 25.1%. The mimurn value
obtained during field trials at the site of the darn prior to con-
struction was 2180 kg/rn3 (Williams and Stothard, 1967).
3.5	 Angles of Friction
In addition to the angle of internal friction (or angle of
shearing resistance) usually calculated for cohesionless soils,
another angle of friction can be found. This is the angle of
repose and. this is the slope which a heap of the soil naturally
forms. This has been defined as the friction angle under zero
pressure (Taylor, 1948) and differs from the friction angle under
pressure in several ways. In a pile of soil the angle of repose
i determined by the grains on the slopes of the heap which are
effectively at the loosest state possible. The angle of internal
friction is a measure of the average conditions of all the grains
and. hence this is larger than the angle of repose. On the sur-
fac,e there is very little strength generated by interlocking of
the grains whereas this is a major factor in the angle of inter-
nal friction. A small amount of cohesion between particles, if
the sample i not dry and clean, can produce a significant increase
in the angle of repose but its effect is small on the angle of
internal friction for samples under larger pressures. Terzaghi
( 1943) noted that the angle of repose for dry or wet sands is
independent of the height of the slope and that the angle of inter-
nal friction increases with density.
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3.5.i Angle of Repose
Four fractions of the sandstone were oven-dried at 105°C
for twenty-four hours prior to testing. The four samples, each
weighing 200g were cooled in a desicator and then passed through
a funnel, falling from a height of 70 mm onto a level surface.
The heap of material was photographed and the test repeated twice
on the same sample. The angle of repose was determined from the
photographs to the nearest 0.250 and a mean value found for each
fraction.











Table 3.5.1	 Results-angle of repose
The results of these tests, given in Table 3.5.1 are quoted
to 0.5° and do not show any distinct trend with particle size.
The results showed a mimum deviation of 2.50 from the mean values
which is large, but reasonable, bearing in mind the crudeness of
the test.	 Charles (1973) determined the angle of repose by care-
fully pouring the material over a 120 mm vertical wall. While
a similar scatter of results was observed, the angle decreased
with particle size.
3.5.ii Angle of Internal Friction
For most practical applications the angle of repose has
limited value and the angle of internal friction needs to be
calculated. The simplest method of determining this value is
the direct shear test UBing a Casagrande shear box. For a
uniformly graded sample Lewis (1956) showed that the maximum
particle size which could be tested should be one-fortieth of
the width of the box. The maximum grain size allowable for a
well graded sample was greater than this but the increase was
not significant. The shear box used in these tests was 60 mm
wide and the maximum size used was 1.18 mm in accordance with
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Lewis' specification.
The four samples used in calculating the angle of repose
were used to determine the angle of internal friction. The
samples were dried and cooled as before so that a direct com-
parison of results could be made. Each sample was split into
two and two shear tests carried out under different normal
stresses. The rate of shearing was maintained at 1.35 mmf
minute and measurements of the shear stress and dilatancy taken
at regular intervals. Table 3.5.2 gives the results of these
tests.
Normal Stress 39.12 kN/m 2	Normal Stress 88.76 kN/m2
Fraction	 Shear st ength	 Shear st ength
kN/m	 kIT m
-1.18+0.6	 40.43	 45.94	 74.35	 39.95
-0.6+0.3
	
35.19	 41.97	 71.98	 39.04'






Table 3.5.2 Shear box test results
The results show that as the normal stress increases then
the shear strength at failure also increases. Fig. 3.7 ehows a.
typical set of load-deformation curves under different norma].
stresses. Once the peak stress has been reached the shearing
stress remains practically constant for the reminder of the
deformation. The angle of Internal friction decreases with
increased normal stress, indicating a curved strength envelope.
A, comparison of the d.ilatancy results shows that the three
largest fractions act In a similar manner to a dense sand bt the
-0.15 mm fraction acts more like a loose sand., although in preparing
the samples each was subjected to approximately the same degree of
compaction. Fig. 3.8 shows the dilatancy curves for the -0.6+0.3
mm fraction under the two sets of normal stress. These show the
initial negative dilatancy as the particles settle under load and
the subsequent positive dilatancy as the particles are 1if over
each other by the shearing load. An increase in the normal load.
gives an increase in the amount of negative dilatancy as expected..
Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 show the load-deformation and dilatancy curves
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for the -0.15 mm friction. In this case very little positive
dilatancy is seen and the peak stress is just reached before the
l maximum travel is exhausted. As before the increase in normal
stress produces an increase in the negative dilatancy.
The angles of internal friction are greater than the angles
of repose for each fraction, as predicted by the theory. The
variation of the angles of internal friction with particle size
is similar to that of the angles of repose and. this indicates that
although the angle of repose method of calculation may be rather crude,
the results may be used with some degree of confidence.
In addition to the tests on the sandstone obtained directly
from the parent rock, a few tests were carried out on the same
fractions of material taken from the resieving of the sample used
in test Li of the large oedometer tests. The cond.itiona this
sample was subjected to are described in chapter 7. In general
the same trends were noted in these tests as in the first set.
The tested material, however, showed a larger drop in shearing
strength after the peak strength than seen in the first tests.
This appeared to be a general trend although the peak strengths
were not necessarily less than before.
3.6	 tlnconfined. Compression Strength
The stendard. method of determining the unconfined compression
strength of rock i to prepare cylinders of the material and
obtain their failure stress in a testing machine. While the
testing procedure and. analysis of results are quite straight-
forward, the preparation of samples can be very time consuming and.
weaker samples may break during machining. Hobbs (1964) has
developed a method of testing which avoids sample preparation.
This invblves testing lumps of rock in a testing machine with the
smallest dimension parallel to the direction of loading. The area
of contact between the sample and the platens is determined by
placing pieces of graph paper and carbon paper on the platens. The
samples are loaded to failure and the blackened squares on the graph
paper counted to obtain the area of contact (fig. 3.11). This
method allows more samples to be tested because of the short
preparation time but since the results show substantial scattering,
this is necessary to obtain a reasonable mean value. Measurement
of the area of contact is open to errors as it is difficult to sum
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the fractions of squares, and the imprints are obscured by
smudging and t earing. The fracture mechanism is similar to
that seen in the irregular blocks of rock under loading in an
oedometer or a dam.
Hobbs determined a relationship (3.2) between the compressive
strength, q, of a cylinder 25 mm in length and 25 mm diameter and
a strength index, 
'a' 
of a lump of rock weighing 32 g. 
'a 
is
defined as the fracture load divided by the mean area of contact.
q - 0.9]. 'a - 21900	 (/2)	 (3.2)
This is an approximate relationship and has the disadvantage
that if the strength index is less than 24000 kN/m 2 then a neg-
ative value of q results. A different relationship is needed if
softer rocks are to be tested by this method and meaningful results
obtained.
Both the standard and Hobbs tests were used to determine the
strength of the sandstone. The specimens were tested in an Ins tron
1195 testing machine with a 100 kN load cell and a constant rate
of crosshead (screw driven) movement of 1mm/mm. This rate was
selected since the length of time to fracture was approximately
the same as that Hobbs obtained using a constant rate of loading.
Twelve cylinders, 25 mm long, were prepared from cores taken
from a block of the sandstone using a 25 mm diameter diamond tipped
coring tool. More accurate measurements of their dimensions were
made using a pair of vernier calipers. Half of the cylinders were
saturated in. water at 20°C for twenty-four hours and tested immed-
iately on removal from the water. The remaining samples were oven
dried at 40°C for twenty-four hours and air-cooled before testing
(fig. 3.12). The results in. Table 3.6.1 show that saturation
causes a 4 reduction in strength.
Conditions of test	 No.of	 Mean compression Standard
samples	 stregth	 devition
kR/ni	 kR/rn
oven, dried air cooled 	 6	 51520	 5000
saturated surface dry 	 6	 31300	 7400
Table 3.6.1 Compression strength results
on 25 mm cylinders
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The specimens for the Hobbs test were obtained by breaking
up parent material with a small hammer and selecting 50 lumps with
weights of 31-33 g. The lumps were saturated and dried in the same
way- as described above, 	 (fig. 3.13).
Conditions of test	 No. of	 Mean2I	 Standard	 q 2
samples kN/ui B deviatin	 kN/m
________________ ______ _______ 'a 'm
oven dried air cooled 	 25	 62320	 26970	 34800
saturated surface dry 	 25	 41020	 23010	 15430
Table 3.6. 2 Compression strength results
Hobbs test
As before the results from the Hobbs test, shown in table
3.6.2 indicate a reduction in strength due to wetting. The corn-
pression strengths are much smaller than those found above; four
reasons may account for this discrepancy. The material used I or
the cylinders was obtained from a block of homogeneous rock whereas
the material for the lumps of rocic varied considerably. This is
reflected in the large scatter of reslts. It is probable that
the Hobbs specimens were more weathered than the block, therefore
having a lower strength. As already- mentioned the deterinitiou
of the area of contact is subject to errors but this would only
effect the results slightly. Finally the relationsh.ip suggested
by Hobbs may not be valid for this material. If a correlation
of the results obtained by these two methods is assumed then the
following relationship would be obtained.
q - 0.95 I - 7640	 (ku/rn2)
This has a similar gradient to Hobbs' formula but the
absolute intercept value is reduced considerably.
Hobbs noted that the direction of the laminations did not
appear to matter, and. comparable strengths were obtained whether
the laminations were parallel or perpendicular to the direction
of loading. A similar study was carried out during the strength
tests and the same conclusion was reached.
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Source	 Type of Conditions	 Depth	 2	 E 2
test	 m	 kN/in	 kN/ni
Penman and cores	 -	 21.6	 56500	 9,440,000
Mitchell	 -	 53.0	 80600	 19,220,000
(1970)
Charles	 Hobbs	 dry	 -	 69000	 -
(1973)
	
wet	 -	 51800	 -
Table 3.6.3 Compression strengths of
Scammonden sandstone
Table 3.6.3 gives the results of compression tests carried out
by other reseachers. The results obtained with the cylinders show
reasonable agreement with these values. The Hobbs test results do
not compare very well and the possible reasons for this have
already been stated.
3.7	 Young's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio
To determine the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the
sandstone, three 2.5 mm diameter cores, with length-diameter ratios
of approximately 2:1 were prepared. The strains were measured
using electrical resistance strain gauges attached to the surface
of the rock cylinders. The four gauges, equi-spaced on the mid-
length circumference, were placed alternatively horizontal and
vertical so that both transverse and longitudinal strains could be
recorded. During the testing of sample 1 each gauge was monitored
seperately using a half bridge circuit but in subsequent tests the
mean transverse and longitudinal strains were measured using a
full bridge circuit.
The true values of these material parameters can only be
obtained in this way if the sample is subject to uniform loading.
In order to ensure this, three steps were taken. The ends of each
cylinder were made as parallel as possible using a special attachment
arm on an Isomet low speed saw (model 11-1180). A rig was designed
and constructed which would ensure that each sample was placed
centrally on the testing machine load cell. In order to match the
ends of the cylinders to the machine platens a thin layer of a hard.
dental cement (trade name Kemroc) was applied to each end and allowed
to set while the sample was under a small load in the machine.
Keniroc was used because, when dry, it has a strength comparable with
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that of the rock and. has a quick setting time of twenty minutes.
The tests were carried out in the Instron 1195 testing machine
with a constant rate of crosshead movement of 1 mm/mini For
sample 1, the load was applied in cycles, with the maximum load
increasing from 5 kN to 25 kN by 2.5 kN on each cycle. Samples
2 and 3 were tested in a similar manner with the maximum load
increasing b 5 kN on each cycle from 5 kN to failure.











Table 3.7.1 young's modulus of sandstone
T&ble 3.7.1 shows the values obtained for the Young's modulus
of the three cylinders over the given load ranges. These show
clearly the work-hardening effect under increasing load which is
to be expected in a porous material. The stress-longitudinal
strain graph for sample 3 is shown in fig. 3.14. During each
cycle energy is dissipated and the length of the specimen is reduced.
On reloading the curve passes close to the tip of the loop of the
previous cycle but as the maximum load increases the discrepancy
also increases. These features were noted in all the tests carried
out.











15	 0.117	 0.104	 0.075
	





Table 3.7.2	 Poisson's ratio
(in terms of total strains)
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The Poisson's ratio values were obtained at different loads
using the total strains at those loed and these are given inTable
3.7.2. These show that i increases with load and that the rate of
increase also increases with load.	 Sample 3 has a smaller set of
values than 1 and 2 but as it has a smaller initial E value i.e.
larger longitudinal strains for the same stress, then a Poissoda
ratio determined from the total strains will reflect this. Fig.
3.15 shows the stress-transverse strain graph obtained for sample 3.
In this and the other tests a small negative (compression) residual
strain after the first cyôle was noted. This nans that the sample
undergoes a volume decrease during the first cycle. After subse-
quent cycles larger, positive residual strains were produced but
the net volume change was still negative.
Although steps, described above, were taken to ensure uniform
loading, the graphs obtained by monitoring each gauge of sample 1
show that large differences may still occur in the transverse
strains on either side of the cylinder. An additional test of
the sensitivity of the transverse strains to position was carried
out by rotating the specimen through 90, 180, and. 270 degree and
recording the mean strains under loads of 1, 2, 3 and 4 kN. As
expected the results varied widely depending on the position.
The longitudinal strain graphs obtained from each gauge for sample
1 were very similar and the differences seen were negligible over
the whole load range. Tests carried out when the centering rig
and cement end pads were not used produce similar Young's modulus
values but much larger Poisson's ratios.
Table 3.6.3 gives the results reported by Penman arid Mitchell
(1970) for the sandstone used in Scammonden Dam. These are
similar to the values obtained in this research but no details are
given of the experimental procedure. In the tests described above
all the samples tested were air dried after coring and cutting.
From other literature it appears that wetting does alter the Young's
modulus value but no agreement on this has been reached. Jaegar
(1972) reports a 50-70% reduction in the modulus for a phyllite
immersed in water for three days. Obert and Duval (1967), however,
noted increases of 38 and 4q for granite and marble as the water
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Chapter 4
The Behaviour of Rock Contacts -
the Load-Displacement Relationship
In considering granular media two approaches have usually
been used. The first is concerned with the overall behaviour
and. considers the medium to be a continuum, whereas the second
recognises the medium as having a structure determined by the
particle arrangement. This second approach is usually used
in computer models where the particles are considered to be
spheres and properties (usually obtained from theoretical work)
are ascribed to each contact, in order to predict overall behaviour
under certain loading conditions.
The work presented in this chapter and in chapters 5 and 6
is an investigation of the behaviour of single point contacts
between rock particles. The various parameters which might be
expected to influence the behaviour have been considered and
particular attention has been paid to the effect of saturation
and drying. This experimental work provides a basis from which
a model of contact behaviour can be developed and an insight into
the significance of contact deformations in the overall behaviour
of granular media. The work has concentrated onthree topics.
(a) the load-displacement relationship
(b) the area of contact
(c) time-dependence
In each case only normal loading has been considered.
4.1	 Theoretical Analyses of the Contact Problem
4.l.i Elastic Theory
The problem of determining the pressure distribution on the
surface of contact of two elastic bodies, brought into contact by
the application of known forces, was first solved by Hertz in 1881
(Hertz, 1886). He considered the application of a force normal







(a) Each body has isotropic elastic properties.
(b) The surface of each body may be represented by a quadratic
function
(c) The area of contact is small compared with the other dimensions
of the bodies - i.e. the problem is reduced to a plane problem.
(d.) The surfaces of contact are perfectly smooth
(e) Body forces, temperature and inertia effects may be neglected
By comparing this problein-ter that of the distribution of
electricity of a given potential on a plane Hertz showed that the
area of contact was an ellipse with semi-axes a and b. He
produced the following formulae to calculate the approach of the
two bodies, d, and. two parameters A and B.
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Where P is the applied load and D a parameter calculated from
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(subscripts 1 and 2 denote the body
referred to)
A and B can be expressed in terms of the principal radii of
curvature, H and a', of the bodies and the angle,o, between the
planes containing these radii.
A+B - 1 (1 +
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By- manipulating these equations the values of d, a arid b can
be expressed more simply in terms of the complete elliptic integral
of the first and second kind, K (k) and E (k), where k is the
modulus and k' the complementary modulus.
d_1 . P* D (A+B)*
a - m.P D*/ (A + B)*	 (41)
b - p* D*/ (A + B )*
where	 in3 - 2	 E(k)
	
•	 k'
n3 - 2k' E(k)
in- 2k' K(k)
For the simple case of spherical bodies these equations reduce
to very simple expressions and the values can be easily determined.
If the bodies are not spheres then it is necessary to use iterative
methods of solution..
The Hrtzian approach to the contact problem is idealised by
the assumptions made and its validity in real problems is question-
able. Cattaneo (1947) extended the assumption of surfaces repre-
sented by quadratic functions to include fourth degree terms for
two solids of revolution.
Hertz zi - ai.r
Cattaneo zi - ai.r+ bi.r	 i - 1,
Storey (1968) h&s used a different approach to the same problem and
compared the results of first and second order approximations for
two spheres with different radii and two cylinders, one inside the
other. It is concluded that for these cases the differences in
results are negligible and can be ignored. Work by Goodman and
Keer (1965) and Torvik (1967) has shown that extensiolof Hertz's
theory to higher order approximations of the surface is incon-
sistant with the assumption of a plane problem. Torvik shows that
the assumption of infinitesimal strains produces greater errors
than that of quadratic surface functions for values of a/R 0.22.
d- P D (1 +






Goodman and Keer also show that for an extension of the Hertz
theory to be made to large areas of contact then the radii of
curvature must be of similar magnitude and of opposite sign.
The assumption of smooth surfaces avoids the problem of inter-
facial slip on the area of contact by ignoring the possibility of
resistance to slip. If the bodies have similar elastic prop-
erties then the assumption is valid, since displacements of one
body will be matched by equal displacements, in the same direc-
tion, of the other. Goodman (1962) has considered the variation
of normal and shear stresses over the contact area of two rough
spheres of different materials under normal loading. It is
assumed that no slip occurs between two points of contact once
they enter the area and that the normal displacements due to
surface shears are negligible compared with those due to the
normal loading. Experimental evidence is presented to support
this latter assumption arid theoretical work by Peng (1963)
provides additional confirmation of its validity. From his
analysis Goodman investigates the variation of the ratio of the
shear and normal stresses at a point with the distance from the
area's axis of symmetry. The ratio is approximately linear for
distances of up to8 of the area radius but increases rapidly at
the area boundary as the stresses approach zero. Slip, therefore,
takes place on an annulus at the boundary where the ratio exceeds
the coefficient of friction. The width of this annulus is depend-
ent upon the coefficient of friction and the difference in the
elastic properties of the bodies.
4.1.11 Programme 'Contact'
In order to be able to compare the theoretical results from
the Hertzian analysis with the experimental results a computer
programme, 'Contact', was written. This consists of two sections,
a simple circular area analysis (contact of spheres) and a general
elliptical area analysis. This allows comparison of the analyses
arid gives an indication of the improvement in accuracy of prediction
in using a general analysis.
While the circular area analysis integrals are easily reduced
to the standard forms given below,
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the general analysis equations contain complete elliptic integrals
(4.1) and are solved by iterative methods. The elliptic integrals
were generated by series approximation and Newton's iterative method
used. A similar computer analysis has been carried out by Cooper
(1969).
4.1.iii Linear Viscoelastic Theory
The theory developed by Hertz and other researchers deals
with materials exhibiting only an initial instantaneous response
to load. The ability of materials, such as rock, to exhibit
time-dependent behaviour subsequent to this initial response has
led to the development of theories which take this into account.
Most of these problems can be solved by applying a Laplace trans-
formation to the associated elastic problem to remove the time
variable. The solution is then obtained in the transform parameter
and. the viscoelastic solution found by inversion. This method is
only applicable if the boundary conditions do not vary with time
and therefore cannot be used to solve contact problems.
Lee and Radok (1960) first produced a solution for a rigid
sphere indenting a viscoelastic halfspace using 'functional
equations', which involve replacing the elastic constants by
partial differential operators. Their solution for the case of
continuous indentation shows that the initial distribution of
pressure over the contact area is similar to the elastic case.
As time increases the distribution departs from the elastic sol-
ution but at the edges of the area a good agreement with the elastic
case is maintained. This analysis is restricted to situations
where the contact area is monotonically increasing.
yang (1966) has used Lee and. Radok's finding, that a viscoelastic
solution can be directly obtained from the elastic solution subject
to the increasing area restriction, to develop a solution for the
general Hertz problem. The analysis is similar to that originally
used by Hertz but includes time-dependent behaviour. The examples
given reproduce the elastic solution at zero time before the time-
dependent behaviour distorts the results.
4.l.iv Plastic Theory
In tribolor research it has been discovered that surfaces
are not smooth, even when polished, but have many irregularities
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or asperities. The contact between two surface8 occurs only
at the tips of these asperities (fig. 4.2) ath this has led to the
concept of real and apparent areas of contact. If these
asperities are assumed to be spherical then It can be shown for
metals (Bowden and Tabor, 1949) that plastic deformations occur
under small normal loads In the contact regions. For tool steel
it is calculated that full plasticity is reached at loads of
1.4 x l0 N for radii of 1O cm and 1.4 kN for radii of 1 cm.
If the material Is not work-hardening then the area of contact
is proportional to the load,
AreaP
If work-hardening does occur then Bowden and Tabor suggest a
relationship
Area P	 where 0.8' n '1.0
Bow-den and Tabor have also considered the indentation of a hard
pyramid or cone into a softer half-space and vice versa. They
conclude that in both cases for annealed or work-hardening metals
that area Is proportional to load.
Taking the case of a rigid perfectly plastic sphere indenting
a rigid plate the relationship between the load applied and the
approach, d, can be found (fig. 4.3) assuming d is small.
P Area
P - Cr 3	where C is a constant
2	 2	 2
sincer -R -h
P - c(R - h2)
and h - R-d
P-Cd (2R-d)
For an ellipsoid the area is an ellipse and the relationship is
P - Cd {(2R - d)(2R' - d
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Two different sets of samples were tested, fig. 4.4
4.2.i Shaped Samples
These were prepared from 25 mm diameter, 25 mm length
cylindrical cores, one end of each being shaped into a four
sided pyramid using a lap wheel. Four apex angles were
chosen as a rough guide to the amount of shaping needed -
1600 , 1400 , 1100, 80°. Each sample was photographed prior
to testing to enable an accurate measurement of the apex angle
to be made. The heights and diameters of each sample were
also recorded.
4.2.ii Irregular Samples
To prepare these, lumps of rock were broken down into
small pieces measuring about 50-75 mm. The pieces were given
flat bases on which to stand u8ing a circular saw and then
photographed so that the contact angles and base areas could be
measured. The heights were also recorded prior to testing.
In all the rock on rock tests the upper piece was a 25 mm
diameter, 25 mm long cylinder. Samples were tested dry, satur-
ated and saturated/surface dry, saturation being carried out for
twenty-four hours before testing.
In practice contacts are very varied in their shapes, size
and properties. The testing of irregular samples takes all these
factors into account and allows general behaviour trends to be
recognised. The testing of shaped samples, taken from the same
block of material with constant contact angles and approximately
equal heights and base areas, reduces the number of factors which
need to be considered, allowing the influence of the remaining
factors to be monitored. If the conclusions drawn from simple
contacts are the same as those drawn from more complex ones, then
a behaviour model can be developed on the basis of the simple
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contact behaviour. This model may- then be used for describing
the behaviour of real contacts.
4.3	 Angle of Contact
Theoretical solutions to contact problems for ellipsoids
indicate that the principal radii in the contact region effect
the behaviour. The results of the roundness studies of various
fractions of the rockfill, described in chapter 3, indicate that
this is an angular material. If the material had high roundness
values (o.4) e.g. river gravel then it would be possible to
calculate principal radii values but this is not appropriate for
angular particles. It is, therefore, necessary to define a
'contact angle' for particles with low roundness values, which
is a measure of the shape of the contact region.
4.3.i Irregular Samples
The manner in which the contact angle is define4 is shown in
fig. 4.5. The contact angle,o, is the inclusive angle of lines
drawn from the rock point to points on the rock surface equidistant
from a line perpendicular to the rock piece base through the rock
point.
The angle of contact is dependent on which section is taken
through the sample point arid it is necessary to select sections
which may be considered typical. Two angles, . and. c, were
obtained from two photographs of each sample, the first looking
along the major axis and the second perpendicular to this. Since
the angle is also dependent on the distance, three values of c
were choosen, i.e. 1mm, 2 mm and 5 mm giving angles denoted
respectively.	 The mean value ofo&and o&' is denoted as o'.
4.3.ii Shaped Samples
In this case the angle is not dependent upon and there is
no major axis. The angle of contact,, is therefore defined as
the maximum solid angle of the pyramid, fig. 4.6. This is, in fact,
a special case of the irregular sample definition.
4.4	 Details of Tests
In order to investigate the behaviour of single point rock
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contacts under normal loading and to determine a load-deform-a
ation relationship, 20 shaped and 50 irregular samples were
prepared. Details of these samples and. the test conditions
are given in Tables 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. The tests were carried
out in the Instron 1195 testing machine and. the rock pieces -
an angular piece and a small cylinder - were placed between
the steel platens $o that the point of the angular piece was
pressed against the centre of the end of the cylinder, fig. 4.7.
The pieces were then subjected to load cycles, with the rnxiimum
load increasing on each cycle upto 5.0 kN, under a constant cross-
head displacement rate of 0.2 mm/mm. The displacements were
monitored by a Boulton Paul (Sangamo) transducer and recorded on
a Bryans X-Y plotter against the matron load output. In
testing the irregular samples the displacements were limited, to
1 mm but this was increased to 3'u.4 mm for the shaped samples.
A.perspex tube was placed around the saturated samples and filled
with water to ensure saturation during testing.
Approx	 No. Conditions Approx	 No. Conditions
Angle______ __________ Angle ______ ___________
80°	 1 Dry, RoR	 140°	 ].	 Sat. R0R
2 Sat. RoR	 2	 Dry RoP
3 DryRoP	 3	 DryR0R
4 DryRoR	 4 DryRoR
5 DryRoP	 5	 DryRoR
110°	 1 Dry RoP	 160°	 1. Dry RoP
2 DryRoR	 2 DryRoR
3 Sat. RoR	 3	 Sat. RoR
4 Dry RoR	 4	 Sat. RoR
5	 DryRoR
6	 Dry RoR
Table 4.4.1 Details of tests -
Shaped Samples
Key:- R0R Rock on Rock
RoP Rock on Platen (steel)
- 1 15-	 __________________
Conditions	 Block	 Nos.
Dry, Rock on Rock	 H	 1-10
F	 11-15
Dry mit. Rock on Rock 	 D	 lb_20*
Saturatedlater	 ___________________
Saturated, Rock on Rock	 B	 21-25
F	 26-30
-	 G	 31-40
Saturated/Surface	 A	 41, 42
dry, Rock on Rock	 C	 43-45
_______________________ 	
E	 46-50
Table 4.4.2 Details of tests -
Irregular Samples




Figs. 4.8-13 show the load displacement curves of 6 typical
irregular sample tests underithe three test conditions. Fig. 4.14
gives an idealised curve shape based on all the test curves. The
curves become quite complex in the latter stages of the tests,
and hence several possible 'paths' have been drawn.
The load-deformation curve can be divided into two sections.
The initial behaviour is that of a work-hardening material showing
an increasing gradient. At some point the 'smooth' curve ceases
and is replaced by more complex behaviour which is introduced either
by a fall in load or a decrease in gradient. In this research this
point is referred to as the 'Damage Load'. This point should not
be confused with any minor unsettled behaviour at the start of the
test.
The observed mechanism of failure at the contact is a brittle
material showing crushing and tensile fracturing, in the form of
splitting and spalling, determined by the weaknesses and imperfections
in the rock at the contact. This is seen more frequently once
the Damage Load has been reached. A study of the unloading/
reloading curves shows that deformation is not reversible although
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an element of elastic behaviour is present. This elastic
behaviour probably stems from strains being relieved within the
mass of the particles rather than at the contact. This be-
haviour contrasts with the elastic models usually used to des-
cribe contact behaviour.
A number of the samples were subjected to cycling to the
same load once the limit of 1 mm was reached, e.g. fig. 4.13.
With the exception of one sample, 38, these 15 samples exhibited
work-hardening. The additional displacements at the maximum
load (1.0 kN) on the first cycle vary from 0.023 to 0.o63 mm and
reduce to 0.013 mm aster about four cycles. The magnitude of
these displacements do not appear to depend on the maximum cycle
load, or the test conditions.	 It seems likely that the magni-
tude depends on the stability of the contact region and the history
of loading. Sample 38 work-hardens initially but then shows
increasing additional displacements indicating the rock point
was approaching failure.
(b) Inundation during testing
The graphs of the four samples, 16-19, saturated during
testing are shown in figs. 4.15-18 and these show that the sat-
uration causes additional displacements on reloading (see samples
16, 18 and 19 particularly). During the slow, steady saturation
the rock points were observed and in the case of sample 16 rock
particles were displaced from the area of contact. This would
cause additional displacements on reloading as the area of con-
tact would. need to be built up to its previous value. However,
no displacement of particles was noted for the other samples and
the additional displacements are probably due to strength loss
through saturation.
(c) unloading/Reloading behaviour
As has already been noted, the unloading curves exhibit
the presence of small elastic strains. The reloading curves
are similar to the unloading curves and produce hysteresis loops,
passing close to the point of unloading before apparently re-
turning to the original curve. The unloading/reloading curves
are similar inspite of the point of unloading and whether or not
the Damage Load has been reached, indicating that the contact is
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not the source of the elastic rebound. Saturation appears to
reduce the gradients of these curves slightly.
4.5. ii Shaped Samples
(a) General behaviour
Figs. 4.19-22 show the load-displacement curves produced
from the shaped sample tests. In reproducing these the unloading/
reloading curves arid any minor deviations have been omitted. The
curves have been grouped according to the angle of contact,,
0	 0	 0	 0
of the samples i.e. P 80 , 110 , 140 , 160
In fig. 4.19 all the curves reach the Damage Load at a low
displacement ( 0.1 mm) and exhibit complex behaviour after this.
Sample 3, a rock on platen test, is different from the others
and. reaches relatively high loads but sample 5, another rock on
platen test, has very similar behaviour to the dry rock on rock
tests. Initially there appears to be little difference between
the saturated sample, 2, and the dry samples but under higher
displacements lower loads are achieved. In the second group
of curves ( p . 110°, fig. 4.20) the rock on platen test curve
agrees very well with the rock on rock curves but the saturated
sample, '3, shows distinct behaviour being noticeably lower than
the rest. Although tse curves are a little smoother than the
first set, the Damage Load i reached at a similar displacement.
The curves in fIg. 4.21 are much smoother than those for
smaller angles of contact and. the Damage Load is reached at a
displacement of approximately 0.4 mm. La before there Is no
difference in the rock on platen and. rock on rock curves but
the saturated sample, 1, shows no distinct behaviour either.
In the final group of curves ( p . l60°, fig. 4.22) the effect of
saturation is very noticeable reducing the loads to approximately
half those of the dry tests.
The above points can be sunmirised as follows z-
(i) the displacement at which the Damage Load is reached Increases
with contact angle.
(ii) rock on platen tests can be considered to be similar to rock
on rock tests.
(iii) as the angle of contact increases local failures are less
frequent and become progressive rather than sudden In nature.
(iv) saturation may reduce the loads a rock point is able to carry.
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The load-displacement curves display the behaviour seen
in the irregular sample tests, with an initial smooth curve
followed by complex behaviour after the Damage Load has been
reached. Crushing and tensile fracture at the point of contact
were also noted during loading of the samples. Similar con-
clusions can be drawn from the unloading/reloading curves as
noted for the irregular samples.
(b) Influence of contact angle
In figs. 4.23-26 the curves for the dry, rock on rock tests
have been reproduced. again to illustrate the similarity in
behaviour of samples with similar contact angles. It is clear
that tests of this type will produce consistent results and it
is only necessary to carry out a few tests in order to provide
a basis from which models of contact behaviour can be produced.
From these curves simplified mean curves have been constructed
and compared in fig. 4.27. This shows the manner in which the
load-displacement relationship of a single, dry rock point being
pressed into a flat rock surface may be expected to vary with
its angle of contact. The load-displacement curve equivalent
to a Young's modulus of 10 kN/mm for a cylinder, 50 mm long
and 25 mm in diameter, has also been included. This is effectively
a rock on platen test for a contact angle of 1800 and can be seen
to be quite consistent with the test results.
Fig. 4.27 also shows the point of failure of the lower rock
piece for the three larger contact angles. None of the samples
with angles of contact of 80° failed under the displacements
imposed. Fig. 4.28 illustrates the two modes of tensile splitting -
three or four way - noted after the tests.
4.6	 The Significance of the Damage Load
4.6.i Variation with Contact Angle
The values of the Damage Loads were measured from all the
load-displacement graphs and plotted against the mean contact
angle of each piece. Additional data (presented in chapter 5) from
rock or. platen tests of irregular samples was also plotted. A
ranking analysis of the m values with the loads indicated no
significant relationship and these graphs were not plotted. All
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the graphs (figs. 4.29-36 ) show the general trend of increasing
Damage Load. with increasing mean contact angle.
(a) Rock on platen tests
A comparison of the dry and saturated rock on rock (figs.
4.31-34) with the rock on platen results (figs. 4.29-30) for
both the cm and. o.,m angles indicates that the rock on platen
Damage Loads are slightly greater for the same angles. This
conclusion is not bourne out by the dry, shaped sample values
which are similar for both conditions. The main difference
in the graphs is at angles below 110° where the rock on rock
values are lower.
(b) Effect of saturation
For contact angles greater than 1000 saturation reduces
the Damage Load but below this figure there is no significant
difference in the results. This suggests that breakage of the
small angle contact is mainly dependent upon the angle, whereas
breakage of the large angle contact is influenced by the re-
duction in strength caused by saturation. The same conclusion
can be drawn from the results for saturated/surface dry samples
(figs. 4.35 and 4.36).
(c) Comparison of ,jn and -,m
Since irregular samples have been assigned three angles
of contact, it is necessary to assess which of these is most
representative of the rock point. As already noted the m
values were not found to be representative and were not plotted.
A study of the rock on platen results show that the shaped
sample points form an upper bound to the irregular sample points
in the 1m graph with one 'wild' result. In the -in graph the
shaped and irregular sample results are more mixed and the 'wild'
result is absorbed into the spread of points. In the dry rock on
rock graphs the m points are more dispersed than the c&m points
and again form an upper bound of the shaped sample results. These
comparisons indicate that cand are more representative of
the dry samples. The opposite conclusion is reached in a study'
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of the saturated test results as the m values have a greater
spread at large angles. A similar trend is seen in the saturated/
surface dry graphs.
These comparisons do not lead to any real conclusion as to
which of these angles is the more representative. It is possible
that saturation does influence this choice although it may
indicate that an angle between c&,,m and cin should have been
measured.
4.6.ii Variation with Height and Base Area
These parameters were measured prior to each test as they
could be factors influencing the results which are not encountered
in real situations but result from the preparation and. testing
procedure. The shaped samples have equal base areas and heights
thus avoiding this problem.
Ranking the irregular sample results with the measurements
does not appear to produce a good correlation of either height
or base area with the Damage Load. In some sets of results
correlations may be seen but these are not general trends. Since
the shaped sample results fit in very well with those of the
irregular samples, this suggests that the contact angle is more
important and that the influence of these parameters is minimal.
4.6.iii Variation from Block to Block
This has been investigated on the grounds that particles
from the same block should have similar strengths and hence form
a consistent 'Damage Load - contact angle' relationship. How-
ever, good trends noted in m graphs are not necessarily seen
in m graphs, and. vice versa, which makes it difficult to reach
any firm conclusion. A more definite result could be reached by
comparing strength values and 'Damage Load - contact angle' curves
for different types of rock.
4.7	 The Initial Curve
The curve upto the Damage Load is a work-hardening curve
with a smooth change in gradient. The curves were analysed




This analysis was carried out on both shaped and irregular
samples, although it was not possible to analyse all the
curves because of low Damage Loads. The shaped sample curves
0	 0
with contact angles of approximately 80 and 110 were not
analysed for this reason.
Condition	 No.	 o,..
Dry,	 1	 145.9	 142.1	 128.7	 0.398	 0.785
Rock	 2	 146.4	 141.6	 120.8	 0.854	 0.699
on Rock	 6	 167.3
	
151.0	 110.2	 0.929	 0.723
	




151.0	 120.7	 0.341	 0.546
	
9	 169.3	 142.7	 120.8	 0.361	 0.620
	
10	 135.0	 130.0	 134.0	 0.683	 0.772
	












_____________ 18 	 168.5
	
157.0	 117.7	 0.234	 0.626
Sat.	 2].	 137.1	 139.5	 119.6	 0.573	 0.805
Rock	 22	 167.6	 153.3	 119.3	 0.840	 0.641
on Rock	 25	 133.6	 126.0	 132.5	 0.431	 0.637
	
27	 156.5	 137.4	 125.9 ' 0.444	 0.687
	












141.8	 129.8	 113.2	 0.402	 0.734
	
Sat/surface 42	 132.2	 141.3
	
134.8	 0.694	 0.672
dry,	 46	 130.3	 130.8	 113.1	 0.870	 0.845
Rock on	 48	 129.8	 126.7	 113.0	 0.765	 0.651
Rock	 49	 135.8	 119.7	 101.0	 0.576	 0.596
	
50	 170.8	 155.0	 150.5	 0.505	 0.591
Table 4.7.1 Irregular Samples





Dry, Rock	 140'	 3	 142.3	 0.261	 0.617
on Rock	 ________	 5	 133.5	 0.389	 0.704
160	 2	 162.3	 0.191	 0.633
	
5	 162.9	 0.156	 0.624
	
_____________ ________	
6	 167.7	 0.175	 0.646
Dry, Rock	 140'	 2	 137.6	 0.277	 0.697
on Platen	 160'	 1	 162.4	 0.152	 0.602
Sat. Rock	 140'	 1	 137.2	 0.316	 0.629
on Rock	 160'	 3	 156.5	 0.369	 0.564
	
4	 164.7	 0.339	 0.636
Table 4.7.2 Shaped Samples - calculated
and 1. . values.
The results of this analysis are presented in Tables 4.7.1
and. 4.7.2 and the ?¼ values summarised in Table 4.7.3. The
results show that the mean Xvalues lie between 0.6 and. 0.7
irrespective of the conditions of testing. Saturation does
not effect the results and does not increase or decrease the
scatter. The shaped and irregular samples show the same range
of values indicating that this index is independent of the con-
tact angles, base areas and heights. For all the curves analysed
the correlation coefficients of the points were greater than
0.98 and the majority greater than 0.997.
Condition No. of	 Mean	 Standard
___________ _____________ Samples ___________ Deviation
Dry, RoP	 2	 0.650	 0.067
Shaped	 Dry, RoR	 5	 0.645	 0.035
__________ Sat. RoR	 3	 0.610	 0.040
Dry, RoR	 . 11	 0.694	 0.103
Irregular	 Sat. RoR	 8	 0.702	 0.074
Sat. /sur
dry RoR	 5	 0.671	 0.103
Table 4.7.3 Summary of X values
Having determined experimentally a mean value for L, it is
interesting to compare this with theoretical solutions of the
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contact problem. The index value of 2/3 predicted by Hertz
is within the range of 7¼ values calculated and there is good
agreement in the form of the equations. This conclusion is
supported by Penman's work (1971) on experiments carried out
by Rzadkowski and Zurek (197p).
The Hertz equation (4.2) for a sphere on a plane indicates
that the cube of the approach is inversely proportional to the
sphere radius for a given load. If the contact between
angular rock particles exhibits Hertzian behaviour then an
inverse relationship between the approach and the contact
angle would be expected. Fig. 4.27 shows that as the contact
angle of the shaped samples is decreased the displacements,
generated by loads less than the Damage Load, increase. The
variation of with the contact angle, , for both the dry and
saturated shaped sample tests is shown in fig. 4.37. The dry
samples show very clearly the expected behaviour but the
saturated results do not suggest a similar relationship. Al-
though the 160° samples show that saturation increases the
0
value significantly, this is not as marked for the 140 samples.
The irregular sample results do not produce any firm con-
clusions and there is no indication that saturation increases
r1 • Inverse relationship trends between j and oç1 noted for
one angle are not necessarily seen for the other angles or
test conditions and the dependence may alter from one angle to
another for ranges of . This confused picture stems from the
varying contact shapes of each sample, making it difficult to
select a particular angke to represent the shape under all the
different test conditions. It is worth noting that a distinct
inverse relationship of with the ovalues for the saturated/
surface dry samples and the cçalues for the saturated samples
can be seen. For values below 0.45 the relationship with the
c'.values of the dry samples correlates well with the shaped
sample results.
4.8	 Conclusion
Although the descriptions of the irregular and shaped
sample results have been dealt with seperately in this chapter,
it is clear that they are similar. Both exhibit the two distinct
types of behaviour before and after the Damage Load and similar
failures and crushing modes can be observed. The analyses of the
Damage Load arid initial curves show that the shaped sample results
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are representative of the irregular sample results. This
implies that models of contact behaviour can be obtained from
testing a few shaped samples and that each contact shape may
be described by a single contact angle.
The initial curve is a work-hardening curve but the
behaviour is more complex after the Damage Load has been reached
as crushing arid local failure occur more readily. .A2lalysis
has shown that this initial curve could be modelled by use of
an expression of the form
d-C •P
(4.3)
where C and n are constants. Alternatively use could be made
of Hertz's theoretical solution for an elastic sphere on an
elastic halfspace, which has a similar form to (4.3), by re-
placing the angle with an equivalent radius. This would have
the advantage of describing the load-displacement behaviour of
particles over the whole range of roundness values. It is not
clear why behaviour which is not elastic may be described by an
elastic solution. Gillam (1969) notes that the Hertz analysis
predicts that brittle materials will fail at the boundary of the
contact area under tensile stresses which is the behaviour
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Chapter 5
The Behaviour of Rock Contacts -
the Area of Contact
5.1	 Contact Area Measurement
While studies in tribology have not been particularly
concerned with the load-displacement relationship of contacts,
a great deal of attention has been paid to the area of contact
and this has led to the distinction between real and apparent
area, fig. 5.1. The real area is defined as the sum of the
areas of the regions between the surfaces where there is
'atom-to-atom' contact. The total interfacial area, which
consists of both contact regions or 'junctions' and areas of
apparent contact, is defined as the apparent area. In tn-
bo10- the real area is considered to determine the behaviour
and interactions of the two surfaces and therefore several
methods of determining the area have been proposed.
The area of contact for metallic asperities has been
shown to be proportional to the load, although Bowden and Tabor
(1949) indicate that the load index may reduce to 0.8 in certain
work-hardening cases.
A - p/	 (5.1)p	 hp
where hp is the penetration hardness, i.e. the largest com-
pressive stress a region of material can carry without plastic
yielding. The penetration hardness is determined from simple
indentation expeniments.
The elastic theory- proposed by Hertz produces a different
equation, from (4.1)
Ae- 1W ob





where m - n - 1 for a circular area of contact.
Rabinowjcz (1965) has discussed five other methods of area
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determination using experimental techniques 8UCh as the
electrical resistance and sectioning methods. These methods
are inappropriate for determining the area of rock contacts
and different methods are needed. In this chapter two altern-
ative methods of approach have been proposed and their advant-
ages and limitations discussed. As in chapter 4 the factors
influencing the magnitude of the contact area have been invest-
igated and conclusions drawn as to their relative importance.
5.2	 Method I - Carbon Paper Technique
5.2.1 Sample Preparation
Three sets of samples were prepared for these tests, set
1 and 2 consisting of six irregular sandstone samples about
16 - 28 mm high and the third set of four shaped samples. The
samples were prepared in the same way as those described in
section 4.2. Sets 1 and 3 were tested dry but the samples in
set 2 were saturated prior to.and during the tests. Tables
5.2.1 - 5.2.3 give the measured contact angles, base areas and
heights of the samples.
5.2.ii Method of Testing
Each sample was placed in the matron 1195 and pieces of
carbon copying paper and plain paper placed between the tip of
the sample and the platen. The samples were then subjected to
cycles of loading, using a rate of crosshead displacement of
0.2 mm/nun, and the maximum load increased in each cycle. After
each cycle the pieces of paper were removed and replaced by
fresh pieces. In the saturated tests the pieces of paper were
placed in polythene pockets to avoid getting them wet. By
measuring the area of the imprints left on the plain paper using
a graticule, it was possible to obtain data relating the area
of contact and the mimum load during any cycle.
5.2.iii Test Results
The values of the area calculated for each sample are
presented in Tables 5.2.1 - 5.2.3. The areas are given in
mint and were calculated to the nearest 0.25 nmi2
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Sample	 1.	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
011m	 156.5	 l6.l	 174.9	 175.7	 150.2	 155.9
130.3	 144.9	 150.6	 163.2	 131.4	 143.1




17.97	 17.89	 15.94	 16.02	 17.04
	
Base area 1044	 1133	 1376	 1230	 992	 1089
	
Load	 Area of contact results 	 2
kN
	0.1	 1.00	 1.50	 2.25	 1.00	 1.00	 1.00
	












0.75	 7.00	 3.75	 12.25	 3.00	 3.00	 2.50
	




13.15	 5.50	 5.75	 10.50	 8.50
	
2.0	 7.25	 9.75	 12.00
	
Failure	 16.00	 12.25	 22.25	 14.25	 19.00	 17.50
Table 5.2.1 Details and. Results - Dry,
Irregular Samples - Set 1
Note:- For sample 3 all loads should be multiplied by 2.5
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2m	 137.9	 113.8	 111.2	 131.4	 127.5	 132.3
129.5	 106.1	 98.0	 114.5	 111.4	 97.5
Height	 23.50
	









Load	 Area of contact results	 2kN	 mm
0.1	 2.50	 3.00	 2.25	 2.25	 1.75	 2.00
































Table 5.2.2 Details and Results
Saturated, Irregular
Samples - Set 2
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Sample	 1	 2	 3	 4
	
85.6	 115.5	 40.l	 164.3
Height mm	 25.12	 24.98	 26.30	 26.08
Base2Area	 4950	 4950	 4950	 4950
mm
Load kN	 Area of contact results 	 2
mm
0.1	 1.00	 1.00	 0.75	 1.00








0.5	 4.00	 2.25	 1.50	 2.75
0.75	 4.75	 4.00	 2.75	 3.75






2.0	 13.25	 8.50	 6.75
3.0	 11.50	 9.00
FaIlure	 21.50	 45.00
Table 5.2.3 Details and Results - Dry
Shaped Samples . Set 3
Set 1:-
Set 2:-
Set 3:- dry, shaped samples
A - 3.72
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The results, plotted in figs. 5.2 - 5.4, show very
clearly that the contact area increases with the maximum
load but there is significant divergence of the points at
higher loads. There does, however, appear to be a lower
bound line to each graph. The graphs also show the points
at which the Damage Load occurred for each sample, and. it
can be seen that the divergence of the points from the lower
bound line occur once the Damage Load has been reached. The
spread of results make it difficult to establish any relation-
ship between the two parameters, but if attention is concent-
rated on the behaviour before the Damage Load is reached a
clearer picture emerges.
5.2.iv Behaviour prior to the Damage Load
Pigs. 5.5 - 5.7 show the results obtained from cycles of
loading with maximum loads less than the Damage Load. These
points correspond to points on the initial smooth section of
the load-displacement curves described in Chapter 4. Since
these modified graphs show much less scatter, it is possible
to use curve fitting techniques to obtain relationships between
the two parameters. The result8 of this analysis are given
below (5 . 3) and it should be noted that the influence of contact
angles, base areas etc. was not taken into account.
dry, irregular samples
A - 4.25 O.62
saturated, irregular samples







A - area in mm•
P - load in k.N
	 (5.3)
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5.2.v Effect of Saturation
The mean curves given above have been reproduced in
fig. 5.8. There is a good agreement in the curves Lor the
dry samples indicating again that results from shaped samples
are representative of results produced from real but more
complex irregular contacts. There is a distinct difference
in the behaviour of the dry and saturated samples showing that
the areas needed to sustain the same loads are much greater
for a saturated sample than for a dry one over the range of
loads at which samples can be realistically tested. This
implies that loss of strength caused by saturation allows more
crushing of the contact to take place under load. It is
interesting to note from Table 3.6.2 that saturation reduces
the rock strength to approximately half its dry value and
that the areas determined for saturated samples are approx-
imately double those for dry samples.
5.2.vi Variation of Strength
If the strength of the material is a factor which iaflu-
ences the area generated under load, then it would be expected
that pieces with equal strengths would produce similar curves.
In set 1 samples 2 and 3 were taken from the same block of material
and. in set 2 samples 3, 4, 5 and 6 were obtained from the same
block. A study of the positions of the curves for these
samples indicates similarities, although care must be taken
in drawing any firm conclusions.
5.2.vii Variation with Contact Angle
A study of the relative positions of the curves and the
contact angles of each sample does not suggest that a relation-
ship exists. This is surprising in view of conclusions reached
in Chapter 4 and this discrepancy has been investigated in
section 5.4.
5.2.viii Variation with Height and Base Area
Since the shaped sample have approximately equal heights
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arid base areas and produce results consistant with those from
irregular samples, it seems unlikely that these two parameters
influence the areas generated. The positions of the curves
f or the irregular samples do not show any correlation with
either parameter.
5.2.ix Behaviour after the Damage Load
Figs. 5.2 - 5.4 also reveal some interesting behaviour
once the Damage Load has been reached. On the cycle in which
the Damage Load is reached and in subsequent cycles the increases
in area generated are alternatively large and small, producing
a 'stepping' effect in the curve (see figs. 5.2 and 5.4 part-
icularly). This is due to the way in which damage occurs at
the contact. If the tip is subjected to a load it cannot
sustain, then breakage occurs along the weaknesses in the con-
tact zone material. This may result in the tip breaking down
to form an area which is more than sufficient to sustain the
applied load and possibly even the maximum load in the cycle.
This will be seen as a large increase in area for that cycle.
On the subsequent cycle the area will only increase once the load
it can carry has been exceeded. Providing the maximum load of
the subsequent cycle is not much greater than this load then only
a small increase in area will be needed and it is possible that
no further damage will occur during this cycle.
5.2.x Advantages and Limitations of Method I
The main advantage of thia method is that tests can be
performed simply and quickly, once the samples have been prepared,
without using highly sophisticated instrumentation. This means
that large amounts of data can be obtained allowing statistical•
methods to be used with a higher degree of confidence. The
method also allows measurements of area to be made at points
throughout the test, rather than obtaining just one result per
sample. A picture of the behaviour of each sample can be built
up and any anomalies spotted, as well as combining all the
results to obtain models describing the 'average' behaviour. An-
other advantage is that the imprint produced is the real area of
contact, although spurious marks may be produced if excessive
damage occurs. This contrasts with many methods where it is
necessary- to make assumptions about the shape, size or number of
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the junctions.
Although the tests are easily performed, d.ifficulties
may arise in obtaining the data from the imprints. It was
found that at the higher loads the paper was quite often torn
and the imprint distorted due to the breakage at the contact.
Wetting of the paper during saturated tests also caused
smudging. Although it is an obvious advantage to obtain an
imprint of the real area, this imprint is small (especially in
the initial stages of the test) and care must be taken in
measuring the area. Unless the imprint can be magnified quite
considerably to allow instruments, such as planimeters, to be
used, the measurement is based on observation and is therefore
open to human error. In the tests carried out in this research
the imprints were observed through a. camera lens and measured
against a 1 mm graticule. The areas were measured at least six
times and the mean value used.
This method Is based on the assumption that a sample requires
a specific area to carry a specific load i.e. there is a unique
load-area relationship. The area generated under a certain load
is independent of the load-path and of any damage the contact may
have undergone. In this method the area of contact is disturbed
each time the carbon paper Is removed and a fresh piece inserted.
It was found in some cases that particles of rock were transferred
from the contact to the paper and removed with the paper. tinloading
may also allow particles to fall away from the contact regiozi.
Despite this the area values calculated are assumed to be exactly
the same as those which would have been obtained if the contact
had not been disturbed. Whereas the cases encountered in practice
mainly involve rock on rock contacts, only rock on platen tests
can be performed with this method.
In order to overcome these problems a method was required,
which allowed rock on rock tests to be carried out and in which
the contact was not disturbed or unloaded. This would give a
truer picture of the contact area variation with load, under condi-
tions seen in practice. To do this a second method was devised
and investigated.
5.3	 Method II - Camera Technique
This method is based on a graphical analysis which produces
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an upper bound solution for the area. Pig. 5.9 shows a view
of the two particles from a point on the edge of the cylinder
in a rock on rock test (fig. 4.7). From such a view, it is
possible to measure the distances a' and a" from the cylinder
axis to the edges of the contact area. Having obtained several
values of a'i, a"i and e, where Ois the angle of rotation
from the initial view (fig. 5.10) and i the point number, these
may be replotted on cartesian axes. Lines are drawn parallel
to and at distances a'i and a"i from the line radiating from
the origin at øto the x-axis, fig. 5.11. Repeating this for
all the data points produces a graph similar to that shown in
fig. 5.12. Since these parallel lines represent the boundaries
of the area of contact then the shaded area included within these
lines must represent the area of contact. Fig. 5.13 shows the
same example with the actual boundaries of an area drawn in. This
shows that the calculated area is always greater than or equal to
the real area. If the real area is a convex shape e.g. an ellipse
then the error in the calculated area will be small.
5.3.1 Area of Contact Rig
In order to use this method a special rig was designed
and made. It was decided to use a camera as the means of storing
the information, rather than making direct measurements during
the tests, so that the tests could be performed quite quickly and
the data preserved for analysis afterwards. In order not to have
to disturb the samples at any time during tests a 'roundabout'
was made and the camera hung from this, fig. 5.14. This was able
to rotate freely about the central column so that photographs
could be taken from any angle.
Fig. 5.15 shows the finished rig in the matron 1195 testing
machine. 1 cine camera, with a single shot facility and macro
lane, was used, since this provides a relatively cheap method of
storing a lot of information. As fig. 5.15 shows, it is also
necessary to provide sufficient lighting and it was found that
two lamps were needed to avoid casting shadows on the rock surface.
Fig. 5.16 shows the central pivot of the 'roundabout' which was
marked every 50 so that the angle of rotation could be easily
calculated.
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5.3.11 Sources of Error
(a) Theoretical work
The accuracy of the analysis depends upon the number of
views taken and. therefore the variation in error with the viewing
angle interval i.e. ( eL -e) was investigated. To do this a
number of standard shapes were analysed using the graphical
method. A computer programme 'Area' was written to calculate
the points of intersection of the lines and the inclusive area
as well as producing a picture of the area. This general
programme was adapted to analyse each of the standard shapes,
fig. 5.17 shows the original point of viewing of the shapes and
the general expressions obtained for a'i and. a"i. For the
ellipse three ratios of b/a viz. 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 were considered.
Fig. 5.18 shows the variation of the error with the viewing
angle interval. There is less than a 5% error for most of the
shapes if the angle interval is less than 20° i.e. taking 9 views
at regular intervals. The expressions (ii) (fig. 5.17) for a
square produce no error whatever the angle interval but quite
large errors can be introduced if one of the views is not parallel
to the sides of the square. This implies that for any area there
is a set of data points which will generate an optimum area value.
The ellipse resUts indicate that as the ratio b/a decreases, then
for a particular viewing angle interval, the error increases.
Since contact areas generally approximate to ellipses this
final point was investigated. further. Taking an angle interval
of 50 the percentage errors calculated were plotted against ratios
of b/a, fig. 5.19. While the errors become relatively quite
significant for values of b/a'0.2, for b/a'0.4 the errors are
approximately constant. If a larger angle interval is used then
relatively significant errors would occur at higher values of b/a.
This analysis of standard shapes highlights two factors which
should be taken in account when considering irregular area shapes.
(1) Accuracy increases with decreasing angle interval
(ii) The original viewing point may effect the accuracy if the
angle interval is too large.
Although a 20° angle appears to be sufficient to obtain good area
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approximations for standard shapes, the accuracy will be sub-
stantially reduced for irregular shapes. In these tests a
50 angle interval was found to be quite reasonable and, al-
though the amount of data to be analysed for a test is quite
large and. time-consuming, the results can be quoted with
greater confidence.
(b) Other sources
In usingthis method it is assumed that the contact region
is viewed from a point at infinity which is reproduced in the
computer by drawing lines parallel to the dJ.rectionof viewing.
The use of a camera at a finite distance from the contact area
means that these lines are not parallel and meet the edges of the
area at an angle to the direction of viewing.
(1) Circular Area
If the area is a. circle then for a tangent to the circle
at	 to the direction of viewing, the radius is measured as x"
instead of' x' and the error, E, is
E - (1 - co	 ) x 100 %
3 0
If is less than	 the error is less than 5% but at large
angles the error becomes quite substantial, fig. 5.20.
(ii) Irregular Area
The situation arising for an irregular area shape presents
more difficulties as a point which would have been picked up by
the parallel line tangent is in the shadow of the angle - tangent,
fig. 5.21. The error, E, is dependent upon the distance 1 and
as long as x'' x" and. x' c (1 + h) tano'. then n incorrect measure-
ment will be made. Since the distance 1 is dependent on the un-
known area shape then the error cannot be quantified.
The problem can be dealt with by using an iterative method of
solution. The determined area shape will reveal anomalies at
various points on the area boundaries in the form of small tri-
angles, fig. 5.22. By adjusting the data appropriately and
repeating the calculation a satisfactory solution can be obtained.
This method is not very easy to use if a small viewing angle interval
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is used as the pictures can become quite complicated.
In order to determine the likely error in assuming
parallel lines for the camera position in this research, the
variation of c with the distance across the contact area at the
centre of the cylinder was calculated, fig. 5.23. Comparing
this with fig. 5.20 the error In the measured diameter of the
rock cylinder is found to be about 1-5%. Since the distances
measured across the contact area were never greater than 4 mm
the expected error for a circular area is less than -e-2% arid it
was decided that error introduced by the assumption of parallel
lines could be assumed to be negligible.
5 . 3 .iii Testing Procedure
Three irregular samples were prepared as before from two
different blocks of material, samples 1 and 2 being taken from
the same block. The samples were placed in the matron 1195
as before and the camera set up, looking along the interface of
the two particles and. with the central column axis in the centre
of the viewfinder, fig. 5.15. The samples were then loaded
under a constant crosshead displacement rate of 0.2 mm/mm upto
0.1 kN and the loading stopped. Rotating the camera through
intervals from a designated point, thirty six photographs were
taken and then the loading continued. This process was repeated
at loads 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5 kN or until the Damage
Load was reached and then the sample unloaded.
5.3.iv Analysis of Results
Raving completed the tests and developed the films, the
values of a'i and a"I were collected from each frame. As the
inThrmation was stored on 8 mm cine film it was necessary to use
a 35x magnifying lens in a microfilm reader, the information being
taken directly from the reader screen to avoid distortions in
printing. Three measurements were taken from each frame, a'i
and a"i and. the diameter of the rock cylinder. This third measure-
ment provides a calibration of the distances measured
	 each frame
since the real diameter value of the cylinder is known.
Fig. 5.24 shows typical pictures of the area produced by the
computer programme 'Area' from the sets of data. Although on
applying the appropriate calibration factors the measurements were
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accurate to about 0.06 mm, inaccuracies in the data still occur
due to difficulties in determining the extent of the contact
region. I:t was found that even with the magnification used it
was often very difficult to pin-point the edge of the area of
contact accurately. An inaccuracy in the placing of the edge
of the area of 1 mm on the screen, leads to the intersection
point of two iines in the computer picture, meeting at an angle
of 50, being about 3 mm from its true position. These inaccur-
acies produce a graph of a central area. with spurious lines around
it instead of the neat convex shape anticipated. This then is the
result of an averaging process of the results rather than the
plotting of exact values as in the case of the standard shapes.
Due to the difficulties in defining a unique area three
methods of analysis were used.
(a) Equivalent Circle Method
This method determines the mean value of all the measured
distances across the contact area for a particular load and assumes
this to be the diameter of a circle.
D - 7(a'i + a"i)/n
A - ii.D/4
(b) 72 Point Method
All the data from the thirty-six photographs for each load
is used in 'irea' to produce pictures of the type shown in fig.
5.24. By blowing up these pictures to reasonable proportions,
fig. 5.25, and estimating the shape of the contact area (shaded),
its magnitude may be determined using a planimeter.
(c) 12 Point Method
The 72 Point Method is a subjective observation of the results
which may introduce further error, whereas the 12 Point Method is
an objective measurement. The data is split into six sets, each
0.
set consisting of the data from frames seperated by a 30 viewing
angle interval e.g. 1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 31. These are seperately-
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analysed by 'Area' producing six pictures as shown in fig. 5.26.
The shaded inclusive areas are calculated using a planimeter.
From these six areas the contact area maybe determined in one of
two ways.
(i) the mean value
(ii) discard the largest ani smallest values and take the mean
of the remaining four
Both these approaches were used but it was found that the second
method results were always within 0.1 mm of the first and therefore
only the first approach results have been presented.
5.3.v Results
The results of the three analyses and details of the
samples are given in Table 5.3.1 and have been lotted. in figs.
5.27 - 5.29, together with the equation (5.3) produced for dry
irregular samples by the carbon-paper technique.
The graphs show increasing area with increasing load as
bef ore and the values are of the same order of magnitude as those
determined by the carbon-paper technique. Both the equivalent
circle and 12 point method results show good trends of increasing
area but the 72 point results do not seem as consistent and have
a greater scatter. The equivalent circle area values for sample
1 increase rapidly at higher loads, a trend not een in the other
two approaches.
Figs. 5.30 - 5.32 show the results replotted to allow
comparisons to be made of the values calculated for each sample.
The graphs for samples 1 and 3 show a good correlation between
the values calculated by the 72 point and the 12 point methods
but this is not seen for sample 2. In all these cases, apart
from the higher load values of sample 1, the equivalent circle
method results are approximately twice those obtained by the 12
point method.
5.3.vi Influence of Height, Base Area and Contact Angle
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5.27 - 5.29 does not suggest any relationship of the height with
the area of contact. The base areas increase with increasing
contact area in the equivalent circle results and. it may- be argued
that a similar trend is seen in the 12 point method values but this
is less distinct. There does not appear to be any reason why a
larger base area should produce greater contact areas.
Neither the equivalent circle or 72 point methods show any
correlation of the curve positions and the angles, OLIn, OLm and
m. The 12 point method results show a similar trend to the
variation of the n and c'.,in angles but again this is not very
distinct.
5.3.vii Comparison of Methods I and II
Comparison of the results and conclusions of the carbon
paper and camera techniques should give some indication of which
of the three approaches viz, equivalent circle, 12 or 72 point
gives the best results. The 72 point results do not show any
particular correlation with the equation (5.3) line and although
the 12 point results follow this line quite well, the area niagni-
tudes are much smaller. The equivalent circle analysis results,
however, show a good distribution of points on either side of
the equation line.
5.3.viii Limitations of Method II
Although the errors likely to occur in the analysis have
been investigated, and taken into account, the method is very
sensitive to errors in the data. Small inaccuracies in fixing
the contact boundaries are accentuated by the analysis and obscure
the area of contact. An alternative test was devised using a
parallel light source and a convex lens as shown in fig. 5.33.
If the lens is placed so that the contact region is at the focal
length then an image of the samples may be thrown up onto a screen.
Measurements taken from this image are more accurate because of
the large magnifications which can be achieved and because the
area boundary is much more distinct. However, the method has
practical difficulties, since the samples cannot be rotated very
easily without disturbing the contact and the Instron 1195 has
wide side pillars which obscure the image over a large portion of
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the 'roundabout' rotation. Photographing samples with a
light source behind them produced distcrted. pictures of the
contact region.
5.4	 Comparison of Results with Theoretical 7lork
The work presented in section 5.1 gives the theoretical
load-area relationships for plastic and elastic materials, (5.1)
and (5.2).
Plastics: -	 Ap - i/hp
Elastic: -	 Ae -i.m.n.	 P.D	 *
(A + B)
For a circular area of contact of a shpere on a plane, which
has a similar load-displacement relationship to rock contacts, the
elastic expression reduces to
.a2
Ae - a.v.R* D P	 (5.4)
For a sandstone rock on rock contact three expressions have
been determined by the carbon-paper technique for the initial
hehaviour, section 5.2.iv	 -
Dry, irregular samples
A - 4.25 062
Saturated, irregular samples





A - area in min
P - load in kN
The index of the load obtained from experimental work shows
very good agreement with the elastic equation index, particularly
for the dry samples. This agrees with the conclusion reached in
the study of the initial load-displacement curves.
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There is, however, a major difference between the experimental
results and this theoretical expression. The theoretical
equation shows a variation of the area with the sphere radius,
R, whereas in the experimental work of both the camera and carbon-
paper techniques no correlation of the results with the angle of
contact was found. The study of contact load-displacement be-
haviour in Chapter 4 showed that
d- C P
p is contact angle
which compares with the Hertzian equation
2
d-	 C'P
and indicates that the contact angle has a similar role to the
sphere radius. If the load is considered to be a function of
the contact area arid the strength, S i.e. P=g(L). £(S) then
d	 g(A)*. £(s)*
Unfortunately, the displacement-area relationship could not be
investigated to see whether or not this relationship was
dependent on the contact angle, because in using the carbon-paper
method the sample was distrubed when removing and replacing the
carbon paper.
The theoretical load-area relationship (5.4) does not contain
a term representing the strength of the material but the experi-
mental results do suggest that the strength is important. This
is seen in the higher area values obtained from the saturated
results (fig. 5.8) and the similarity of the results of samples
from the same blocks of material (section 5.2.vi). Fig. 5.34
shows a plot of theLflverse strength values (Tables 3.6.1 and
3.6.2) against the experimental coefficients (5.5). A best fit
analysis of these results produces the following strength (s) -
coefficient (c) relationship with a correlation coefficient of
approximRtely 0.99
1 - 2.874 C16
S
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Taking a dimension analysis of this equation the 0.5
coefficient has units of (dlstance)* and since it does not vary
with test condition, angle of contact, base area or height of
sample, it appears to be a constant for the rock material. The
information available here does not allow a conclusion to be
reached but the distance dimension does suggest a volume/area
or elasticity modulus/density ratio. Experiments on other
types of rock may provide a better understanding of the role of
this parameter.
5.5	 Conclusion
Fig. 5.35 shows a comparison of typical load-area arid load-
displacement curve shapes. In the initial stages of the test,
before the Damage Load is reached, both graphs show a smooth
change of gradient. At this stage experimental evidence suggests
that the load-displacement behaviour is dependent upon the angle
of contact, whereas the load-area behaviour is dependent on the
strength of the material. It has been suggested in Chapter 4
that loss of strength due to saturation also effects the load-
displacement relationship.
Once the Damage Load has been reached the load-displacement
behaviour becomes quite complex due to crushing and spalling at
the contact. This is reflected in the load-area graph by a
stepped curve as the tip breaks down to give alternatively large
and. small area increases as described in section 5.2.ix.
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Fig. 5.15 :- Contact Area Rig
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The Behaviour of Rock Contacts -
Time Dependence
6.1.	 Time-dependence of Rock
When placed under load rock displays time-dependent be-
haviour and this is an important aspect of design for construc-
tion in or with rock. A large number of laboratory and in-situ
experiments have been carried out to produce behaviour theories
and 'laws', relating the various parameters involved in rock
creep. UniaxiaJ. compression tests have been carried out by
Griggs (1939) and Price (1964) and triaxial loading has been
considered by Le Compte (1965) and Cogan (1976). Michelson
(1917) and Lomnitz l956) performed a series of torsion tests
on several materials, including igneous and sedimentary rocks,
and. Price (1964) used bending tests to provide information on
the creep of sandstone.
The information gathered from these tests allows general
rules of behaviour to be formulated, fig. 6.1. As the temper-
ature at which the test is carried out is increased, then the
creep rate increases. A similar result is noted if the magnitude
of the load is increased, although triaxia]. tests appear to
produce contradictory conclusions. There is some evidence that
an increased grain size produces a decrease in creep rate but
this has not yet been shown to be conclusive. The creep rate
also shows an immediate response, increasing significantly,
when a dry sample is inundated with water.
The standard behaviour curve, fig. 6.1, can be divided into
four components or states of creep. The initial, instantaneous
deformation, 0-A, is an elastic; reversible response to the load..
The section A-B represents the primary or transient creep and this
15 also recoverable. The secondary or steady-state creep, B-C,
is not recoverable and removing the load produces a permanent
set. The final stage is called tertiary or accelerating creep
and leads to failure of the sample. Not all these stages may be
seen during testing since this depends on the material and the
test conditions.
Eowever, in considering the time-dependent behaviour of
rockfill, the work presented in Chapters 4 and 5 suggests that
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the contact deformations would dominate the behaviour and. have
a greater influence on the overall displacements than the bulk
deformations. Experimental work on the time-dependent behaviour
of rock contacts has been limited, although Sowers et al. (1965)
have performed a number of tests on shaped greywacka cylinders,
as described in Chapter 1. The main conclusions of this work
are listed below.
(a) Samples show an immediate deformation and continuing
settlement with time.
(b) Saturated points exhibit larger deformations than dry points.
(c) Wetting of dry points while under load induces further
large settlements.
(d3 Addition of agents to reduce surface tension increases
crushing and reduces the time lsgbetween wetting and additional
crushing.
(e) Rock on rock tests show sudden sporadic increased deformations
but the magnitude of these reduces with time.
In this chapter the influence of contact angle, saturation,
load, temperature and local damage on the time dependent behaviour
of rock on rock contacts has been investigated. Tests were
performed on irregular and. shaped contacts and both creep and
relaxation behaviour were considered. In order to demonstrate
the dominance of the contact behaviour a number of creep and
relaxation control tests were carried out on the bulk material.
These provide a masure of the expected creep (or relaxation) in
the material away
 from the contact and can be compared with the
results of the contact tests.
6.2	 Contact Creep Rig
For the contact creep tests a creep rig was designed to meet
the specifications of the pro.csed tests and sample sizes. The
rig, fig. 6.2, has a base plate on which sits a small load cell
and the sample platform. This platform was made from hardened
steel whereas the other parts of the rig were made from mild steel.
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Above the platform a floating plate acts as an upper platen
for the samples and this moves vertically along three guide
rods connecting the base and top plates.
In tests of this kind it is necessary to ensure that the
maximum amount of load is transferred to the sample and that
little is lost in friction between the guide rods and floating
plate. Jamming and excessive friction at these points may
cause a stick-slip situation so that the samples are not loaded
smoothly or the operator does not have complete control of the
loading procedure. To overcome this problem three long brass
sleeves are provided to act as the contact between the rods and
plate. Although the length of these sleeves increases the
metal on metal contact, this reduces the possibility of tilting
and. jamming which is considered to be the greater problem.
A linear clockwise spring is placed between the floating
and top plates to maintain the applied load at a constant value.
The spring used in the rig had an outer diameter of l' (47.6 mm)
and a wire diameter of 7/16" (11.]. mm) and the spring rate was
found to be 430 N/mm. Once loading is completed the load may
be transferred to the rig by tightening the three nuts on the
guide rods above the top plate.
Fig. 6.2 8hOws the basic outline of the rig and its dimensions
are given in Imperial units as it was designed to these specifications.
Where necessary contact faces were ground to provide good bearing
surfaces. An optional facility shown is the use of a perspex
tube on the platform which allows saturated tests to be carried
out. The tube was filled and emptied using plastic tubing pass-
ing over the lip of the tube. This was not very efficient and
it is felt that a hole bored through the platform would have been
more useful. Another problem encountered was the coarseness of
the threads at the top of the guide rods. This was not fine
enough to adjust the loads as accurately as would have been liked
and the loading machine was used to ease this problem. Fig. 6.3
shows the completed rig set up for an experiment.
6.2.1 Instrumentation
(a) Load Cell
The load cell is placed beneath the sample platform and
measures the actual load carried by the samples. The cell, fig.
6.4 was designed to carry a working load of 10 kN and has two
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bearing plates, outer diameter 88.9 mm (3-"), seperated by four
legs (2 imn thick and 25 mm (F') long) equi-spaced on a 25 mm radius.
The cell, which is 34.9 mm ( ii") high, was made from a single block
of	 15 duraluminium. In order to obtain a load, measurement a
four arm bridge of electrical resistance foil strain gauges was
used; a calibration factor of 395 ps/kN was obtained.
(b) Displacement Measurement
The transducers, used to measure the displacements, should
be well clamped during testing but must also be moved fairly
simply and quickly due to the variations in sample size and. the
possibility of large displacements occurring. Fig. 6.5 shows
the duraluminiuin transducer collar designed to cope with these
problems and fig. 6.6 illustrates how the collar works. The
transducer is held firm in a sleeve which runs freely in a
second sleeve. The second. sleeve is attached to a collar which
sits on the rim of the sample platform. The first sleeve is
clamped in position using two screws in the second. sleeve and
this also clamps the collar to the platform so that it cannot
rotate. By sitting the collar on the sample platform arid
allowing the transducers to bear on the floating plate, the
only deformations measured are those of the samples and not the
load cell.
6.3	 Laboratory Conditions
As has been noted in fig. 6.1, apart from the level of
loading, one of the major influences on the rate of creep is
the temperature. All the time-dependent tests and the oedo-
meter tests, described. in Chapter 7, were carried out in the same
laboratory and a study of the temperature variations in the
laboratory was carried out at different. times over a period of a
year.
The graphs produced from this study, figs. 6.7 and 6.8, show
0	 0	 0
that the variation is from approximately 19 C to 24 C and + 1.5 C
in any given week. These variations are small, especially if
compared with temperatures used by other researchers eg. 10000 C
(Jaegar arid cook, 1969), and it would be expected that these
would not influence the test results. Temperature readings were
recorded during the tests and no correlation of the variations





Using the set up described for previous contact tests i.e.
a rock cylinder above the shaped or irregular sample, fig. 6.9
the creep rig was placed in the Instron 1195 and the load applied
under a constant croashead displacement rate of 1 nun/nun. The
load and displacements were monitored and recorded on a Bryans
X-Y plotter. The weight of the plates and spring ( 0.2 kN)
above the sample were also taken into account.
To monitor the displacements two different measuring systems
were employed. For the Irregular samples two 5 mm stroke Taylor
Robson transducers were used, fig. 6.10, connected. to a meter
giving a single digital display of the mean displacement, accurate
to 0.0002 nun. A different system was used for the shaped. samples,
fig. 6.11, as one of the transducers developed a fault. The
Taylor Hobson transducers were replaced by two 5 mm stroke
Boulton Paul (sangamo) and since no averaging unit was available
the outputs were monitored seperately by Sangamo meters. The
meter outputs were added together before recording them on a
continuous plot and a scale of 1 mm chart 2.3 x 10 mn was
used. In using this method the calibrations of the transducers
should be the same to obtain a true mean value. With both systems
of measurement, recording the loading curve means that a zero-time
point is not recorded, and therefore only results subsequent to
1 minute were considered.
6.4.1 Shaped Samples
Six different tests were carried out on the shaped samples
and. two samples with different contact angles subjected to each
test, Table 6.4.1. Small contact angles were not considered as the
irregular sample tests showed that these usually suffered excessive
damage under load which introduced complications in observing the
general behaviour trends.
(a) Results
In order to analyse the results, values of the creep were
taken from the continuous time plot at specific time values e.g.
1 minute, 2 minutes and replotted. These points have been )oined
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Fig. 6.12 shows the results of the four samples, 1 - 4,
tested under a 1 kN load, in a. dry condition. Samples 1 and. 3
have contact angles greater than 1600 whereas samples 2 and 4 have
contact angles of about 136°. This appears to be reflected in
the positions of the curves: the greater the contact angle, the
lower the creep displacements. Sample 4 exhibits quite marked
behaviour after six minutes with a sudden increase in deformation
before settling down to a similar curve to the other samples.
This behaviour is probably due to an unstable situation at the
contact which becomes stable once local damage has occurred. A
study of the loading curves shows that sample 4 reached its
Damage Load before reaching 1 kN, whereas the other samples did
not.
A similar comparison can be made of the saturated samples,
5 - 8, and these results are shown in fig. 6.13. Samples 5 and
7 and samples 6 and 8 have similar contact angles and initially
the higher angles have lower creep displacements. After about
one hour, however, sample 7 has similar displacements to sample
6 and has a greater creep rate. Samples 6, 7 and 8 reached
their Damage Loads during loading but sample 5 did not.
Fig. 6.14 compares the results for dry and saturated samples
and apart from sample 4, the dry samples have lower displacements
than the saturated ones over the first 20-30 minutes. Taking
into account the contact angles this period is extended to abbut
two and a half hours when the displacements may become similar.
(b) Effect of Saturation
The dry samples, 3 and. 4, were inundated with water and the
effect of this is clearly shown in fig. 6.15. The curves show
an immediate increase in displacement and a subsequent curve with
a decreasing creep rate. These tests show the displacements to
be quite substantial and much greater than the values noted for
tests on saturated samples. This is unexpected since it would
be thought that saturation would merely transfer the behaviour
from the 'dry curve' to the 'saturated curve' in a manner similar
to the 'preload' effect described by Kjaernsli (1965) for oed.ometer
tests. It is possible that saturation displaces particles from
the contact area inducing greater deformation but attempts to
simulate this by using a compressed air jet on dry samples did
not produce similar behaviour. It is also possible that add-
itiona]. displacements due to the difference between the dry and
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saturated loading curves are being produced on saturation. The
raph also indicates greater crushing on saturation with decreasirie
contact angle but this may be due to the wis table nature of sample 4.
(c) Effect of Water Removal
The saturated samples, 7 and 8, were tested saturated for
two hours and then the water removed from the perspex tube, fig.
6.16. While a slight disturbance oocurs at the point of removal,
the subsequent curve is essentially the same as the original
curve. Leaving the samples for one hour should dry out the
surfaces although surface tension may keep the contact wet for
some time. Rewetting after an hour does not cause any further
changes in the displacements.
(a) Effect of Load Variation
The tests on samples 9 - 12 involved varying the load applied
and allowing the sample to creep under each load for one hour,
figs. 6.17 and. 6.18. The curves indicate increasing displacement
with increasing load and there is almost a linear variation for
samples 9 and 11. The samples with lower contact angles do not
how linear variation but both these samples underwent damage at
stages during loading. Sample 12 was not tested at 1.5 kN due
to failure occurring as this load was approached. In general the
graphs seem to indicate increasing displacement with saturation and.
decreasing angle.
After loading to 1.5 kN the samples were unloaded to 1.0 kN
and. the behaviour observed. An additional creep displacement
of 0.3 x 10 mm was noted for sample 9 and negative displacements
of 1.6 x l(f3 and 0.9 x 10 mm for 10 and 11 respectively. It is
thought that this negligible displacement is due to slight
variations in the applied load and constant values are achieved
within about fifteen minutes.
(e) Effect of Damage Load
In general these tests seem to indicate that if the Damage
Load Is reached before the maintained load then complications
may arise once creep commences. These complications may take
the form of sudden failures (sample 4), a greater creep rate
(sample 7) or several sudden minor displacements. Sowers et
aL's (1965) observation of sudden sporadic Increased deformations




A number of tests were performed on irregular samples
at a stage in this research when the significance of the contact
angle had not been realised and therefore was not measured. The
results have been presented as they provide information about
real rock contacts and confirm some of the conclusions drawn from
the shaped sample results. Table 6.4.2 gives details of the
tests carried out.
(a) Results
Fig. 6.19 shows the creep displacements of the dry samples
and these are slightly greater than those seen in fig. 6.12.
Although none of the samples reached their Damage Loads, sample
3 underwent a sudden deformation after about twenty-five minutes,
followed by a high creep rate which did not stabilise for a
further hour. Samples 4 - 6 and. 9, 10 (fig. 6.20) were saturated
and of these samples 5, 9, 10 suffered a large amount of damage.
This is reflected in the time-dependent behaviour of 5 and 9, as
sample 5 failed due to crack propagation after fifty-five minutes
and 9 continued to creep at a high rate throughout the test.
S&mple 6 also underwent failure after about one houi of constant
loading. A comparison of the dry and saturated results suggests
again that saturation produces larger creep displacements in the
first sixty minutes but the values are not substantially different
after this.
Fig. 6.21 shows the curves of the two saturated/surface dry
samples and these appear to behave in a similar tanner to the
saturated samples. The drying out does not effect the curves but
since the dry and saturated. curves have similar creep rates after
about one hour, this is to be expected..
(b) Effect of Water Removal
The results for samples 9 and 10 are shown in fig. 6.22.
Neither removing the water nor re-saturating the samples has any
significant effect on the creep curves, although the values for
sample 10 are erratic initially after re-saturating.
(c) Effect of Load Variation
The creep curves for samples Li and 12 (fig. 6.23) again
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and for 11 the values observed at 1.0 kN are approximately
double those at 0.5 kN. Damage occurred in loading sample 11
from 1.0 to 2.0 kN and this is reflected in the large displace-
merits seen under 2.0 kN. On unloading this sample to 1.0 kN
subsequent displacements of less than 0.4 x 10 mm were recorded.
Sample 12 could not be loaded to 2.0 kN due to continual failure
under load.
6.4.iii Effect of Creep on the Load-Displacement Behaviour
If the loading of a contact is continued after a period of
constant load, then the load-displacement relationship will be
affected by the period of creep. Figs. 6.24 and. 6.25 illustrate
this effect as observed for shaped sample 9 and irregular sample
11. The samples were subject to initial loads due to the weight
of the plates and spring and then constant loads of 0.5 and 1.0
kN. Initially the graphs show a distinct increase in gradient
(compared with the general loading curve) on reloading before
returning to approximately the same curve as before. This
behaviour is similar to Kjaernsli's 'preloed' effect, (1965).
This effect is similar to the stepping seen in the load-
contact area graphs, since the time-dependent displacements
produce a small increase in area, reducing the stress at the
contact. On reloading this stress must be built up to its
previous level before the sample can follow the general load-
displacement relationship. Thi3 'building-up' period is seen
as a large load increase for small displacement, producing an
increased gradient. Similar results can also be seen for the
other samples tested in this way but these are complicated by
damage occurring during loading.
6.4.iv Conclusion
The main conclusions of the contact creep tests on the
shaped and irregular samples can be summarised as follows:-
(a) Creep displacements increase with decreased contact angle
(b) Saturated samples initially have higher creep rates than
dry- samples but after a short period of time there is little
difference.
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(c) Saturated/surface dry samples act like saturated samples.
(d) Saturation of a dry sample produces much greater displace-
merits than those seen for saturated samples.
(e) Removal of water and rewetting have a negligible effect
on the time-dependent behaviour.
(f) Increased loads produce increased creep displacements.
(g) No creep or recovery occurs if a sample is unloaded to a
lower load.
(h) Damage occurring during loading may lead to unpredictable
behaviour under constant load.
(i) The period of constant load effects the load-displacement
relationship.
These conclusions are general trends noted from the tests





6 .5. 1 Test Procedure
The prepared samples were placed in the 1195 Instron, using
the creep rig sample platform as the base platen, and saturated if
necessary. The samples were then loaded under a constant cross-
head displacement rate of 0.2 mm/mm upto 1 kN and allowed to relax
under a fixed displacement. The tests were carried out over
seventy-twe hours and the load variation with time plotted using
the machine load signal. Details of the four shaped samples and
the test conditions are given in Table 6.5.1.
6.5.ii Results
Fig. 6.26 shows the results obtained, from the time plots for
the first four hours and fig. 6.27 the results for the final sixty
eight hours. In fig. 6.2b the relaxation rates appear to decrease
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quite smoothly and. the curves have distinct positions. The
percentage loss of load, at any time increases with decreased
contact angle and with saturation for a given angle of contact.
After the first four hours the behaviour is not as well established
and the curves do not maintain their positions but this may have
been caused by other factors e.g. Instrumentation stability.
Sample	 1	 2	 3	 4
	





Load kN	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0











Table 6.5.1 Details of Shaped Samples and.
Contact Relaxation Tests
6.6	 Bulk Creep Tests
These tests were carried out as control tests to provide
information about the creep properties of the bulk material so
that a measure of the relative importance of contact time-dependent
behaviour could be made.
6,6.i Test Procedure
Creep and recovery tests were carried out on three 25 mm
diameter sandstone cylinders, with lengths of approximately 76 mm,
prepared in the normal manner. The longitudinal strains were
measured using a four arm bridge arrangement of electrical resist-
ance gauges giving double sensitivity. The two active gauges
of the bridge were attaced. on opposite sides of the core and
connected in series with two passive gauges. These samples were
tested in an Avery constant load machine, fig. 6.28, and dental
cement endpads (as described in section 3.7) used to ensure an
even load distribution across the ends of the samples.
The bridge circuit was connected to a Peekel 581 DNH strain
meter and the output from this monitored on a X - Y plotter.
The samples were tested at loads of 5, 10 and 15 kN and. allowed to
creep fu seventy-two hours before unloading. The recovery strains
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were then recorded for a further seventy-two hours.
6.6.ii Results
Table 6.6.1 gives details of the three samples and the
temperature variations recorded during the tests. Fig. 6.29
shows the results of the first four hours of the test and. fig.
6.30 the remaining sixty-eight hours; the recovery curves are
shown in figs. 6
.3]. and. 6.32.
	
Sample Length	 Load	 Temp.	 Loading
mm	 kN	 Variation C Strains
__________ _____________ _______________ ________________________	 PS-'




2	 75.79	 10.0	 21.625 ± 1.625 2121
3	 75.67	 15.0	 20.00 ± 1.00	 199].
Table 6.6.1 Details of Bulk Creep Tests
The creep strain graphs show that the samples continue to
deform with time under constant load. The 10 kN sample shows
higher creep strains than the 5 kN sample although these are not
double the 5 kN strains. Sample 3, however, shows rather un-
expected behaviour and is initially similar to the 5 kN sample
behaviour. After four hours the curve shows an increased creep
rate and at twelve hours there is a sudden large deformation.
This ceases abruptly and the creep rate is approximately constant
for the rest of the test. This may have been caused by the
propagation arid, blunting of a crack but the strange behaviour of
this sample on recovery, discussed below, suggests that the results
are not typical. The loading strains, given in Table 6.6.1,
indicate that the strains for sample 3 are low when compared with
the va1ies for samples 1 and 2.
The graphs demonstrate the states of creep noted in fig. 6.1
after the initial instantaneous response to the load. All three
samples show transient creep initially and the 10 kN sample appears
to reach a state of secondary creep after about thirty-six hours.
Sample 3 shows typical tertiary creep behaviour between four and
twelve hours but then returns to a state of secondary creep.
The recovery results, figs. 6.31 and 6.32, again show the
expected increasing recovery with time. As before the 10 kN
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sample values are greater than the 5 kN results but the 15 k.N
sample values are similar to the 5 kN results. The 15 kN results
after twenty-four liours are not presented. as rather strange
behaviour occurred at this point. The continuous plot indicates
large increases and decreases in length (of the order of 3OO)
with a net increase in recovery strains of approximately 36
over the twenty-four hour value at seventy-two hours. Checks
on the instrumentation and. gauges were made but these seemed to
be working correctly.
The recovery strains noted after eventy-two hours for
sample 1 are appro1mte1y the same as the creep strains over
the same period, which is in accordance with the behaviour shown
in fig. 6.1 for transient creep, although there is a permanent
set of 252tmbecause the initial response is not completely
reversible. For sample 2 there is a permanent set of 6O7,'
and although the recovery strains are greater than the creep
strains, the recovery values are constant after thirty-six hours
which corresponds to the point of steady-state creep.
6.6. iii Conclusion
These results give an indication of the creep characteristics
of the material and are generally in accordance with behaviour
noted from other research. Variations in the continuous plots
may be correlated with temperature fluctuations but a more major
influence on the results was the amount of activity in the
laboratory. Variations from the mean curve were less than lOs
and. usually less than 5. Another source of inaccuracy was the
use of resin backed strain gauges which may cause 'creep drag'.





Three samples were prepared in the same way as the creep
samples but subjected to constant deformation rather than constant
ioad. These tests were carried out in the matron 1195 and a
direct output of load variation taken from the machine load cell.
The samples were loaded to 5, 10 and. 15 kN under a crosshead dis-
placement rate of 1 nim/min. Since the stiffness of the machine
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varies with the applied load, the variation in strain with
time was also recorded. The tests were carried out over seventy--
two hours-as before.
6.7.11 Results
Table 6.7.1 gives details of the samples tested and the
loading strains and. variations during testing. These values
show variations of less than 2.c for sample 1 and l.c for
samples 2 nd 3. Since the varlalons appear to be random and not
dependent upon the load, they have not been taken into account in
analysing the results. The amount of load loss, fig. 6.33 and
6.34, varies with the applied load i.e. increased loss with
larger load and the curves are approximately parallel after about
four hours. Replotting the values as a percentage of the applied
load, figs. 6.35 and. 6.36, shows similar curves for the 10 and. 15
kN samples and it is reasonable to assume that the material
properties are also similar, whereas sample 1 exhibits slightly
different properties. A study of the Young's moduli indicates
that sample I has a modulus 2 to 3 times that of the other samples
over the 0.5 k.N load range.
Sample	 Length	 Load	 Strain Variation
mm	 kN
1	 76.40	 5.0	 605 ± 10
2	 75.54	 10.0	 1903 ± 7•5
3	 76.45	 15.0	 3278 ± 7•5
Table 6.7.1 Details of Bulk
Relaxation Tests
6.8	 Comparison of Bulk and Contact Time-dependent Behaviour
If the results of the creep test on the core under a load of
5 kN (fig. 6.29) can be considered typical of the material behaviour,
then it is possible to calculate the approximate deformation of a
50 mm long sample of similar diameter. Under a 5 kN load this
sample would shorten by 3 x lO mm in about three hours. Assuming
a linear variation of creep displacement with applied load, the
shortening Is approximately 6 x l0 mm for a 1 kN load. A
similar calculation for the 10 kN sample given a value of 4 x l0 mm.
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Fig. 6.12 shows that for samples with contact angles ranging from
135° to 1700, deformations are approximately 5-10x10 3 mm which
are 10 to 20 times those for the compression of a cylinder.
A comparison of the results of the relaxation tests on the
contacts and cylinders can also be made, although it should be
noted that the cylinders were 76 mm long as opposed to the com-
bined length of 50 mm for the contact samples. Comparing
figs. 6.35 and 6.36 with figs. 6.26 and 6.27, the percentage
loss of load for the typical cylinders (10 and 15 kN) is about
5.75% after four hours and 8.cY after seventy-two hours, whereas
the values for the dry contact samples are about 13-19% and 2(
after the same periods.
These comparisons show that in situations where time-
dependent processes are allowed to occur, the contact behaviour
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Fig. 6.3 :- Contact Creep Rig
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Fig. 6.4 :- 10 kN Load Cell
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Study of the Behaviour of Rockfill in
Oedometer Tests
Charles (1973) has considered the creep behaviour of
Scammonden rockfill in a series of oed.ometer tests using a
2
range of applied stresses (108 - 2700 t/m ) and dry densities
(1.5 - 2.0 t/m3 ). In addition to reporting some general
overall hehaviour patterns, he has made a direct comparison
of test creep rates with values obtained from instrumentation
within the dam and shown the test rates to be 4-14 times
smaller than the observed values. A similar test has been
carried out and. this discrepancy commented. on in section 7.5.1.
The other tests presented here have been used to invest-
igate various aspects of rockflll deformation and particular
emphasis has been placed on the influence of saturation and
the significance of particle breakage. Three gradings of the
rockfil]. have been tested and. comparisons between the results
made where possible. On unloading samples after tests short-
term (rebound) and. long-term (recovery) expansions were noted
and a study of these movements has been made.
7.1	 The Oedometer Rig
The tests were carried out in an oedometer previously used
by Pigeon (1969) and Charles (1973) and they give more detailed
descriptions of the apparatus. An outline of the rig is shown
in fig. 7.1 and fig. 7.2 shows it in use. The jack applies
a load. to the sample in the cylinder via the set of springs
and the total applied load is measured by the load cell situated
between the platen and top plate. If the load is to be main-
tained, the lower plate can be held in place by the nuts below
it and the springs used to sustain the load. The sample
cylinder (diameter 0.45 m) rests on three small load cells and
this enables the frictional load, transferred from the sample
to the cylinder walls, to be measured. The problem of friction
is discussed more fully in section 7.3. Samples may be sat-
urated or drained using the channels shown in the platen and
floating plate.
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The rig was slightly different from its original state,
as described hy Pigeon. Only twelve of the thirteen springs
were available and these were arranged symmetrically beneath
the floating plate. The floating plate originally used for a
0.6 m (24") diameter sample (also described by Pigeon) was
used as the top plate. While these adaptiona reduce the
maximum load, which can be applied, it is calculated that for
a 0.45 m (18") diameter sample stresses of 3000 kN/m2 can be
safely achieved. The protective cage around the springs was




The displacement of the sample was measured by dial
gauges standing on the floating plate and bearing on anvils
connected to the platen, fig.7.].. Measurements were made
at three points equi-spaced around the sample and the mean
value calculated.
7.2.ii Load
The friction loads were measured by three 15 tonne load
cells placed beneath the cylinder. These were connected via
an 8-way awithh box to a Sangamo C 61 strain-meter which has
a set of decade balancing switches. Calibration curves were
obtained for each cell and appropriate adjustments made to
compensate for long-term variations.
Charles and Pigeon used a single load cell to measure the
total applied load and this system wa used in the first two
tests (samples .A.1. and 1.2. - Table 7.4.1). The squat
cylinder with a turned down central portion, fig. 7.3, was cap-
able of carrying 750 kN and the full bridge circuit was mon-
itored on a Peekel 581 DNU meter.
For the other tests three 350 kN cells, standing equl-
spaced on the edge of the platen, were designed. This system
was used to reduce the possibility of tilting and jamming of the
platen in the cylinder which may increase the friction substan-
tially. Each cell, fig. 7.4, is a 152 mm (6") high duraluminium
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cylinder with a 25 mm (i") wall thic kiness. The central
portion has been turned down to a wall thickness of 12.5 mm
(0.5") and eight electrical resistance strain gauges attached.
to form a full bridge circuit. Plastic tubing was used to
protect the gauges.
The total applied loads were measured by the Peekel
58]. DNH meter during loading but by the Sangamo C 61 meter
once ccnstant loading was in progress. Interposed between
the meters and the cells were the 8-way switch box and a 3-way
switch box. This second box enabled each cell to be monitored
seperately during constant load. but had. an averaging switch
which was used. during loading. Calibration and long-term
stability tests were carried out and appropriate strain-load
relationships determined.
7.3	 Wall Friction
The friction developed in the oedometer between the sample
and the cylinder wall produces a decrease in the vertical stress
applied along the length of the sample. If this friction is
significant it may seriously distort the expected deformation
pattern causing greater crushing at the top of the sample than
at the bottom. Kjaernsli and Sande (1963) measured high friction
values of 12-40% and Charles (1973) 12-34% on cylinder height-
diameter ratios of 1:2, while Fumagalli (1969) measured 20% for
a 2:1 ratio.
Several measures have been used in the past to reduce
friction including
(a) low height - diameter ratios e.g. 1:2
(b) lubricants and teflon linings
(c) floating ring cylinder
but none of these have been particularly satisfactory. Measure
(c) involves not placing load cells under the c ylinder, allowing
it to flo4)8o that the maximum friction load occurs at the centre
of the sample rather than the base. There are, however, difficulties
in obtaining a friction value with this approach. Fumagalli (1969)
built a cylinder of alternate steel and deformable hoops and
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reported this to be successful although he did not discuss the
performance or any difficulties encountered.
As has been noted previously the frictional load was
measured during each test and the mean values are shown in
Table 7.4.2. Pigeon (1969) determined the following equation
to calculate the load applied to a sample, P', and this has
been used in these tests.
1 - p - (Pf/2)
where P is the total applied load and. P f the total friction
load measured. In addition to this, the cylinder walls were
coated with Castrol LM Grease.
The measured friction loads ranged from 6% to 28% of the
total. applied load and these values are lower than those reported
by other researchers. In analysing the results comparisons
were made between samples A.1. and A.2., sampled C.2. and C.3.
and samples C.4. and. D.l. A study of the friction loads,
Table 7.4.2, shows similar values for the samples in each pair
and this suggests that such comparisons are not unreasonable.
The values obtained for samples C.4. and D.l. are significant
and caution must be used in interpreting these results.
7.4	 Sample Gradings and Preparation
Three different gradings A, C and D were used in preparing
the samples, fig. 7.5. Grading A has a curve parallel to that
used for the construction of Scanmonden, with a maximum particle
size of 76 mm (3"). Gradings C arid D are uniform gradings with
maximum sizes 76 and 38 mm (i1") and minimum sizes 38 mm and
19 mm (--") respectively. A maximum particle size of 76 mm was
used in accordance with the sizes suggested by Pigeon.
The rock particles were prepared from large irregular blocks
broken down using a hammer and sieved, washed and air dried.
Each fraction of the sample was weighed before mixing and. p1ced.
in the cylinder by hand. or using a scoop. Samples with grading
A were compacted using a kango hammer to achieve the desired dry
density. The other samples were not compacted but the surface
was made level by hammering with a rubber hammer on a piece of
wood lying on the surface. After each test the sample was air
dried if necessary and re-sieved and weighed to determine the
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particle breakage. This process took one-two weeks and since
most of the tests lasted four weeks the number of tests, which
could be carried out over the period of research, was limited
to seven.
The details of each test are given in Table 7.4.1 and the
sample details and some of the resUts are given in Table 7.4.2.
The samples are denoted by two figures e.g. A.l.; the first
indicating the sample grading and the second its sequence number.
In each case loading and unloading were carried out in a single
step to the desized load.
7.5	 Test Results
7.5.i Samples A.l. and A.2.
(a) Immediate and Creep Displacements
The friction generated in testing these two samples was
quite small (6-7%) and therefore the results can be assumed to be
reliable. A study of the immediate strains, given in Table 7.4.2
for these two samples shows that despite being subjected to a
slightly lower stress the sat•urated sample has almost twice the
deformation of A.l. This correlates well with the ratio 6!
strength values determined in Chapter 3.
Fig. 7.6 shows the creep strains plotted against log10 (time)
and this again indicates that saturation produces larger dis-
placements. Both set8 of results may be approximated by a
series of straight lines: the central portions having lower
gradients than the initial and final behaviour. For A.2. this
behaviour may be related to the temperature variation during the
test; the temperature being lower between 70 and 300 hrs. Due
to paucity of results in this region for A.1. this conclusion,
that lower temperatures reduce the creep rate, cannot be confirmed
here.
Charles (1973) carried out a similar test on a saturated
sample with the same initial dry density and grading under a
maintained' stress of 696 ki/m 2 for three years and approximated
the creep behaviour to the linear relationship
€. iiict(1og t 2 - log t1)
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Ignoring the central portion of the curves, values of the
gradient o. can be calculated for A.l. and .A.2.
A.l.	 - 0.04
A.2.	 - 0.05
Charles produced a value of 0.051 from his test which is in
good agreement with the A.2. sample result. This agreement
is contrary to the conclusion of Charles, Pigeon (1969) and
Sowers et al. (1965) that increases with increased vertical
stress. However, it should be noted that they loaded their
samples incrementally, taking creep nasurements after each
increment, whereas these samples were loaded in a single step.
Prom a study of the post-construction movements within
Scammonden Dam, Charles has calculated values ranging from
0.2 to 0.7 for the fill. The discrepancy between these values
and the oedonieter test results tna.y be due to size effects. 	 The
oedometer sample had a maximum particle size of 76 mm whereas
a 1 m maximum size was specified for tlie dam (a ratio of 1:13).
The oedometer test is a confined uniaxial loading test whereas
material within the dam is not confined and bulging of the
fill does occur at the base of the dam. It is difficult to
assess what effect this will have in the middle of the fill
but larger c. values would be expected at points near the
dam faces.	 -
(b) Effect of Saturation
After subjecting the dry sample A.l. to a constant stress
of 1852 kN/m2 for about four weeks, water was allowed to flow
through the sample for eight hours arid then drained for a
2
further sixteen hours. The stress of 1852 kN/m was not main-
tained over this period but was allowed to fall to a lower level.
As the sample was compressed, due to the reduction in material
strength by saturation, the oedometer springs expanded and the
load applied to the sample was reduced. Twenty-four hours
after the saturation was started the applied stress had. fallen
to 1447 kN/m2.
The sample did not respond immediately to saturation but
after one or two minutes the creep rate increased substantially.
Pig. 7.7 shows the increase in contraction of the sample with
time and this indicates that it was three-four hours before the
creep rate became constant again. It is interesting to note
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that the ct value for the final portion of this curve is
approximately 0.05, which is the same as that determined
for the saturated sample A.2.
The total displacements noted for A.l and A.2. were
5.723 mm and 8.488 mm respectively, although the value for -
A.l. would have been greater if the load, had been maintained
during saturation. Despite this, the values suggest that
greater compaction can be achieved if the rockfill is
saturated for some time before compaction, rather than compacting
first and then saturating.
(c) Recovery of Samples
The recovery curves for A.l. and A.2. are shown in fig.
7.8 together with the rebound displacements noted on unloading.
Similar rebound displacements are obtained for both samples,
although the value for A.2. is slightly smaller. The curves
indicate that rockfill will continue to expand for some time
after compaction has ceased. Unlike the constant load creep
curves, plotting recovery displacements against log time does
not produce a linear relationship, fig. 7.9.
The total rebound (short and long term) displacements are
27% and 18% of the total displacements measured under load for
1.1. and A.2. respectively and. these values are quite significant.
The similarity of the A.l and A.2. results suggests that the
rebound is dependent upon the elasticity of the bulk material
and to a lesser extent on the amount of compaction applied.
7.5.ii Sample C.l.
The test on this sample was carried out to determine a
load-displacement relationship for the uniform grading C.
The test was carried out quite quickly (approximately ten
minutes) so that the effect of time-dependent displacements
would be small. The displacements of the sample were recorded
at regular intervals of 12.5 kN (upto 250 kN) during loading
and every 25 kI on unloading.
A value for the friction load was not measured during this
test and so a mean value of 15% obtained from the other tests
has been used. Fig. 7.10 shows the load-displacement curve
obtained for this sample and although this is not smooth, the
variations from the mean curve do not suggest that friction was
significant since there is no evidence of stick-slip situations
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occurring. These variations from the mean curve are
probably due to contacts reaching their Damage Loads or
particles breaking and the chain reaction this produces
as the interparticle forces are redistributed. The mean
curve shows the expected increasing gradient as compaction
occurs.
The unloading curve is very steep initially and most of
the rebound appears to occur as the last 25% of the load is
removed. Although a final zero load reading was not taken
it seems that the total expansion would be about 8% of the
loading displacement, much lower than noted for samples 1.1.
and A.2. The uniform sample has a much lower initial dry
density and therefore a greater void ratio, which should
produce larger permanent displacements since compaction and
particle rotation can occur more readily.
The results of this test have been used and discussed
further in Chapter 9 in connection with the development of
a numerical computer model of rockfill.
7.5.iii Samples 0.2. and 0.3.
The sequence of loading in these tests was chosen to
mirror a sequence of loading which a layer of rockfil]. may
undergo during dam construction. Having been compacted
under high loads the layer will then be reloaded more slowly
as the construction proceeds. The samples were loaded to
about 1200 kN/m2 and then the stress immediately decreased
to approximately half this value. Having allowed the samples
to creep for one week, the load was increased by qua1 in-
crements each week for a further three weeks back to the maximum
applied stress of 1200 kN/ni2. This maximum applied, stress is
equivalent to applying 200 kN to the samples. A study of
the compaction loads used in constructing the dams mentioned
in Chapter 2 indicates loads of 50-100 kN were generally used.
Loads of 500 kN have been reported for the construction of
Brownlee and Ambuklao dams.
Fig. 7.11 shows the creep curves after one hour of main-
tained load for each load stage for the dry sample C.2. together
with the total displacements after one hour. The increase in
total displacements is quite small between weeks one and two,
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and two and three but increases substantially in the final week.
The creep displacements under 633 kN/m2 are ngegligible and
practically zero over the fir8t twelve hours. A similar curve
is seen under 834 kN/m2 although the magnitudes are approxi-
mately double those under 633 kN/m2. In the final two weeks
the creep displacements are much larger and comparable with the
magnitude of strains seen when the sample is loaded normally.
The increase in magnitude of the creep displacements with
applied stress is not linear.
These results and those obtained for C.3 show that signifi-
cant creep of granular masses can still occur after compaction
if the mass is reloaded to more than about 7 of the maximum
compaction stress. This behaviour is reflected in dam post-
constructinn movements which continua long after construction
has finished.
(a) Effect of Saturation
Fig. 7.13 shows the results obtained for the saturated
sample C.3. The total displacements are only slightly greater
than those for the dry sample which is surprising in the light
of the results for samples A.l. and 1.2. The total displacements
show the very low increases in the second and third weeks and
the large increase on the final increment as seen before.
There are also similarities between the creep curves of C.2.
and C.3., both in curve shape and magnitude of displacements.
Under 642 kN/m2 sample C.3. expands slightly over the one hundred
and sixty-eight hours. This was not due to tilting of the
platen as all three dial gauges show the increase. This suggests
that half the maximum compaction stress is a threshold below
which recovery occurs and above which creep occurs.
These results indicate that saturation has little effect
on either the immediate or creep displacements. This is contrary
to the expected behaviour of rockfill but may be due to the fact
that C.3. was saturated only ten-fifteen minutes before loading
instead of the twenty-four hours normally used. While this
might affect the loading behaviour, because the particles were
not fully saturated, some effect on the subsequent behaviour
would be expected.
(b) Recovery of Samples
Fig. 7.13 shows the recovery of the samples and this is
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slightly different from that seen for the well-graded samples,
.L.l. and A.2. Although the curves indicate increasing expansion
and increasing gradient with time, the displacements noted in the
first minute and. the positions of the curves reveal greater
expansion of the saturated sample.
7.5.iv Samples 0.4. and D.l.
These tests were carried out to investigate another aspect
of dam behaviour - repeated saturation of the rockfill. This
may occur in sluicing or in raising and lowering the reservoir
level. Having loaded the dry samples to a stress of about
2400 kN/m and allowed them to creep for one week, the samples
were subjected to cycles of saturation and drainage while the
applied stress was maintained using the rig jack.
(a) Sample C.4.
The initial loading of this sample produced a displacement
of 6.5 mm which was almost double that observed on saturation
after one week, fig. 7.14. The creep curves for these two
weeks show greater displacements for the sample saturated than
for the sample dry.
The displacements on the second and third saturations are
substantially smaller than before and it became clear on the
third saturation that the small displacement recorded was due
to returning the load to its 'maintained' value rather than by
saturation. The curves show decreasing creep rates with time
and it is felt that these curves are merely an extension of the
first saturated curve and are not particularly affected by
the saturation/drainage cycles being applied. The 'sudden'
increases during weeks two and three are difficult to explain
as these occurred overnight while the test was not being
supervised. High friction values were measured for this test
and this may be the result of a stick-slip situation.
(b) Sample D.l.
The grading for D • 1, although uniform, had a smaller
particle size range, i.e. - 38 + 19 mm, than sample C.4. The
initial dry density and applied stress were similar but a slightly
different saturation/drainage sequence was used, Table 7.4.1.
The initial loading strain, Table 7.4.2. is much greater than that
obtained for C.4. although this is partly due to the lower dry
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density. This is unexpected as a smaller particle size range
increases the number of particles and hence the magnitude of the
interparticle forces decrease. A study of the particle breakage
values, Table 7.4.2 shows that a higher percentage (by weight)
of the D.l particles broke. This suggests that breakage may
occur more readily within certain size ranges and emphasises the
difficulties in extrapolating results from one range of sizes to
another. The initial displacements each week on saturating and.
maintaining the load are similar to the C.4. values, fig. 7.15,
The creep displacements for the two samples are similar
in magnitude and. it is again felt that saturation and drainage
have little effect in the third and fourth weeks. The saturated
sample creep displacements in week two are again greater than
the dry values.
These tests show clearly that repeated saturation has
little effect on the behaviour of rockfill. In practice
there seems to be little benefit in repeatedly sluicing fill
in order to achieve lower densities by compaction.
(c) Recovery of Samples
The recovery curves, fig. 7.16, for these samples are
similar in shape to those seen previously. The magnitudes
are similar to those recorded for C.2. although this sample
was tested dry and subjected to stresses three times those for
the saturated samples C.4. and D.l. The displacements recorded
for the smaller size range sample, Dl. are greater than those
for C.4.
7.6	 Particle Breakage
The deformation of a rockfill mass will be affected by
the number and. frequency of particles breaking down into smaller
particles.	 This is difficult to quantify but Mares.]. (1973)
has proposed the following definition:- fig. 7.17
"The particle breakage (P.B.) is equal to the sum of the positive
expressed in percent, where	 is the difference between
the percentage of the total sample contained in each grain size
fraction before and after the test."
This definition is quite reasonable when considering a uniform
grading but some breakage in a well-graded sample will be disre-
garded because of the different fractions involved.
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The results of the particle breakage determined using
Marsal's definition are given in Table 7.4.2 and have been
plotted against the maximum applied stress, fig. 7.18. The
samples with grading C show the expected increased breakage
with increased stress and a comparison of C.3 with C.2.
indicates increased breakage with saturation. The well-
graded samples only show a small amount of breakage compared
with the uniform sample values.
It is difficult to assess when the particle breakage
becomes an important influence on the deformation behaviour
of rockfill. Clearly th.e 2-3% values measured for the grading
A samples under high stresses can be considered as negligible.
Uniform gradings show greater breakage but the amount is a
function of the applied stress. It seems reasonable to assume
that the influence is small at stresses below about 750 kN/m2
(approximately half the stress exerted on the fill under the
crest at the base of Scammonden Dam) for dry densities between
1.25 and. 1.4 t/in2.
7.7	 Rebound and Recovery
The rebound reflects the elasticity of the rockfill and is
the sum of the bulk material recovery in each particle as the
load is removed. The recovery curves also show that this is
a time-dependent process. The curves indicate that the recovery
rate decreases with time but the relationship between the
recovery and log (time) is not linear. The expansion of a
sample appears to increase with vertical stress but the effect
of saturation varies with the grading.
The ratios of total expansion and. total settlement, given
in Table 7.4.2, range from 4 to 27%. The values for the well-
graded samples are quite significant but those for the uniform
gradings are approximately the same and may be considered. to
be small. The rebound parameter shown in Table 7.4.2 is the
ratio of total expansion at one and. twenty-four hours. The
pgrameter is approximately 9C for the uniform gradings and
is apparently not dependent upon the test conditions. This
shows the rapid decrease in recovery rate which occurs and that
the majority of the expansion may be expected to occur either
on unloading or soon after this.
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Chapter 8
The Role and Importance of Contact Crushing
As has been discussed in Chapter 1 there are two
phenomena which contribute to the overall deformation
of a granular mass - interparticle and intra-particle
behaviour. Interparticle displacement is observed as
the crushing occurring at each contact due to the inter-
particle force and as particles rotating and sliding
relative to each other. Intra-particle deformations are
seen as the strains induced in. the bulk material of the
particles and as particle breakage. then a granular
mass is loaded or unloaded, some, if not all, of these
mechanisms will occur and the relative importance of
these will depend upon the load level, the sample condition
and its history. In Chapters 4 to 6 the mechanism of
contact crushing has been investigated. If these results
are to be useful In predicting the behaviour of rockf ill,
as weir as helping to understand observed behaviour, It is
necesáary to consider the relative importance of this and
the other mechanisms.
8.1	 The Relative Importance of the Deformation Mechanisms
8.l.i Contact Crushing
The loads applied to a granular mass are always trans-
mitted from particle to particle at the particle contacts
unless the interstitial medium carries some of the load.
The deformation of each particle will be dependent upon the
magnitude and direction of the contact forces. The shapes
and orientations of the particles will determine the direction
of the contact forces and. their magnitude will depend on the
total number of contacts within the mass. Marsal (1973),
using a statistical method, has determined values of the mean
contact forces acting on a plane due to a resultant stress of
100 ku/rn2






1 x l0 kN
gravel (dia. 2 cm)
	
1 x io2
rockfill (dia. 70 cm) 10.0 kN
Under these loads crushing occurs at the contacts to
accommodate the stresses induced so that they are no
greater than the rock strength and this local displacement
contributes to the overall deformation of the rockfill.
Since the interparticle forces are always applied at the
contacts, the amount of contact crushing must always con-
tribute towards the overall deformation. Contact crushing
is a permanent action since the displacement cannot be
reversed on unloading.
8.l.ii Rotation and Sliding of Particles
Rotation and sliding movements are also permanent since
removal of the load will not cause the particles to return to
their initial position. ADplying opposite moments and shear
forces will not necessarily produce the original configuration
since the local movements are path dependent and any breakage
(either of rticles or at the contacts) is irreversible.
The	 of rotation and sliding in a granular mass has
not been considered in this research and it is difficult to
assess the importance of these. It would be expected that a
well-graded sample would exhibit less rotation and sliding
than a uniform grading since, due to the greater number of
contacts, the shear forces would be smaller. A dense sample
would have less void space than a loose one, restricting the
amount of movement. A sample of smooth rounded particles would
be expected to exhibit more rotation and sliding than a set of
angular particles because of the lower coefficient of friction
and less interlocking.
8.1.iii Bulk Deformation
Fig. 4.27 shows the mean load-displacement curves deter-
mined for contacts with various angles together with a curve
representing the bulk displacements of a cylinder with the same
height and diameter as the contact samples. This cylinder
curve gives an indication of the proportion of the bulk die-
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placement occurring in the contact samples. For a contact
angle of 1600 under 2.0 kN the bulk deformation is approximately
0
a tenth of the total and. about a sixtieth for an angle o± 110
A comparison of the contact and bulk time-dependent dis-
placements (section 6.8) reveals that the contact displacements
can be ten to twenty times the bulk displacements for contact
0	 0
angles ranging from 135 to 170 . These calculations do not
take into account the possibility of the Damage Load having been
reached which may increase the contact creep displacements sub-
8 tantially.
These results indicate that in comparison with the contact
displacements the bulk displacements are not very significant.
However, the rebound and recovery of a. granular mass cannot be
dependent upon the contact displacements or the particle break-
age since these are permanent and not reversible. A propor-
tion of the bulk deformation is reversible and therefore this
is important in cases where unloading of the granular mass or
some of the particles occurs.
8.1. iv	 Particle Breakage
If the stresses set up along a plane or set of planes within
a particle by the interparticle forces are greater than the
material strength, then cracking of the particle will occur.
The magnitude of the deformations resulting from breakage is
dependent on the amount and shape of the voids in the vicinity
of the broken particles. Breakage is an irreversible process
and therefore contributes to the permanent deformation of the
granular mass.
The significance of breakage as measured in the oedometer
tests has been commented on in section 7.6. The values obtained
for the well graded samples (2.2.and 2.5%) thider stresses of
1800 kN/m2 are considered to be of little significance, whereas
quite large values (upto 23%) were noted for the uniform samples.
This again illustrates the importance of the number of contacts;
the very large numbers in well-graded samples reduce the contact
forces significantly compared with those expected in a uniform
grading.
Fig. 8.1 shows a section of the load-displacement curve
obtained from the oed.ometer test on sample C.1. described in
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Chapter 7. The curve is made up of a series of steps but the
mean gradient shows an increasing trend. If the deformation
of a granular mass is considered to result from particle break-
age only, then it would be expected that the gradient would
decrease with increasing load (since as has been shown breakage
increases with load and therefore the overall displacement
increases) until all the interstices had been filled.	 In
practice,breakage increases the number of particles a.nd there-
'orce the number of contacts, which reduces the mean contact
force. This is seen as a stiffening of the sample until
further breakage occurs. This suggests that even though
significant breakage may occur the full effect is reduced
by the introduction of new contacts.
8.l.v Conclusion
In the above remarks an assessment of the importance of
each of the four mechanisms has been made. The contact crush-
ing is important, since interparticle forces are always trans-
mitted from particle to particle at the contacts and therefor
the behaviour at the contact will always effect the overall
behaviour. Bulk deformations have been shown to be always
small compared with the contact displacements, although these
are of importance in unloading behaviour because the other
mechanisms produce permanent displacements. Particle breakage
may be significant if the initial dry density is low and
sufficient stress applied but the phenomena serves to increase
the number of contacts and while stepping of the load-displace-
ment curve reflects this, the overall trend is an increasing
gradient. Rotation and sliding have not been assessed but the
amount of movement is dependent upon the sample grading, the
initial dry density and the coefficient of friction of the
particles.
The importance of the interpartiôle behaviour compared
with the intra-particle behaviour stems from the fact that the
interparticle force is determined by the number of contacts with-
in the mass. Both bulk deformations and particle breakage are
dependent upon the magnitude of these forces. The magnitude
of the forces also determines the points at which irreversible
displacements occur within the mass. This has the effect
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of introducing a non-linear aspect into the behaviour of
granular masses so that the overall behaviour depends on the
particle sizes and configuration.
If the interparticle behaviour is important in the
overall behaviour of a granular mass, then it would be
expected that similarities between the local and overall
behaviour would be observed. By comparing the behaviour
of contacts with that seen in the oedometer tests and more
generally with that in dams, a further confirmation of the
relative importance of the interparticle behaviour oan be
obtained.
8.2	 Comparison of Contact Behaviour with Rockfill Behaviour
8.2.1 Effect of Load Level
(a) Maintained Load.
Maintained loads produce time-dependent displacements
both at a contact point and in oedometer samples. The post-
construction movements of dams, observed even when other
external loading is not applied, reflect these internal local
displacements.
(b) Increased Load
Increasing the load on a rock point causes an immediate
displacement and the creep rate of the time-dependent dis-
placements is also increased. Similar behaviour may be seen
when the load on the upstream face of membrane dams is increased
by the initial filling of the reservoir. This behaviour was not
reproduced in any of the oedometer tests but the work carried out
by Pigeon (1969) indicates that the gradient of the strain v
log (time) graph increases with increased vertical stress. In-
spection of the oedometer samples after tests revealed evidence
of substantial contact crushing.
(c) Decreased Load
In carrying out the time-dependent behaviour contact tests,
some samples were subject to a series of loads, the last of which
was half or two thirds of the maximum load. The results showed
negligible displacements occurred under the reduced loads. The
attempt to reproduce this behaviour in. the oedometer with the
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tests on samples C.2 and C.3. was not succesfu1. Although
both samples showed negligible displacements at half the max-
imum stress, as the stress was increased the creep displacements
also increased. The contacts were not reloaded again to see
whether the increase in creep displacements would occur as in
the oedozneter. The contact samples were subject to the
higher maintained load for some time whereas the oedometer
Samples were only subjected to the mawimum load momentarily.
Another reason for the discrepancy in behaviour may be the
path-dependency of the oedometer sample. In reloading the
configuration of particles, numbers of contacts and distribu-
tion of forces may alter and some contacts be subject to
larger forces than previously experienced, which would produce
additional crushing.
(d) Cyclic Loading
In the oedometer tests on samples C.2. and C.3. the
samples were loaded to 1200 kN/m 2 and. then unloaded immediately
to 650 kN/m2. The stress was then increased over four weeks
back to 1200 kN/m2 and the displacements recorded at each stage.
The displacements noted on reloading were about 7-11% of those
observed en the initial loading. While the magnitudes of the
additional contact displacements during cyclic loading were
not very consistent, there was a definite trend of decreasing
displacement on each cycle and the additional displacements
were much smaller than the initial displacements. In the same
way the repeated impounding of the reservoir of a membrane dam
produces less movement than the initial impounding.
8.2.ii Effect of Saturation
(a) Immediate Displacements
The load-displacement tests on dry and saturated rock points
produced an inconclusive picture of the effect of saturation.
The area of contact tests, however, showed very clearly that
saturated samples require a much larger area to support a given
load. For contacts of similar shape this implies that saturation
increases the immediate displacements and the work of Sowers et
al. (1965) supports this conclusion.
In the oedometer tests the dry sample A.1. was loaded to
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1852 kN/m2 and settled by 1.9% of its initial height, whereas
saturated sample A.2. settled by 3.5% in loading up to 1715
2kN/m . The difference in the displacements may have been due
to particle breakage but a study of the breakage values, 2.2%
and 2.5% for A.l. and A.2. respectively, suggests that the
contact crushing was more important.
(b) Time-dependent Displacements
The time-dependent displacements of 8amples A.l. and A.2.
show greater settlements for the saturated sample and this is
again observed in the tests on samples C.4. and. D.1. Similar
behaviour is noted for contact creep initially, although after
two-three hours the magnitudes are not substantially different.
(c) Saturation of Dry Fill
After subjecting dry rock points to cycles of load some
of these were saturated and on reloading increased displacements
were observed. Saturating dry points under maintained loads
produced additional displacements immediately. The saturation
of oedometer sample A.l. did not produce an immediate dis-
placement but after about two minutes the creep rate increased
and larger displacements were noted over the next three hours.
In the tests on samples C.4. and D.l. the samples were loaded.
dry and allowed to creep for a week before saturating. This
produced additional immediate displacements of about 50% and
30% respectively and the creep displacements in the second week
were greater than those in the first.
Dams constructed with dry fill have also been saturated and
have experienced large displacements. A storm yielding 383 mm
of rain at the construction site of the 86 m high Cogswell
Darn in California, when 80% of the dam was complete, produced
settlements of 176 cm overnight and the darn continued to settle
rapidly for several months (Spie].man, 1960). During the con-
struction of Venemo Dam in Norway fill placed in the winter was
not sluiced until spring and Kjaernsli (1965) notes settle-
ments for some layers of more than 1% of the overburden. In
addition to these examples the initial reservoir filling of any




In both the contact tests arid oedometer tests on samples
C.2. and 0.3. repeated saturation did not appear to produce
either immediate deformationaor additional time-dependent
displacements. Similarly the repeated impounding of reser-
voirs at sloping core and membrane dams has little effect on
the movements once the initial filling has been completed.
Central core dams are more sensitive to the reservoir level
e.g. Gepatach Dam in Austria but this may S.180 be due to the
elasticity and position of the core.
8.3	 Conclusion
The above comparisons of behaviour and the preceeding
discussion of the relative importance of the four mechanisms
of deformation show that the contact crushing is significant
in a number of different situations. The ability to predict
local and overall movements of a granular mass is very useful
and the evidence suggests that a prediction based on the con-
tact displacements would give reasonable results. In view of
this, a numerical computer model of a granular mass has been
devised and the results from this compared with the results
of the oedometer test on sample 0.1. (section 7.5.ii).
	
The
details of this model and the description of contact behaviour,




















The Prediction of the Behaviour of a
Granular Mass of Angular Particles
The work presented in this chapter describes the
development of a 2-D numerical computer model using a stiffness
analysis to predict the behaviour of a granular mass. In order
to assess the accuracy of the results, the situation modelled
was one which could be reproduced in the laboratory, i.e. an
oedometer test. Section 7.5.ii gives the details of the
laboratory test used for comparison and fig. 7.10 shows the
load-displacement curve obtained for this sample (c.i.).
This sample bad. a uniform grading and was tested dry. Accord-
ingly, the work has concentrated on the immediate displacements
of a dry sample and where possible the description of contact
behaviour has been based on the experimental results of dry
particle contact tests.
9.1	 The Granular Material Model
9.1.i The Model Structure
In developing granular models it is usual to approximate
the particle shapes to circles or spheres (Ko and. Scott, 1967;
Serrano and Ortiz, 1973) as this aids the model building process.
This simplication may be reasonable if smooth, near spherical
particles are being considered but discrepancies will arise if
the particles have low roundness or sphericity values. The
method proposed may be applied to particles of any shape and
if appropriate restrictions are used the range of sphericity
values observed in the mass may be reproduced. The descriptions
of contact behaviour take into account the angularity of the
particles.
The model developed here is a 2-D model and therefore
caution must be used in comparing the results with those of a
3-D laboratory test. However, if some agreement can be
obtained, then this provides encouragement to use this 2-D
model as a basis for a 3-D model. The setting up of a struct-
ural model and of the stiffness equations can be easily developed.
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from the 2-D model. The procedure for setting up the structural
model would be exactly the same except that an extra co-
ordinate and. slightly different restrictions on sample boundaries
would be needed.
The particles are replaced by a lattice structure with
nodes at the centre of each particle, fig. 9.1. The members
between nodes consist of
(a) a rigid strut from a particle centre to the contact point
with an adjacent particle
(b) a deformable element to provide for local deformation in
the vicinity of the contact point
(c) a rigid strut between the contact point and. the centre of
the adjacent particle
Lucas (1975) has used. a similar structure to model configurations
of ice floes.
9.1.ii Programme MODELG
Fig. 9.2 shows a flow chart of programme MODELG which was
used to generate the structural models. Prior to preparing
the models the number of particles, the maximum and. minimum
dimensions of each particle (d max, d mm) and the size of the
container holding the particles (in this case - 457.2 mm x
228.6 mm - the oedometer cylinder dimensions were chosen) were
specified. The particle centres were generated using psuedo-
random numbers and those lying within the minimum specified
distance, d mm, of existing centres were discarded. The
lattice members were produced by connecting centres less than
the maximum specified distance, d max, apart and the contacts
between particles were assumed to be at the centre of each lattice
member. Where two or more members were found to cross the
additional members were discarded so that only one remained.
Contacts with the container walls were also formed for particles
at the edge of the sample, subject to the same size restrictions.
9.1.iii Models MOD1O and MOD1OR
Fig. 9.3 áhows two models generated. using MODELG and Table
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9.1.1 gives details of these. The model, MOD1O, has been used.
to obtain results for comparison with the load-displacement curve
of C.l. Model MOD1OR Is similar to MOD1O but has more particles.
This has been used to Investigate the effect of denser packing.
Sample Max	 Mm.	 No. of	 No. part. Av. no.	 Total
particle particle particles /unt ol. contacts/ no.
size mm size mm	 xlO /m	 particle contacts
MOD1O	 76	 38	 41	 7.8	 5.2	 118
MOD1OR	 76	 38	 47	 9.5	 5.4	 140
Table 9.1.1:- Details of Structural
Models generated. using MODELG
The values shown in Table 9.1.1 for the number of particles
per unit volume (nv) have been calculated from the number of
particles per unit area (ns) assuming
2
ns-nv
This is a 3-D equation and its use in a 2-D situation provides only
a rough indication of the values which would be obtained. in a 3-D
model. Marsal, (1963), in studying the structure of granular
masses, indicates that errors of upto 18% may occur in determining
the nv value with this equation. From these nv values and the
average particle weight of sample C.l., initial dry density values
for the models may be obtained. These values - 1.37t/1n3 for
MOD]0 and l.69t/m3 for MOD1OR give some indication of the range
of dry densities which the models represent.
The values of the average number of contacts/particle show
only a slight increase for the denser packing. Fig. 9.4 shows
the frequency distribution of the contacts per particle values
and it can be seen that there is not a great change in the number
of particles with 4, 5 or 6 contacts. The increase in the mean
is due to a few more particles with 7 or 8 contacts. It should.
be noted, however, that the introduction of 6 particles increases
the total number of contacts by 22.
As has been noted the choice of a 2-D model to represent a
3-D cylindrical sample is difficult but it is felt that some
crude basis of similarity is needed if the analysis reults are
to have any value. Accordingly similar sample dimensions and
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maximum arid minimum particle sizes have been used. Sample C.l
had a measured nv value of 7 x 103/m3 and therefore MOD1O was
used for the comparison of model and oedometer results.
9.2	 Formation of the Stiffness Matrix
Using the stiffness method of analysis, the equilibrium
equations relating the forces applied at all the nodes to the
corresponding displacements may be expressed in terms of
matrices
[]	 [K][u]
where P represents the nodel forces, u the displacements and
K is the structure stiffness matrix. Usually the known applied
forces will be at the nodes where the displacements are not
known and vice versa. These boundary conditions may be incor-
porated into the stiffness equations by adjusting the appropriate
stiffness matrix elements. The equations are solved to find the
nodal displacements and these are used to determine the member
forces.
The stiffness matrix of the whole structure can be assembled
from the lattice member stiffness matrices. The member stiffness
matrix has been determined by differentiating the equation of
potential energy stored in the member deformable element with
respect to the nodal displacements. Fig. 9.5 shows the condition
of arbitrary shape and position of the deformable element from
which the equation of energy stored was determined. Details of
this have ''een presented in Appendix II. Displacement has been
allowed to occur in extension, shear and rotation and three
stiffness coefficients k5 , k3 and. kr have been associated with
these movements.
9.3	 Description of Contact Behaviour
Having set up a structural model and determined the equilibrium
equations, it is necessary to provide a description of the material
behaviour so that appropriate values of the stiffness coefficients
can be calculated.
During the loading process each contact within a sample will
be found in one of three states of loading
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(a) the 1no-contact' state - where particles, previously in
contact, have been moved apart, the contact will cease to
exist. This is seen in the model as a member being extended
beyond its original length. It should be noted that new contacts
(i.e. new members) are not formed. in the analysis and this state
is applied only to the existing original members.
(b) the 'loading' stage - where the centres of two particles in
contact are closer together than at any other previous point in
the loading process.
(c) the 'un/reloading' state - where contact still exists but
the particle centres are further apart than at a previous point
in the loading process. 	 1hether the contact is being unloaded
or reloaded will depend on whether the particles are moving
apart or closer together.
9.3. 1 Extension Stiffness - k
Fig. 9.6 shows the approximate shape of the normal load-
displacement curve determined from the results of the dry contact
tests presented in Chapter 4.
(a) 'No-contact' state
In the no-contact condition, since there is effectively no
member between the particle centres, ke has been set to zero.
(b) 'Loading' state
The load-displacement curve of a dry contact may be split
Into two types of behaviour - a smooth initial curve follOwed by
irregular behaviour - and these are seperated by the Damage Load,
fig. 9.7. Relationships are required for both types of behaviour
and a method of calculating the Damage Load.
(i) Pre-Dainage Load Behaviour
Although the contact behaviour under normal load is essentially
inelastic it can nevertheless be described well using Hertz's
theoretical equation for a spherical contact with a halfspace.
d -	 p;	 (9.1.)
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The Hertzian coefficient, q', is dependent upon the radius of
the spherical contact whereas the experimental coefficient for
angular particles has been found to be dependent upon the contact
angle, c&. Since granular particles may have either angular or
rounded surfaces, it would be useful if a single parameter could
be found which was representative of the whole range of roundness
values.
Fig. 9.8 sh'!show an equivalent radius, Re, may be calcul-
ated for a contact with an apex angle'6. This construction
produces the following relationship between Re and:-
- 2 tan	 ( J(Re2- (Re-d) 2 d)	 (9.2.)




where D is dependent upon the Young's modulus and Poisson's
Ratio of the material (see section 4.1.). A study of the validity
of the use of this approach is presented in Appendix III and this
shows that good agreement is obtained between thetheoretical and.
experimental results if the displacement is calculated for a load
equal to half the contact Damage Load, Pd.
d14.D*fl *
L1	 [Re
(d and Re in mm
(Pd in kN
Substituting this in equation (9.2)
2 







ic	 IRe - 1 D (1+tan2l
Assuming Young's modulus - 10 kN/mni2
 and Poisson's Ratio =0.01





Re - 0.23 IIPd. * 1 + tan2	(9.4)
1L2	 1	 2
The load-displacement equation used to model the initial behaviour
was determined, from (9.3).
d - 0.282	 r 1*
[Re J
and. Re was calculated from (9.4)
(ii) Calculation of Damage Load
The graphs of Damage Load against contact angle, fig. 4.
29 - 4.36, show clearly that increased angle increases the Damage
Load but there is some doubt whether the angle oor cçis
more representative of an irregular contact. A study of the dry
contact graphs suggests that oç is more representative for this
condition and the results from this graph, fig. 4.32, have been
used.. The graph points can be approximated. by a best fit curve,
fig. 9.9, with the form
Pd. - 2.52	 io.5i02
where the Damage Load, Pd, is in kN and the contact angle,x,
in degrees. This formula has been used to calculate the Damage
Load. for each contact in the structural model.
(iii) Post-Damage Load Behaviour
This section of the contact load-displacement curve can be
very complex and therefore, as a firèt approximation, a linear
relationship has been assumed. A study of the curves produced,
particularly for the smaller angle contacts, suggests that this
is not an unreasonable mean curve. The gradient of this line
Varies with the contact angle and values taken from the sample
results, figs. 4.23 - 4.26, have been plotted. in fig. 9.10.
For angles greater than 86° the points lie along the line
Gradient - 3.61 x lOix - 2.97	 o'86°
For angles less than this it has been assumed. that at an angle
of zero the gradient is also zero and the gradient may be calcul-
ated from the following relationship
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Gradient - 1.52 x l0o'	 o&'86
(c) 'Un/reloading' state
Prom the contact test results the behaviour on unloading
and reloading has been assumed to be described by the same
linear equation.
ke - 50 kN/uim
As shown in fig. 9.6 this behaviour has been assumed to apply
whatever the mimum normal load applied at the contact.
Fig. 9.11 shows typical curves of the contact normal load-
displacement behaviour generated using the equations set out in
sections (a), (b) and (o) above.
9.3.ii Shear Stiffness - k
As no tests were carried out on interparticle shear
behaviour the value of k was initially assumed to be constant,
except in the 'nocontact'sate when it was set to zero. In
later runs of the programme the relationship
k - 50d	 (kN/mm)	 (9.5)
was used (fig. 9.12), where d is the total, normal displacement,
for two reasons:-
(i) it gave slightly better agreement of the computer model
and oedometer results
(ii) it had some justification from work carried out in the
area of contact tests





and that in this region
P.
If it is assumed that kcc.A, which is not unreasonable, then
k.dS
It must be stressed that the choice of the constant of
proportionality was arbitrary but this value did produce
reasonable results in the model analysis. Experimental tests
are needed to determine a more realistio equation for future
use of the programme.
9,3,ijj Rotational Stiffness - k
The ro:bational stiffness, kr is an expression of the
possibility of rotation occurring between two particles and
would be expected. to be determined by the density of'the sample
packing. Since tests were not carried out to investigate the
magnitude and. variation of this parameter, it was assumed constant
during particle contact and to be zero in the	 state,
fig. 9.13.
9.4	 Programme IRMODF
Programme IRMODF was written to model an oedometer test
using the stiffness analysis presented in Appendix II and fig.
9.14 shows its role within the particular problem being considered.
A simple flowchart of the programme is given in fig. 9.15.
9.4.i Boundary- Conditions
Fig. 9.16 shows the boundary conditions applying along the
sides of the sample container. Along the walls the nodes cannot
move in x-direction and therefore a u - 0 condition applies.
Similarly the base nodes cannot move in the 1-direction and there-
fore u - 0. Movement along the walls and across the base is not
restricted.	 Ihese conditions were incorporated in the analysis
by setting the appropriate rows and colmnna of the overall stiffness
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matrix to zero, the diagonal element to 1.0 and the corresponding
R1IS matrix i.e. [p J element to zero.
In order to ensure that the line of the top edge nodes
remains plane (as in a real oedometer test), it is necessary
to specify equal applied displacements at these nodes. This is
done by setting the stiffness matrix diagonal element to the root
mean square value of all the diagonal elements and the apropriate
RBS element to the specified displacement multiplied by the same
RMS value.
9.4.ii	 ton-linear Behaviour
Some of the material behaviour relationships used are non-
linear and an incremental, iterative approach based on the secant
modulus over the interval has been used to cope with this, fig.
9.17. Initially the stiffness values were set - ke - 10.0,
k - 1.0 and kr - 1.0 - and. the nodal displacements generated.
Using these displacements the change in length of each member
was calculated. If extension had occurred then a 'no-contact'
state was assumed to exist and all three stiffness ocefficients
were set to zero for that member. Where contact existed. the
shear stiffness was calculated froth the member contraction using
equation (9.5) and kr remained constant. The extension stiffness
was determined as the gradient from the origin of the behaviour
curve to the point on the curve corresponding to the calculated
compression of the member. Using these new sti±'fnesses a new
stiffness matrix was compiled and. a second set of displacements
generated. This process was repeated until the solutions con-
verged and. satisfied. the criterion set out in 9.4.iii.
Having achieved this first solution a second increment of
displacement was applied to top edge nodes. The nodal dis-
placements generated represented incremental movements and these
had to be summed with the previous solution to obtain the total
displacements. These total values were used to ascertain the
state of each contact e.g. pre or post-Damage Load and appropriate
stiffness values calculated for the next iteration. As shown in
fig. 9.17 the extension stiffness was calculated as the gradient
over the incremental displacement. This process was repeated until
the convergence criterion was satisfied and then another increment
of displacement applied to the top edge nodes.
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9.4.iii Convergence Criterion
After generating the displacements from the stiffness
equations, the forces in the members with nodes along the top
edge were calculated from the member stiffness equation. The
sum of these represents the effective total load, increment applied
to the sample. By comparing the total with the solution of the
previous iteration a convergence criterion was established. If
the difference in value was less than 2% of the previous
solution then convergence was assumed. The possibility of
using 1% was investigated but this was not warrented by the
additional computation required.
9.5	 The Sensitivity of the Stiffness Analysis
In producing the description of material behaviour in
section 9.3 assumptions have been made about the kand
values and it is clear that the kevalue will be determined by
the value of the contact angle assigned to each contact. Before
using the analysis to generate results for comparison with ex-
perimental results, an investigation into the sensitivity of the
analysis to changes in these unknowns was carried out.
9.5.i Contact Angle
In setting up the structural model several methods of
ascribing an angle to each contact are available, e.g. random
values, statistical distribution. In this research the same
angle has been assigned to each contact, as it was felt that
the introduction of different values would create unnecessary
complications at this stage of the model development.
Fig. 9.18 shows a graph of the total normal loads generated
at the top edge nodes for model MOD1O against the total applied
displacements. These show that the loads increase with the
contact angle for a given displacement and that the Increase in
load for a reasonable range of angles is fairly significant.
9.5.ii Shear Stiffness
Fig. 9.19 shows the sensitivity of the analysis to changes
in the k5 value. As with the contact angle the load increases
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with increasing k. These increases over four orders of
magnitude of Ic are not very significant, particularly at
the lower displacements. Lack of experimental results on the
magnitude and likely variation of this value makes it difficult
to gauge how Important this sensitivity really is.
9.5. iii Rotational Stiffness
The variation of the positions of the load-displacement
curves for three values of the rotational stiffness is shown in
fig. 9.20. The variation is negligible for a wide range of
values and therefore the value of Icr used in the analysis is not
particularly important. This is due to the small particle
rotations produced within the sample (usually- less than 10)
for this type of loading and this means that the relative particle
rotations are also very small. It is interesting to note that if
extremely large kr values are used the particle rotations all
approach the same absolute value.
9.6	 Comparison of Computer and Oed.ometer Test Results
A quantitative comparison of the results obtained from
the structural model MOD1O was made with the oedometer test
results to enable appropriate values of contact angle and shear
stiffness to be selected. As a result of this 150° was chosen
for the contact angle and the relationship k5
 - 50 x (normal
displacement) was used. Fig. 9.21 shows the curve shapes
obtained using k o d and k constant and it can be seen that8	 8
there is little difference.
Fig. 9.22 shows the model load-displacement curve obtained
using these stiffness values, together with a mean curve calcul-
ated from the oedometer results. While there is very good
agreement over the first 3.5 mm of displacement, after this the
curves diverge. Using what is considered to be a reasonable
contact angle and a contact behaviour model obtained directly
from experimental results, this agreement suggests that in this
displacement range contact crushing is very important.
There appear to be two reasons for the discrepancy in the
loads at large displacements:-
(a) Updating of the structural model.
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No attempt has been made to update the structural model
as the displacements are applied and everything is calculated
relative to the original configuration. The analysis (Appendix II)
Involves the angle of the deformable element to the x-axis and
parameters representing the relative positone of the particle
centres. These values remain constant throughout the calcul-
ations, although in practice they would change as the particles
move. If these were updated then the analysis would include
both the compaction of the structural model and the stiffening
of the contact element, producing an increase in the loads
generated. The lack of this updating wouJd. be notedat larger
displacements but would be of little importance at smaller
displacements.
(b) Generation of new contacts
New contacts may be formed in an oeclometer sample in three
ways : -
(I) as particles approach each other - due to the compaction
of the sample
(ii) through particle breakage - this forms new smaller
particles which make new contacts with each other and the
surrounding particles.
(iii) rotation of particles - when a particle rotates relative
to its neighbour, the point of contact may shift slightly so that
contact exists at a point where the local material has not
previously been disturbed.
An increase in the number o± contacts reduces the interparticle
forces which means that the contacts are in the un/reloading
section of the normal load-displacement curve where the extenaion
stiffness is much higher. The material at the location of a
new contact usually has not been disturbed before and therefore
has not reached its Damage Load when the stiffness decreases.
These effects would be expected to increase the loads at large
rather than small displacements giving better agreement between
the experimental and computer results.
Fig. 7.10 shows that the experimental curve is stepped whereas
the computer curve gradient changes smoothly. This is perhaps
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because new contacts are not formed and because the post-Damage
Load behaviour has been assumed to be linear and not as complex
as the experimental curves indicate.
Since good agreement of the results is obtained initially,
the local behaviour of the contacts within the sample can be
investigated over this range of displacements viz. 0 -ø 3.5 mm.
9.7	 Local Behaviour at the Contacts within Sample MOD1O
9.7.1 Contact States
The states in which contacts may be found e.g. 'no-
contact', 'un/reloading' have been defined in section 9.3 and
the percentage of contacts in each of these states will reflect
the behaviour of the whole sample. Fig. 9.23 shows these
percentages for applied displacements ranging from 0.1 to 6.0
mm with a line representing the 3.5 mm agreement limit. The
number of members in a 'no-contact' state is quite high initially
( 15%) but reduces quite quickly and becomes constant at 7% after
about 2.0 mm displacement. This trend would be expected in a
granular material although the number would not necessarily
become constant.
Of more importance is the number of contacts which have
reached their Damage Loads. As expected there are none
initially and. the first ones do not occur until 1.3 mm displacement.
The curve shows the expected increasing trend but this is not
smooth. The rapid increase in numbers after 4.0 mm corresponds
to the divergence of the experimental and computer curves. In
accordance with expected behaviour contacts in the tun/reloadingt
state do not appear until other reach their Damage Load. When
a contact reaches this load more crushing occurs (the stiffness
is reduced) and the interparticle forces are redistributed so
that some contacts are subject to lower forces than before.
9.7.ii Interparticle Forces
Fig. 9.25 shows the frequency distribution of ranges of the
ratio between the calculated normal interparticle forces in each
member and the Damage Load of that member at two applied dis-
placements, i.e. 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm. Since all the contacts
had equal contact angles, the Damage Loads were equal (2.12 klc)
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and. a line representing this load has been included on the
diagram.
There is not a smooth distribution of forces at either
displacement, although at 1.5 mm there is a definite peak value
at about 0.64 kN. At 3.0 mm displacement the distribution is
skew and although the peak occurs at the same load as for 1.5
mm, there are smaller peaks at high ratios. The results show
the expected increase in the member loads with displacement
and an increased number greater than the Damage Load.
9.7.111 Member Strains
Figs. 9.26 arid 9.28 show the frequency of ranges of member
compression and shear displacements expressed as strains with
respect to the original member lengths. The mean original
member length was 52.7 am with maximum and minimum values of
76.2 mm and 38.1 mm respectively. The strains at 1.5, 3.0 and
6.0 mm have been calculated and members in a 'no-contact' state
have not been included.
The compression strains show increasing mean strain with
displacement as expected and both the 1.5 and. 3.0 mm results
have similar curve shapes and definite peaks with approximately
the same frequency. The 6.0 mm results give an indication of
local behaviour when good agreement does not exist between the
experimental and computer results. This distribution has
degenerated from a definite peak to a wide range of strains
(4,000 - 20,000. ) with a frequency of approximately 0.17.
Fig. 9.25 suggests that as the displacement increases there is
also a wider range of interparticle forces with the same fre-
quency. Fig. 9.27 shows the variation of members with normal
strains greater than 1% with the applied displacement and this
shows the expected increasing trend althougn this is not a smooth
curve.
Fig. 9.28 aho's a very definite peak at 1750N for the
shear strains at all three displacements, although the frequencies
of the peak reduce slightly as the displacement increases. The
shapes of the 1.5 and 3.0 mm distributions are very similar but
these do suggest a slight increase in the mean values with in-
creasing displacement. The shear strains do not seem to be as
sensitive to the applied displacements as the nortnal strains but
have a similar range of values. This is to be exected in a
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confined sample when the movement of particles relative to one
another is restricted.
9.7.iv Energy Stored
The frequency of the energy stored in the deformable
elements at 1.5 and 3.0 mm displacement is shown in fig.
9.29 . At 1.5 mm there are two peak values with approximately
equal frequencies, whereas at 3.0 mm the second of these has
become dominant indicating the expected increase in mean value.
The d.uuble peaks noted are probably due to the choice of energy
ranges being too small and. the use of wider ranges would produce
a single peak.
9.8	 Influence of Sample Density'
Tests were carried out on MOD1OR to see whether the
analysis would reflect the changes in behaviour expected for
a denser granular mass. Fig. 9.22 shows the total load-dis-
placement curve obtained using the same sequence of applied
displacements on MOD1OR. For the first 1.5 mm the MOD1O and
0Dl0R results are very similar but after this the curves
diverge and although the curve shapes are similar, the loads
generated for MOD1OR are greater than those for MOD1O. Thig
is in accordance with the behaviour expected on testing a
denser oedometer sample.
As before, the percentage of contacts have been plotted
against the applied displacement for the various states possible,
fig. 9.24. 'omparing this with the graph for MOD1O, fig. 23,
it can be seen that there is not such a large drop initially in
the numbers in a 'no-contact' state and that there are more of
these members in MOD1OR. The line aeperating those contacts
having reached their Damage Loads and those which have not could
be considered to be linear and shows again the expected increasing
trend. This contrasts with the sample MOD1O line which is quite
irregular. The first contacts to reach their Damage Load do
so at a slightly larger applied displacement than in MOD1O but
a higher proportion have achieved this load at 6.0 mm. It is
interesting to note that the load-displacement curves begin to
diverge at about the displacement where contacts begin to reach
their Damage Load.
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In a denser sample the interparticle forces are smaller
for a given applied load due to the greater number of contacts
arid this will also produce a relatively smoother change in
behaviour as the load increases. This is reflected in the
computer results by the steadier decrease in the number of
members in the 'no-contact' state and the increase of those
reaching their Damage Load. The lower interparticle forces
will also mean that Damage Loads are not reached as quickly
which is again reflected in the computer results. MOD1O arid
MOD1OR are very similar and therefore would be expected to
follow similar curves. It is possible that once Damage Loads
begin to be reached the distributions of interparticle forces
become quite different and the curves diverge. The denser
sample does not reach a constant number of members in the
'no-contact' state and the slight variation is more in keeping
with expected real behaviour than that seen in MOD1O. As would
be expected in a real granular mass the contacts appearing in
the 'un/reloading' state do not occur until other contacts have
reached their Damage Load.
9.9	 Conclusion
The simple numerical model developed has been compared with
the results of a laboratory oed.ometer test on a dry uniformly
graded rockfill sample. Good agreement of the results has been
obtained over the first 3.5 mm of applied displacement but the
load-displacement curves diverge after this and reasons for this
discrepancy have been suggested. A .study of the local behaviour
at the particle contacts has been made and the effect of denser
paekir]g investigated. In general the model behaviour has been
found to respond in the same mPrnler as a real granular mass would.
'1
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NP - no. of particles
NC - no. of cDntacts for each particle
NtJM - ntzrbers of particles in contact with each particle
CGX,CGY - cxords of particle centr€s
Ke - extension stiffness
Ks - shear stiffness
Kr - rotational stiffness(i - overall stiffness matrix
[Krr - nrber stiffness matrix
[P) - nodal load matrix(u - nodal displacEtt matrix
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Summary of Research and Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis has been concerned
mainly with the interparticle behaviour of granular masses
and of rockfill in particular. Attention has been focused
on the phenomenon of contact crushing due to normal inter-
particle forces and the influence of this on the overall
behaviour of the mass. A study of the bulk behaviour of
rockfill in dams and in a series of long-term uniaxial com-
pression tests has also been made. The results of this work
led to the development of a numerical computer model of rock
fill, intended for use as an aid. to prediction of both overall
and local behaviour.
10.1	 Outline of Research
lO.l.i Interparticle Behaviour
Interparticle behaviour may be considered to depend upon the
amount of contact crushing and. the rolling and sliding of particles
relative to each other. The experimental work was concentrated
on contact crushing and. although the role of rolling and sliding
has been discussed, this has not been investigated in arty detail.
Laboratory tests have been carried out to establish a normal
load-displacement relationship for rock contacts (Chapter 4). A
number of shaped and irregular pointed samples were pushed either
against a steel platen or the end of a cylinder of the same
material. Tests were performed on both dry and saturated samples
and some of the dry samples were inundated during testing. The
displacements were found to depend upon the contact shape and
since the particles being tested were angular, the shape has been
defined in terms of a contact angle. The results have been
compared with theoretical normal load-displacement relationships
of elastic and plastic bodies in contact. The relationship




was found to be similar to that determined from the tests and
has been discussed in some detail.
When a force is applied at a contact a region of high
stress is created and the local material is crushed until the
area of contact becomes large enough to support the load. Two
methods of determining this area have been investigated in
Chapter 5. The first involved crushing rock points against
a metal platen and interposing pieces of carbon paper. The
contact areas were determined by measuring the areas of the
imprints. As before, shaped and irregular samples were tested
and some of the irregular samples were saturated. The main
disadvantages of this method were that the imprints were often
torn or smudged and that the contact region was disturbed
whenever the carbon paper was replaced. The second method was
based on a graphical analysis which produced an upper bound
approximation to the contact area. Measurements of the rock
on rock contact region widths at a series of points around the
samples were made from photographs and used. in a computer
programme to calculate the area magnitude. Thi8 method was
found to be very sensitive to errors in the data and. the results
were not as reliable as those obtained using the first method.
The results of the first method have been discussed in the light
of the load-displacement behaviour and the influence of saturation,
contact shape and material strength have been investigated. As
before, comparisons of the results have been made with theoretical
relationships and in particular with the elastic solution
AocP
The time-dependent behaviour of contacts has also been
investigated and a rig was designed to carry out these tests
(Chapter 6). The differencesin beh.viour between dry and
saturated samples under constant load for three - four hours
were noted and particular attention paid to the effect of
inundation and drying of the samples. Some samples were sub-
jected to several different loads to determine the effect of
increased and decreased load. Relaxation tests on four shaped
samples (two dry and. two saturated) were carried, out for periods
of seventy-two hours.
The material used in all these tests was a sandstone
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obtained from the site of Scammonden Dam, Yorkshire. Chapter 3
describes a series of tests carried out to determine the material
properties arid to classify the rock. Other tests described are
an investigation of the properties of the sandstone as a granular
material.
10.1. ii Intra-particle Behaviour
In discussing interparticle behaviour it is necessary to
assess the relative importance of the intra-particle deformations.
These are observed as the bulk deformations of each particle
under the interparticle forces and the breakage of particles
when the stresses within the particles exceed the material
strength.
In Chapter 3 details are given of the tests carried out to
determine the immediate bulk deformations of cylindrical samples
and. values of the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for the
material have been calculated. Tests described in Chapter 6
were carried out to investigate the time-dependent properties
of the bulk material. Dry cylindrical samples were subject to
either constant load or constant compressive strain ath the creep
strains or loss of load recorded over seventy-two hours. The
recovery of the creep samples was monitored for a further seventy-
two hours after unloading. The results of these tests have been
compared with the results from the contact time-dependent tests
as an indication of the relative importance of these two
phenomena.
Particle breakage has not been considered in as much detail,
although the quantities generated in each of the oedometer tests
described in Chapter 7 have been calculated (using a measure of
breakage proposed by Marsal, 1973) and the relative magnitudes
discussed.
10.1. iii The Bulk Behaviour of Rockfil].
Investigation of the bulk behaviour of rockfill has been
concentrated on two areas;-
(a) rockfill dams
(b) long-term oedometer tests
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The movements of rockfill dams can be measured over the
whole lifetime of the structure and the observations correlated.
with various events occurring at the dam site. This enables
a picture of the expected behaviour of a large mass of rockfill
to be built up and this may be used. to predict the movements
of new structures. Field data of post-construction movements
of sixty-eight dams has been collected in an extensive literature
review and analysed (Chapter 2). From this the major influences
affecting the behaviour of rockfill dams have been pinpointed
and discussed. A review of methods of predicting post-construction
crest movements has revealed these to be too simplistic and an
alternative approach has been proposed.
Oedometer tests enabled other rockfill behaviour patterns
to be studied under a degree of control which is not possible in
a literature review. A large oedometer rig with a 0.45 m diameter
cylinder for the samples (height:diameter ratio l;2) was used. to
test three gradings of rockfill - 1 well graded and 2 uniform.
Most of the tests were carried out over four weeks but one of
the uniformily graded samples was subjected to a quick cycle of
loading and unloading to determine a load-displacement relation-
ship. The long term tests have been used to investigatez-
(a) the influence of saturation and the effect of cycles of
wetting and drying
(b) the effect of increased and decreased load
Where possible these results have been related to dam construction
practice. The friction generated along the cylinder walls has
also been considered. and its effect on the results discussed.
l0.l.iv Numerical Computer Model of Rockf ill
As a result of the studies described in the previous sections
an assessment of the relative importance of the contact crushing
in the bulk behaviour of rockfill has been made (.'hapter e).
Thi8 suggests that contact crushing is significant and further
confirmation of this has been obtained in comparing observed contact
behaviour with the behaviour of granular masses. On these grounds
a 2-D numerical computer model of a granular mass has been proposed
and developed in Chapter 9.
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The rock particles have been modelled as a series of rigid
struts radiating from the particle centres to the points of contact
witn other particles and small deformable elements assumed to
exist at the contacts. The properties of these eLements have been
based on the experimental contact test results. 	 Vhe situation
modelled was that of an oedometer test on a dry, uniforniily graded
sample, so that a comparison of laboratory and computer results
could be made. Known displacements were applied to the top of the
sample and an iterative secant stiffness analysis used to generate
the boundary forces. Once the sensitivity of the model to certain
unknowns had been established, direct comparisons between a real
sample arid the model results were made. A study of the local
strains, forces and energy stored was also made. Finally the
effect of increased density of the computer sample was invest-
igated and. the results compared with the expected behaviour of
a real sample.
10.2	 Suinm-ry of Conclusions
The main results and conclusions of this research have been
listed below.
10.2.1 Contact Crushing - immediate response to load
(Chapter 4 and 5)
(a) The load-displacement curves for sandstone particles reveal
two distinct types of behaviour - an initial smooth curve followed
by complex irregular behaviour. The load at which the initial
curve ceases and irregular behaviour begins has been named the
Damage Load.
(b) Initial behaviour:-.
The initial smooth curve can be approximated by the equation
2
d
neither saturation nor the contact angle affect the - index in
this equation.
Saturation increases the amount of contact crushing.




The Damage Load increases with increased contact angle but is
reduced by saturation if the contact angle is greater than 100°.
(d.) Area of Contact:-
The area of contact increases with increasing load and for
loads less than the Damage Load the area-load relationship has
been found to be of the form
A - (cp)*	 (io.i)
Saturation increases the area of contact but does not affect the
* index in equation (io.i)
The constant c in (io.i) is inversely proportional to the material
strength.
Area is not dependent upon particle shape.
(e) Other conclusions
Work-hardening usually occurs at the contact under cyclic
loading.
Shaped sainple behaviour is representative of the behaviour of
irregular samples with similar mean contact angles.
1O.2.ii Contact Crushing - time-dependent response to load
(Chapter 6)
(a) Contacts continue to settle with time under constant load
Increased sustained load produces greater creep displacements and
at small loads (i.e. less than 1.5 kN) linear behaviour is observed.
No creep or recovery occurs if a contact is unloaded to a lower
sustained load.	 -
A period of constant load affects the load-displacement relationship
when further loading is applied.: producing a sharp increase in grad-
lent initially compared with that of the initial curve.
If the Damage Load is less than the maintained load then
unpredictable behaviour may occur during constant loading.
(b) Saturation:-
Saturated samples have higher creep rates than dry samples
initially but after about three hours there is little difference.
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Inundation of dry samples produces large additional displacements
ininied.iately.
Draining a sample axid re-saturating have a negligible effect.
(c) Creep displacements increase with decreased contact angle.
(d) Relaxation:-
Saturation increases the percentage loss of load during
relaxation of a contact.
The percentage loss of load during relaxation increases with
decreased contact angle.
lO.2.ili The Behaviour of Rockfill Dams
(Chapter 2)
(a) The crest post-construction movements of rockfill dams cannot
be accurately ped.icted using simple height and time relationships
- dam behaviour is too complex for this and varies considerably
from dam to dam.
(b) Dam movements are influenced by site topography and geology
(c) Sluicing during construction increases compaction and therefore
reduces post-construction settlement. No optimum volume of
water is used in practice and no conclusion has been reached on
this.
(ci) The first reservoir filling is critical for all types of
dam section but subsequent fillings appear to be significant
only for central core dams - this is possibly due to differential
movements allowed by deformation in the core.
(e) Single stage dumping construction produces less post-
construction aettleants than multi-stage construction.
lO.2.iv Behaviour of Rockfill in Oedometer Pests
(Chapter 7)
(a) Saturation:-
Saturated samples show greater immediate and time-dependent
displacements than dry samples.
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Saturation of a dry sample induces additional displacements.
Repeated saturation has a negligible effect - the first wetting
is important.
Similar behaviour to this is noted in contact tests.
(b) Creater compaction is obtained if the sample is saturated
thoroughly beforehand rather than when in place.
(c) If the sample is first subjected to a high load, the creep
displacements observed under a lower sustained load willbe
reduced. Significant displacements may still be observed if
the lower load is greater than 70% of the maximum previously
applied load.
This behaviour was not noted in the contact tests but this may
have been due to the higher maintained load being applied for
some time before unloading.
(d) Rebound and recovery:-
On unloading a sample completely rebound and recovery occur -
rebound was approximately 18-27% of the loading displacement for
well graded samples and 4-$% for uniform samples.
Approximately 90% of the total expansions of the sample occurs
within the first minute of unloading.




Area of Further Research
This research has concentrated on contact crushing and little
attention has been paid to rblling and sliding of particles.
perimental research into the behaviour patterns.of this mechanism
and the factors influencing it is needed, so that its role in the
deformation of granular masses can be more clearly understood...
Further development of the numerical model is needed since at
larger displacements ( 3.5 mm) smaller loads than those observed
in the oed.ometer test are predicted. This discrepancy has been
attributed to
(a) not updating the model structure as displacements occur
(b) not allowing new contacts to be formed
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The model has only considered the immediate displacement
of a dry uniform sample but, as good initial agreement has been
obtained for this, it is reasonable to assume that the model may
be extended to saturated samples and time-dependent behaviour.
Suitable descriptions of the contact behaviour for these conditions
may
 be obtained from the experimental work. The contact behaviour
used in the model is based on the mean experimental results




introduced into the analysis by the use of statistical models.
The numerical model has been developed to allow the local
behaviour within a granular mass to be studied and also as an
aid to predicting overall deformations. The model could be used
to determine how appropriate proposed laboratory tests would be
in reproducing field behaviour. Particle size and grading
effects could be studied as well as helping in the design of a
suitable rig. Clearly the amount of storage and time required
to analyse a rock!ili structure is prohibitive at present unless
the structure is quite small. Eowever, this type of approach
could be used. in analysing a section of the structure where
difficulties were expected e.g. in fill around conduits.
Structures are often analysed using overall behaviour models with
open meshes and these highlight critical areas. Particulate
analyses can be used to investigate such areas in more detail when




From this investigation into interparticle behaviour and
the compressibility of rockfill, two conclusions stand out as
being significant.
(a) Surprisingly the initial contact behaviour can be
modelled using equations of the form of theoretical solutions
for elastic particles, although the observed behaviour is not
elastic.
(b) A 'Damage Load', at which the interparticle behaviour
departs from this 'elastic' behaviour, has been shown to exist





Appendix to Chapter 2 - 'The Observed Post-construction Movements
O± Rockfill Dams - their significance and prediction'.
1.1	 Membrane Dams (dumped)
Key to figs. 2.10 and 2.13
No. Dl - Bowman (u.s.A.)




D3 - Lower Bear River No. 2 (u.s.A.)
D4 - Nozori (Japan)
D5 - Ishibuchi (J9pan)
D6 - Salazar (Portugal)
D7 - Lower Bear River No. 1 (u.s.A.)
D8 - Malpaso (Peru)
D9 - Dix River (U.S.A.)
D1O - Salt Springs (u.s.A.)
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Appendix to Chapter 9 - The Prediction of the Behaviour of a
Granular Mass of Angular Particles
Determination of overall stiffness matrix
The equilibrium equations relating the forces applied
at the nodes and the corresponding nodal displacements may be
expressed in terms of matrices.
[PJ_ [KJ[u]
where [IC ] is the structure stiffness matrix. Deformation of
each member of the structure is allowed to occur in extension,
shear and rotation with corresponding stiffnesses k, kand kr
The potential energy stored (u) in the deformable element of a
member can be determined from the following equation
U=lk u 2 +lk u 2 +lk U2
- e e	 —es	 r r
where u , u and u represent the extension, shear ani rotation
e s	 r
displacements respectively.
Fig. 11.1 shows the condition of arbitrary shape end position
of the deformable element and the energy stored for this case is
U- 1k ((uA + LWA - UB + L' B ) cos 0 +
(VA l WA - VB - 1' W ) • 0 
)2
+1k ((uA+LWA_uB+L' 'B sinØ--
(vA_ lwA_ VB_ lt WB)c0sO)
+1k (w -w )2
A B
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In deriving this equation it is assumed that
(a) the size of the deformable is negligible compared with the
particle size.
(b) the deformations are small.
Lucas (1975) has produced a similar equation for his work on
ice floes, although there is a positive sign before the second
bracket of terms in the shear displacement expression (i.e.
((_)sinØ+(-)cosØ ))
The member stiffness matrix may be obtained from this
enerr expression by differentiation with respedt to the nodal
displacements.
[u] - [KJ [ul
The overall stiffness matrix may be assembled from the
member stiffness matrix by including the member matrix elements
in the appropriate elements of the overall matrix. The member
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APPENDIX III.
Appendix to Chapter 9 - The Prediction of the Behaviour of a
Granular 1iass of Angular Particles
Validity of use of equivalent radius Re
In Chapter 4 the similarity between the Hertzian theoretical
load-displacement equation for a spherical contact with a halfspace
and the experimental relationship was noted.
Hertz: -	 d
Experiinen tal : -	 d
The experimental coefficient,', is dependent upon the contact
angle whereas i is dependent upon the radius of the spherical
contact, H, and the material parameters Young's modulus, B,
and Poisson's ratio,i..'.
Assuming B = 10 kN/mni2 arid v- 0.01	 then the Hertz
equation becomes
2




If it is assumed that 	 - r' , then using the experiment values
of ,values of Re can be found from (i)





Using the conversion equation given in section 9.3.i
H - 1 (P)	 D* (l+tan2	 )e
where P is the applied load and D = 0.15 mm2/kN
then	





From (3) values of can be found using the Revalues calculated
in (2) and these may be compared with the measured contact angles
of the experimental values. To do this a load P is also needed
and. in correlating Re and the contact angle two specific loads were
used - the Damage Load, P9 , and half this value.
Fig.shows the graph of ' 'I for the dry shaped samples using
values determined from the above analysis with values of P 0 and
P0 /2 for each sample. This shows a good correlation of the ang]es
with most of the points lying along the 1.P line. Similar
calculations were carried out for some of the dry irregular samples
and comparisons made with the angles 	 ,and c& • This
correlation was not as good with a wider spread of points.
Table 1 gives the standard deviations,S. , of the calculated '
values from the equal angle line where
S1	 (. (.-)
These indicate that calculations based on the half Damage Load.
give a better correlation and that the oç. angle produces the
best correlation of results-for the irregular samples.
Angles	 Samples	 No. points	 S
on graph
Shaped Samples_pD	 5	 20.47
5	 9.63







Table 1:- Standard Deviations of values from the
P ( or oL) line.
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A similar analysis using the genera]. Hertzian equation
for an ellipsoid in contact with a halfspace (section 4.1.1)
and. programme contact (section 4.l.ii) indicated a slightly
better correlation could be obtained using the general analysis
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